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Abstract

Analysis and Design of Current-Commutating CMOS Mixers

by

Emmanouil Terrcvitis

Doctor ofPhilosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Robert G. Meyer, Chair

The recent advances in low-cost CMOS fabrication processes have rendered them appro

priate for the realization of high-frequency analog communication circuits, traditionally

implemented in more expensive technologies such as bipolar or Gallium Arsenide. These

CMOS implementations have the significant advantage that they can be more easily inte

grated with the low frequency analog and digital circuitry. The demand for short design

cycles imposes the need for fast optimization of the high-frequency analog circuit blocks.

Such a circuit, present in the front end of any communication system, is the mixer which

performs frequency translation of the carrier signals. Because one of its inputs is the strong

localoscillator signal, its operating point is periodically-time-varying. As a result, the anal

ysisof its operation is considerably more complicated than that of the linear time-invariant

blocks. The subject of this thesis is to analyze the operation of one commonly used class

of mixers, those which employ a switching transistor pair to commutate the signal current.



The objective is to provide results ina form that can beapplied by Radio FVequency circuit

designers to systematically optimize their designs.

In thefirst part ofthis thesis the mixing operation isdescribed andpractical mixer

nonidealities and related performance metrics are introduced. Several mixer topologies in

CMOS technology are discussed and the current-commutating CMOS mixers, for which

the results of this research apply, are emphasized. In the second part an analysis of the

nonidealities whichdefine the mixer dynamic range, namely the noise and the nonlinearity,

is performed. The contribution ofevery internal and external noise source to the output

noise is calculated and the mixer noise performance is predicted. The noise performance

ofa CMOS inductively degenerated transconductance stage is investigated in depth. Con

sequently, the nonlineaxities of the CMOS transconductance stages are analyzed. These

results are applicable besides mixers to otherblocks that employ transconductance stages,

such as low noise amplifiers and power amplifiers. Finzdly, the nonlinearity of the switching

pair is investigated. In all cases the results are provided in terms ofsimplified analytical

expressions or graphs ofnormalized parameters. Asimple transistor model with continuous

derivatives of any order in all operating regions is adopted and compared with more so

phisticated simulator models. In the third part, the design ofsome single -balanced active

mixers is presented as a demonstration ofthe application ofthe theoretical results derived

in this thesis.

Professor Robert G. Mej
Dissertation Committee Chair
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Background



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The large market demand for new communication services motivates research to

wards a higher degree of integration in communication devices. Examples of these services

include wireless applications such as cellular and cordless phones, pagers, wireless computer

networks, (LANs and WANs), satellite communications, GPS systems, and wired commu

nications such as cable TV, cable modems and XDSL modems. A high degree of integration

ofmass-produced communication devices is desirable because integration increases portabil

ity, functionality and reliability. It also reduces production cost and can lead to significant

power savings which translates to longer operation time for portable devices. The integra

tion of the logic circuitry and the analog low-frequency circuitry is routinely implemented

todayand imposes few challenges. A significant research effort is currently being conducted

in industry and universities to increase the degree of integration of the high frequency —or

radio frequency (RF) — analog circuitry of the wireless systems which has been tradition-



ally realized with high performance discrete active and passive components. The transition

from discrete to integrated solutions involves significant changes in the system architecture

and the structure of the circuit blocks.

Continuous scaling of CMOS technologies, mainly driven by the computer and the

digital circuit industry, has enabled the realization of high-frequency analog circuits which

have previously been realized mostly in GaAs or bipolar technologies. CMOS processes

require fewer processing steps and are inexpensive when compared to other technologies.

They offer the potential for a higher degree of integration since they are the technologies

of choice for the digital and baseband analog circuitry. It remains a challenge for system

engineers and circuit designers to integrate the analog RF part using CMOS technologies

together with the baseband circuitry, while eliminating as many as possible of the high-

quality discrete components. In particular, it is a challenge to accomplish this task in a

power eflScient way.

The multitude of different applications imposes different specificationson the ana

log circuit blocks while the fabrication technologies continuously improve. Circuit designers

axe often called on to redesign circuit blocks in new technologies and for a different set of

specifications. The need for rapid time-to-market calls for a short design cycle. Therefore

a better understanding of the RF block operation which will facilitate a systematic opti

mization is desirable. The mixer is an essential RF block of every communication system.

In this thesis we investigate the operation and the nonidealities of a commonly used mixer

topology implemented in CMOS technology.
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Figure 1.1: Simplified heterodyne transceiver architecture.

1.2 Mixers

In a communication system we desire to transfer a low-frequency signal from one

geographic location to an other. This task is accomplished more conveniently if the low-

frequency signal is translated to some higher frequency, called the carrier frequency. The

circuit block that performs this task is the mixer, which essentially multiplies its input with

a periodic signal suppHed by another circuit block, the local oscillator (LO).

Fig. 1.1 shows a typical transceiver of a wireless system. In the transmitter side,

the baseband signal is modulated to the carrier frequency in two mixer stages and after

filtering it is transmitted to the air by the antenna. The signal is received by the antenna

of the receiver, amplified by a low-noise amplifier (LNA), and translated to baseband again

in two stages. Notice that many filters are used in several locations in both the receiver
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Figure 1.2: Simplified homodyne transceiver architecture.

and the transmitter, to reject imdesired out-of-band signals and the image signals before

every mixer. The concept of the image will be explained further in the next chapter. The

receiver architecture of Fig. 1.1 is known as heterodyne or superheterodyne and because of

the high-quality passive image-rejection filters required it is mostly appropriate for discrete

component implementation. Several otherarchitectures are investigated for implementation

in integrated technology. For example in the direct-conversion transceivers shown in Fig. 1.2

a single mixer performs the frequency translation, but these receivers face other challenges

such DC offsets [27, 68]. The Weaver architecture [100, 72] and low-IF receivers which

employ complex polyphase filters at low frequencies axe other alternatives [12, 11].

Since mixers perform frequency translation, they are not linear-time-invariant

(LTI) systems. As we shall see they do not operate with a fixed operating point and



for this reason they are not as easy to analyze as other analog circuits such as amplifiers.

For this reason designers usually have Hmited insight into the mixer operation and rely

heavily on simulation or empirical approaches.

Mixer simulation on the other hand can be a difficult task. Traditional SPICE-type

circuit simulators can only simulate some mixer performance characteristics such as gain and

nonlinearityindirectlythrough transient analysis. SpectreRF [88] is a newsimulator which is

capable of efficiently simulating gain, noise and nonlinearity of periodically-driven circuits

such as mixers. Although this simulator greatly facilitates the task of the designer, the

simulations can still be time and memory consuming. In addition, simulations (especially

of nonlinearity) can be unreliable if the transistor model is non physical (if for example it

contains discontinuities in the transition from one region of operation to an other) as we

shall see in chapter 6.

1.3 Research Goals

This thesis intends to facilitate the design of current - commutating CMOS mixers.

It presents an analysis of the mixer operation and concentrates on the nonidealities that

limit its performance. It aims to provide intuition by identifying the dependence of the

performance on the design parameters. Simphfied expressions and graphs of normalized

parameters are derived from which one can obtain an approximate quantitative prediction

of the performance. Using the results provided here, a designer can obtain a close to

optimaldesign, without having to perform a large number of simulations. Furthermore the

designer can easily decide on the fitness of a particular CMOS process for a particular set



of specifications.

1.4 Previously Published Related Work

Noise analysis of single-transistor bipolar mixers has been presented in[53, 54, 55].

The problem of noise prediction in mixers in general and bipolar current-commutating

mixers in particular has been examined in [32, 31]. The intermodulation generated by

a bipolar mixer switching pair has been examined in [56, 31]. Passive CMOS mixers on

SGI technology have been examined in [39]. Several papers such as [83, 48, 49] and books

[50] have been written by the microwave design community on single-device high-frequency

mixers. The above publications contain interesting techniques some of which were adopted

by theanalysis ofactive CMOS mixers presented here. Some oftheresults described in this

dissertation have also been published in [89, 90]. A more recent paper [52] concentrates on

the flicker noise of low-power and low-voltage CMOS mixers.

1.5 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2describes inabstract and theoretical terms themixing operation andthenonide-

alities ofa practical mixer. It introduces the performance metrics used to characterize

mixers.

Chapter 3 presents several mixer topologies that can be implemented in CMOS processes

and discusses their advantages and disadvantages. It introduces the class of current-

commutating CMOS mixers for whichthe analysis presented in the following chapters

applies.
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Chapter 4 presents a noise analysis of current-commutating CMOS mixers. The contri

bution of all internal and external noise sources to the output noise is calculated.

The noise figure of some simple mixer structures is estimated by computing only a

few parameters or by reading them from provided normalized graphs. Simple explicit

formulas for the thermal and fiicker noise introduced by a switching pair are derived,

and the upper frequency limit of validity of the analysis is examined. Although capac-

itive effects are neglected, the results are applicable up to the GHz frequency range

for modern submicron CMOS technologies. The deviation of the device characteris

tics fi:om the ideal square law is taken into account and the analysis is verified with

measurements.

Chapter 5 is a noise analysis of a CMOS inductively degenerated, conjugately matched

transconductance stage. These stages can be used in active mixers when the input is

provided off chip. A more sophisticated transistor noise model is adopted here than

used in chapter 4. The results of this chapter can be applied directly to the design of

LNAs.

Chapter 6 presents an analysis of the nonlinearity of CMOS transconductance stages used

in active mixers. Expressions are derived for the degenerated single-ended common-

soiurce, common-gate and differential-pair stages. The single-ended common-source

stage is examined in depth and several approximations axe made in order to provide

both quantitative and intuitive results. The body-effect nonlinearity is shown to

be significant for large degeneration and the degeneration impedance above which

the body-effect nonlinearity dominates, is derived. The output third-order intercept



point is investigated for inductive and resistive degeneration, with and without a

source matching restriction.

In Chapter 7 the nonlinearity behavior of the CMOS current-switching transistor pair is

investigated. By treating the mixer as a periodically-time-varying weakly-nonlinear

circuit we study the distortion-causing mechanisms and we predict the mixer dis

tortion performance. Normalized graphs are provided from which the designer can

readily estimate the mixer nonlinearity for particular process and design parameters.

A simple CMOS transistor model appropriate for our calculations, which also takes

into account deviation from the square law, is adopted. The significance of a physical

transistor model for reliable distortion simulation is demonstrated. The predictions

of our analysis are compared with simulation results and with experimental data.

Chapter 8 presents four different single-balanced active mixer designs. Implementation

details about the mixer core and the on-chip LO buffer are discussed. It is demon

strated how the design parameters affect the conversion gain, the noise figure and the

nonlinearity. Predicted performance characteristics are comparedwith measurements.

Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and identifies topics for future research.

Appendix A is a qualitative discussion on the implications of the time-varying - or cyclo-

stationary - nature of the noise generated by mixers. The usual noise performance

metric, the noise figure considers only the time-average of the noise power and dis

cards the time variation. We show that in the majority of the practical cases the

mixer noise figure is sufficient to provide an accurate noise performance prediction of
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the overall system, but we identify cases in which the time variation is significant.

Appendix B is a derivation firom first principles of the concept of the time-varying (and

time-invariant) Volterra series. It is the basis for the analysis performed in chapters

6 and 7.

Appendix C is a discussion on fiicker noise generated by CMOS devices. In chapter 4

we calculate the transfer function of the fiicker noise from where it is generated to

the output, but the flicker noise device model is not well established. The generating

mechanisms and a model of flicker noise in MOSFETS has been a subject of contro

versy. We present an overview of the theories in this field and we identify the needfor

theoretical and experimental study of flicker noiseof CMOS devices with time varying

operating point.
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Chapter 2

Mixer Fundamentals

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe in abstract terms the operation and the nonideahties

of mixers and we introduce the metrics which characterize their performance. The concepts

presented in this chapter are general, independent of topology.

A mixer is a circuit block with three ports, the input port, the local-oscillator

(LO) port, and theoutput port as shown inFig. 2.1. This symbol for the mixer has already

been used in Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2. In the literature an ideal mixer is usually a multiplier

whose output equals the product of the input with a sinusoidal LO waveform. The output

spectrum in this case is the input spectrum shifted by the LO frequency.
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Input i k Output

LO w(t)

Figure 2.1: Mixer symbol.

2.2 Mixer Linear Operation

In a practical mixer, the input signal is usually small, such that it causes only a

small pertiurbation to the current and voltage waveforms of the circuit - similarly to the

input signal of an amplifier which causes only a small perturbation around the operating

point. The LO signal is a strong periodic waveform such that it largely determines the

current and voltage waveforms. In this thesis we call the voltages and the currents in the

mixer in the absence of input signal the periodically time-varying operating point. We shall

see next that for small input signals the input-output relation of a mixer is linear. A mixer

is a linear-periodically-time-varying (LPTV) system and such systems provide frequency

translation.

2.2.1 Low Frequency

Let us consider first the low-fi:equency case in which the mixer is a memoryless

system. The output is a function of the instantaneous values of the input signal a;(<) and

LO signal w(t)

y{t) F{x(t),w{t)) (2.1)
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and since a;(t) is small a first-order Taylor expansion provides

y{t) = Po{t) Pi{t)x(t). (2.2)

Waveform po{t) is the outputwithout an input signal present, does not contain signal infor

mation and will be omitted below. The mixer performs frequency translation by multiplying

its input signal x{t) with a periodic waveform pi(t). Waveform pi(t) is determined by the

LO waveform and the mixer implementation. Since multiplication in the time domain is

convolution in the frequency domain, the spectrum of the output signal y(t) is given by

+00

Y(.f)= E Pi,n^(/ +"/to) (2-3)
n=—00

where X{f) is the spectrum ofthe input signal andpi,n the Fourier coefficients ofpi(t).

Theoutput spectrum consists ofcopies ofthe input spectrum shifted in frequency to integer

multiples of the LO frequency and weighted by different coefficients. These coefficients are

called conversion gains.

2.2.2 High Frequency

Let us now examine frequency conversion at high frequencies. We will assume for

simplicity that the input signal is a single tone in complex representation ^

tone is not a physical waveform, but the response of the system to a physical input such

as a sinusoid can be found as the response to a sum of single tones, and we will follow this

approach even when we consider nonlinearities below. The mixing operation is ideally linear

and is accurately described by the periodically time-varying transfer function Pi(t, /), which

is similar to the periodic gain pi{t) at low frequencies, but also depends on the frequency
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of the input signal. For a proof see [107], or appendix B and discard the nonlinear terms.

The transfer function of a linear-time-invariant (LTI) system is defined as

gj-27r/t^ LTI (2.4)

meaning that the response ofan LTI system to is Pi{f)e '̂̂ ^^K Similarly the transfer

function of an LPTV system such as the mixer is defined as follows

ei27r/t IlptvI P{t, (2.5)

As in the low frequency case, in the frequency domain convolution provides the output

spectrum

+CXD

Y(f)= E (2.6)
n=—oo

which is similar to relation (2.3), but here the conversion gains pi,„ have been replaced by

the conversion transfer functions Pi^nif)^ fbe Fourier components of Pi{t,f).

Observe that a mixer transfers a signal from a single frequency band to several

output frequency bands. Similarly the signal at one output band originates from multiple

input frequency bands. These multiple frequency bands at the input and the output are

called sidebands^ image hands or images.

Practical mixers are usually used for frequency translation by one LO frequency

multiplebecause in this mode they usually provide the highest conversion gain and the rest

of the output components are often removed by filtering. If the output signal frequency is

lower than the input signal frequency, the mixer is said to perform downconversion while

in the opposite case it is said to perform upconversion. Transmitters generally employ

upconverters while receivers employ downconverters, (although there are some receivers.
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such as broadband cable TV tuners and instrumentation equipment front-ends that first

upconvert the signal and then downconvert it).

2.2.3 Conversion Gain

As introduced in the previous section, the conversion gain can be defined as the

ratioofthe magnitude oftheoutputsignal in theoutputfrequency bandover themagnitude

of the input signal. So far we have not specified what physical quantities the input and

output signals represent. If they are both voltages one can define the voltage conversion

gain similarlyto the voltage gain of an amplifier

Gc=^ and Gc(<iB) =201ogi„(^) (2.7)
Vin "in

where Vin is the amplitudeof the input signalconsidered sinusoidal and Vout is the amplitude

of the output signal when all the out-of-band components are eliminated. Other similar

definitions are possible, for example if the input is voltage and the output is current, the

conversion transconductance can be used.

Microwave and RF designers usually consider the input and output signals to

be power rather than voltage or current. The mixer input and output ports have some

finite impedance, the source providing the signal to the input port has a finite impedance

and the mixer delivers power to a load impedance. We will consider here that the source

and load impedances are specified by the application, but the designer can use impedance

transformation networks between the mixer ports and these impedances, and in fact the

transformation networks can be considered part of the mixer. Similarly to the amplifier

case [62, p. 606] several power gain definitions axe possible, but the most commonly used
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Figure 2.2: The input signal and its image appear at the mixer output.

is the following.

The Power Conversion Gain is the ratio of the power delivered to the load when

the power of all out of band components is excluded, over the available power of the source.

It depends on both the input and the output impedance transformation networks. This

definition is also fitted to the way the mixer gain is measured in the lab, where the power

delivered to the load (i.e. the bOQ, input impedance of the spectrum analyzer) is measured

andthe available power ofthe source (i.e. signal generator) is known. The Power Conversion

Gain is maximized when both the input and the output are conjugately matched (but section

2.7 contains a more accurate discussion of this issue).

Very often the output signal is weaker than the input signal which translates to

a negative conversion gain when expressed in dB. The term Conversion Loss is then used

which equals the conversion gain in dB without the negative sign.
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2.3 Image Problem

We saw that frequency translation from several input bands or image bands ap

pears at a single output frequency. This effect usually causes problems. Images that are

located far away from the input signal, band in the frequency domain are easily filtered

and do not represent a problem. However, in a downconverter employed in a heterodyne

receiver, where the output is obtained at frequency fip and the input signal is frequency

Irf —fLO + //F) ffic signal in the image band fjM —fio —fiF is also translated to //jr,

as shown in Fig. 2.2 (we are considering real, not complex signals here). Either one of the

input frequency bands can be used for the useful frequency translation. When the input

signal is at fio + //f it is said that low-side injection is used, while when it isat /lo - fiF

the term high-side injection is used. The spectrum usually contains undesired information

or noise at the image frequency which contaminates the output.

Filters are often used before the mixer to eliminate this image. The input signal

and its image are in distance 2//f and filtering becomes harder when a low Jif is used.

The image problem disappears when direct conversion or zero IF architecture is used.

Finally, the image problem can be eliminated with image rejection mixers which employ

phase shifters as shown in Fig. 2.3, with appropriate system architectures which employ

an arrangement of several mixers, such as the Weaver architecture [100, 72], shown in

Fig. 2.4. A different architecture that solves the image problem employs low IF frequency

and complex polyphase filters [13, 12]. Since image cancellation is in practice limited by

imperfect device matching, these techniques are often used in combination with some mild

filtering which enhances the image rejection.
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Figure 2.3: Mixer configurations which reject the image.

2.4 Port-to-Port Isolation
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The only useful signal transfer in the mixer is from the input signal band of the

inputport to the output signal bandofthe output port. Any other power transfer isparasitic

and is possibly detrimental. An example of a mixer with bad port-to-port isolation is the

single-diode mixer in which all three ports share the two diode terminals. In this case

isolation is provided exclusively by filtering.

LeaJsage of even a small amount of the strong LO signal to the output acts as an

interferer for the circuits following the mixer, whileLO leakage to the input port in a receiver
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Figure 2,4: The Weaver architecture.
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Output

can reach the antenna and be transmitted causing problems to other users. Furthermore

LO leakage to the input port, essentially squares the LO signal and creates DC oflfsets at

the output which are a significant problem in direct conversion applications. Leakage of

the input or output to the LO port can disturb the LO operation. Direct leakage firom the

input to the output port at the input signal band can pass DC components generated by

nonlinearities before the mixer to the output which as mentioned cause problems in direct

conversion receivers.

For these reasons, the specifications of the mixer often require that the isolation

between two specified ports is higher than a certain ratio expressed in dB. In traditional

discrete-component transceiver implementations, filters have been used to satisfy the iso

lation requirements. In modern integrated solutions however, high-fi:equency filtering is

not easily implemented and besides the frequency spacing between the different frequency

bands can be small or zero. For example in direct downconversion the LO ajad input signals

are indistinguishable in frequency. Therefore balanced structures performing cancellation

of the unwanted signals are extensively used (often in combination with some filtering).
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2.5 Single-Balanced and Double-Balanced Mixers

Single-balanced mixers are mixers whose topology has the inherent ability to reject

either one of the LO signal or input signal at the output. Double-balanced mixers reject

both the LO and input component at the output. Port isolation through cancellation is

desirable particularly in integrated solutions, as mentioned in the previous paragraph. In

practice however the rejection of the undesired signals in balanced structures is limited

by the several factors such as imperfect device matching, parasitic capacitances, coupling

through the substrate and the package parasitics. Onesignificant advantage of the balanced

structures which reject the LO component at the output is that they also cancel or heavily

suppress any noise coming from the LO port, which can otherwise significantly deteriorate

the mixer noise performance.

2.6 LO Power Requirement

The amount of power required to the LO port of the mixer is often a concern and

usually it is desirable that the mixer can operate properly with a relatively low amoimt of

power delivered to the LO port.

2.7 Input, Output and LO Port Impedances

Since the mixer is a periodically time-varying circuit, in the general case the in

put, output and LO port impedances are periodically-time-varying, in a manner similar to

the periodically-time-varying transfer function examined earlier in section 2.2. If a single-
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frequency test current-signal I(t) = is applied tosuch an impedance Z(t,/), voltage

components at all frequencies / + ti/lo will be generated

n=+oo

V{t)^Z(t,f)-m = Io Yi (2-8)
n=—oo

Ofthese voltage components theone that is at thesame frequency as the inputtest signal is

measured when we determine the input impedance with an instrument such as the network

analyzer. Then, the measured value is Zoif) or the time-average of Z(t,f).

If we model the input signal source witha sinusoidal voltage source at frequency /

in series with a constant source impedance, the current flowing through the voltage source

will have components at all frequencies / + nfio- However, only the current component at

the samefrequency as the voltage excitation absorbs source power. This cmrent component

isdetermined bythe time-average input source impedance, and therefore the power delivered

from the source to the mixer is maximized when the source is conjugately matched to the

time-average mixer input impedance.

Let us now model the mixer output with a voltage source whose value equals the

output voltage without load, in series with a periodically-time-varying output impedance.

A time-invariant load is connected to this output. If the mixer input is at frequency /,

the mixer output voltage source contains components at all frequencies / 4- ti/lo- Assume

for example that the power delivered to the load at frequency / -1- Jlo is desired. Now

power from the output voltage source at frequency / + Jlo is maximized when the load

is conjugately matched to the time-average output impedance. However, power at the

frequency f+fio is deliveredto the load fromother combinations of frequency components

of output voltage source and output impedance and it is not exactly accurate to consider
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that matching the load to the time-average output impedance provides maximum power

delivery to the load. In practical mixers however matching the load to the time-average

output impedance usually provides very close to maximum power delivery.

Similar considerations hold for matching the LO port impedance. If the LO source

is a single-frequency sinusoidal voltage source in series with a constant impedance, then

matching the time-average LO port impedance to the LOsourceprovides exactly maximum

LO power transfer, otherwise the above matching provides close to optimal power transfer.

2.8 Input Return Loss

It is usually desirable that the impedance of the input port of the mixer is matched

to the source, in order to eliminate reflections to the source. In a receiver, such reflections

can reach the antenna and be retransmitted causing problems to other users. To avoid signal

lossand noise, a lossless matching network is often used. Usually the input impedance of the

mixer is made real such that the matching condition also satisfies the conjugate matching

condition which provides maximum power transfer and maximum mixer gain. A metric for

the reflection is the input return loss defined in dB as

RL =-20\og\r\dB (2.9)

where F is the input reflection coefficient defined as

r = (2.10)
^in +

and Zin and Zo are the mixer input impedance and source impedance (usually considered

50 0 in discrete component implementations) respectively. In the general case that the
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input impedance is time-vaxying, Zin represents the time-average as mentioned in section

2.7.

A different metric to express the reflections from the input is the standing wave

ratio (SWR) (or voltage standing wave ratio) (VSWR), which is defined as the ratio of

the maximum to the minimum voltage amplitude on a transmission linewith characteristic

impedance Zq terminated with Zin- canbe shown to be equal to

(2.11)

Similar considerations hold for the LO port where reflections can disturb the LO

operation and the reflection coefiicient, input return loss, and standing wave ratio are defined

similarly. Unlike the input port, inmany cases a lossy matching network can beused at the

LO port, since some LO signal loss and some noise can usually be tolerated (for example

noise is rejected in double-balanced structures). If however a lossless matching network is

used and the input impedance is made real, reflection elimination also provides maximum

LO power transfer which is in many cases desirable.

2.9 Noise

It is a fundamental property of the electronic devices to generate noise ofseveral

kinds, such as thermal, shot and flicker [61]. The noise introduced by the mixer (and every

block in a receiver) is a concern because it can mask a weaJc desired signal. The mixing

function is inherently noisy, because while it transfers signal only from the input band to

the output, it transfers noise from multiple frequency bands. The mixer is a significant

noise contributor in most communication systems.
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2.9.1 Mixer Noise Figure

The Noise Figure (NF) is a metric of the degradation of the signal to noise ratio

(SNR) in the mixer, and is defined [18, 2] as

SNR at the input in the input signal band

SNR at the output in the output signal hand

The input signal is considered provided by a source with an impedance containing a finite

real part. The noise present at the input is then considered thermal noise of the source

impedance. If the signal band is very narrow, the conversion gain and noise-power spectral

density (PSD) in the input and output signal bands are almost fiat. In this case the NF

defined in (2.12) equals the following quantity which is also known as spot NF

NF =4^. (2.13)
Sol

In this expression

So is the total output noise per unit bandwidth including the contribution from the source

impedance at all frequencies, and

•Sol is the part of the output noise per unit bandwidth due to the noise generated by the

source impedance only in the input frequency band.

According to the IEEE definition the source impedance temperature is always 290*^K (even

when the temperature of the circuit is different) [2]. The NF depends on the source

impedance and a resistive impedance of 50 Cl is used by convention when RF block specifi

cations are given.
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2.9.2 Single-Sideband and Double-Sideband Mixer NF

In heterodyne receivers the mixer image band isnot part ofthe inputsignal band

and therefore the image does not contribute to Soi- This is called the Single-Sideband

NF. In direct-conversion receivers however the image band is part of the input signal band

and contributes to Soi and in this case the NF is called Double-Sideband. Assuming equal

conversion gain from both sidebands and that source noise level isequal inthetwo sidebands,

one can easily see that for the same mixer the single-sideband NF is ZdB higher than the

double-sideband NF. This statement assumes that the source impedance contributes equal

amount of output noise to So in both cases which is the case if filters are not present at

the input. If however an input filter isemployed which rejects the source noise outside the

signal band, the difference islower than 3dB, but it approaches 3 dB if the noise generated

inside the mixer dominates the output noise.

2.9.3 NF of an LTI Block

The NF is defined similarly for most communication circuit blocks such as LNAs

and filters, and there the definition is even simpler since there is not a noise frequency-

translation issue. A noisy linear time-invariant two-port (one input and one output port)

can be represented withthe equivalent input voltage andcurrent noise generators preceding

the noiseless network as shown in Fig. 2.5 [70]. The two generators are in general correlated

and for this reason the voltage noise generator is partitioned into two voltage sources, one

uncorrelated and one fully correlated with the current generator. Let us denote the current

noise generator with /„, the uncorrelated part ofthe voltage noise generator with Vn and its
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Figure 2.5: Equivalent representation of a noisy LTI twoport.

correlated part with /„Zcor where Zcar - Rear + j^cor is called the correlation impedance.

Also let Zs = i?s + jXs represent the source impedance and G„, Rn be related with the

power spectral densities of In and Ki as follows

/2/A/ = 4fcrC?„ (2.14)

V^/Af = AkTRn (2.15)

where k is Boltzman's constant and T is the absolute temperature. It can be shown [4, 98]

that the NF can be given as

HFZa =1+^ \Zcor +Zsf
-tts

(2.16)

It can also be shown that the source impedance Zs,opt = Rs,opt-^ jXs,opt which provides the

minimum noise figure is

(2.17)
Gn

Rs,opt \l rt "^cor

Xs,opt — Xc (2.18)

and the minimum noise figure is given by

NFmin = l-^2GnRcor 4* 2^GnHn "t" {.^n '̂Cor)' (2.19)
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Figure 2.6: Transforming the source impedance to the optimal for noise figure value.

For a difierent source impedance the NF is

Gn i2 (2.20)NFz. = NFmin + -^ \Zs- Zs,opt[

Prom equation (2.16) we cansee that if the NF is known for onesource impedance

value it is not generally possible to find its value for a different source impedance, as one

has one equation and needs to solve for the quantities Rn, Gn and Zcor- however one

of the two independent input noise generators is negligible it is possible to find the NF

for a difierent source impedance. For example if On is negligible then {NFzs —l)Rs is a

constant, while if Rn is negligible {NFza —1)<js is a constant where Gs = Rs/lZsl"^ is the

source conductance.

Usually the designer has no control over the source impedance, for example the

source impedanceof the testing equipment is almost always 50f2, and in discrete component

implementation the implied input and output impedance of the RF blocks is also 50Q. The

discrete filters have their specified in-band and out-of-band attenuation only if they are

terminated to a 5012 impedance at the input and the output. The designer however can

use a lossless impedance transformation network to transform the 5012 (or any other lossy

source impedance) to the optimal source impedance as shown in Fig. 2.6. Since the NF
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is the ratio of the input over the output SNR and the SNR is the same before and after

the lossless impedance transformation network, the NF of the noisy two-port for source

impedance equal to the output impedance of the matching network, is equal to the NF of

the combination of the impedance transformation network and the noisy two-port for the

source impedance of 50f2.

The mixer NF depends on the source impedance not only in the signal-band but

also in all image bands that contribute output noise. Assuming that the noise behavior

of the mixer does not depend heavily on the value of the out-of-band terminations, one

could make similar considerations for the mixer as the ones made for the LTI blocks in

this section. The latter assumption is often true if for example the mixer is preceded with

a band-pass filter, or when the noise generated inside the mixer is much higher than the

noise contribution of the source. One can then represent the mixer with a noiseless block

preceded by two in-band input noise generators similarly to the LTI blocks. The role of

the in-band source impedance would be similar and the optimal in-band source-impedance

could be found. Under these assumptions the mixers can be treated indistinguishably from

the LTI blocks in the next paragraph dealing with the NF of a system of cascaded blocks.

2.9.4 Noise Figure of a Cascade of RF Blocks

The NF of a system of cascaded blocks [18] is

NFtai =iVFi + ~V ~^+••• (2.21)
Lri

where NFi and Gi are the NF and gain of the i-th block in the chain, and the input is

connected to the 1-st block. This expression shows that the contribution of the NF of
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each block to the total NF is essentially suppressed by the gain of all the previous blocks.

Therefore, the LNA NF usually dominates the receiver NF, with the first mixer being the

second highest contributor. Equation (2.21) assumes input-output matching ofall blocks

to a common impedance level (usually 50 Q). This equation can be generalized as follows

[68]

NFtot,z. = NFi,z. + + ••• (2.22)
^av,l ^av,l^av,2

where

Gav,i —
^in,i

Zin,i "I" Zout,i—l

is the available gain of the i-th block, the ratio of the available power at its output

over the available output power at its input.

Ay^i is the voltage gain of the i-th block without output load,

Zin^i is the input impedance ofthe i —th block and Rin,i is its real part,

Zoutyi is the output impedance of the i —th block and Rout,i is its real part,

Zs = Zoutfi is the source impedance and Routfi = Rs is its real part, and

the second index in the NF denotes the source impedance for which it is defined.

It is useful to know that the NF of a passive network equals its loss. This is true

even when the input and output impedances of the network are different and the input is

not matched to the source impedance as long as the loss is defined similarly to the available

power gain above, the ratio of the available power of the somce over the available output

(2.23)
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power. This property is useful for the noise figure of passive filters, and also passive mixers

as we shall see in the next chapter.

2.9.5 Cyclostationarity

There are two reasons why the noise generated in a mixer has periodically time-

varying statistics. First, the operating point of the devices changes periodically with time.

Second, the processing of the signal from the point at which noise is generated to the

output can be periodically time-varying [32]. A random processwhose statistics are periodic

functions of time is called cyclostationary, and a complete description of such a process

requires a time-varying power spectral density (PSD) 5{/, t) [21]. This is different firom the

wide sense stationary (WSS) noise generated by a linear time-invariant circuit.

While introducing the NF as a metric for the noise performance of a mixer, we

should mention that it is suflficient for most practical cases but it is not a complete charac

terization. Because of the cyclostationary nature of the noise, expressions (2.21) and (2.22)

may not be accurate under certain conditions. The implications of this issue are examined

in depth in appendix A.

2.10 Nonlinearity

The nonlinearity mechanisms and performance metrics of mixers are very similar

to those of time-invariant systems. Therefore we will present the nonlinearity theory for

the time-invariant case and we will extend the discussion to cover periodically time-varying

systems.
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2.10.1 Low-Frequency Nonlinearity

At low frequencies time-invziriant systems axe described in general by a nonlinear

relation between the input signal x and the output signal y.

y = F(x) (2.24)

For small input signals this relation can be hnearized by taking a first-order Taylor expan

sion. For larger signals the system becomes weakly nonlinear and is described better with

a power series which canbe derived by keeping higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion.

Thus

y = bix + b2X^ + b^x^ + ... (2.25)

where the signal independent term has been omitted.

2.10.2 High-Frequency Nonlinearity

At high frequencies the distortion characteristics of weakly nonlinear circuits can

be derived from Volterra series, which are similar to the power series, but their coefficients

depend on the frequency of the processed signal [104], [101]. They have the form

y = Bi(fa) ore + B2{fa, fb) ox'̂ + Bz{fa, fb, (2.26)

The operation o, is often calledKroneckerproduct and acts as follows. If the signal x is a sum

of k single complex tones at frequencies fi, f2i -•• fk-> the term x^ contains output tones at

all frequencies /{+ /^ H ^fh where each /,' can be any of /i, /2,..., /a:- The contribution

of eaoh output tone is found by multiplying it with the n-th order Volterra coefficient

evaluated at frequencies •• ,/i- The single tones and the Volterra coefficients are
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complex quantities, but when the sum of the complex tones x represents a real signal, the

output complex tones always combine to give a real output signal. For example if the input

is the sum of two cosines

X= cos(27r/it) + cos(27r/2t) (2.27)

the third-order nonlinear term x^ contains

5cos(25r(2/i-/2)() (2.28)

whose output contribution is

Im/iJi, -mcos(27r(2/, - f2)t +IBiUu fi, -h)) (2.29)

2.10.3 Wezikly-Nonlinear Periodically-Time-Varying Systems

As we saw in section 2.2 a mixer is ideally an LPTV system. In practice however

mixers exhibit nonhneaxities and they behave rather as weakly-nonlinear periodically-time-

varying systems. The input-output relation of such a system at low frequencies can be

described with a power-series with periodically time-varying coefficients

y = Po{t) + Pi(t)^ + P2{tW + + ••• (2.30)

This expression can be derived from (2.1) similarly to (2.2) by keeping higher-order terms

in the Taylor expansion. Discarding the signal independent term of (2.30) and taking a

Fourier expansion of the time-vaxying coefficients we obtain the following expression

+00

2/= [PhnX+P2,nX^+P3,nX^+ (2-31)
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where fio is the LO frequency. When the input signal is real, for every complex term its

conjugate is also present in the sum, withwhich it combines to provide a real output. With

real input signal (2.31) becomes

y = PifiX + + P3fiX^ H—
+00

+^ 2iJe {[pi,„rr +p2.nX^ +P,,nx' +•••] } (2.32)
n=l

If the input signal rr is a cosine of frequency /, the magnitude of all the spurious responses

because of the nonlinearity and the frequency translation at frequencies nfio ± kf can

be found. Similarly the response of the mixer to a sum of cosines, can be found. Since

multiplication with only performs frequency translation, most of the nonlinear

ityperformance metrics that describe the mixer can bederived from a usual time-invariant

power series similar to (2.25) which corresponds to the principal (or useful) frequency trans

lation, usually by one LO multiple, i.e. 6, = pi,i. Notice that it is in general possible for k

to be complex.

In appendix B we show how a weakly-nonlinear periodically-time-varying system

can be described at high frequency by a Volterra series with periodically time-varying co

efficients

y = Pi{t, U)ox + P2(t, /„, /(,) o + P3{t, fa,ft,, /c) o + ••• (2.33)

and taking again a Fourier expansion of the coefficients

+CX)

»= E [A,n(/a)ox +P2.n(/a,/6)oa:HP3,„(/a,/t,/c)oa:= +...]£J '̂™ '̂'°' (2.34)
n=—oo

As with low frequencies, time-invariant Volterra series similar to (2.26) that de

scribe intermodulation in the frequency band of interest can be extracted by taking the first
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Fourier coefficients of Pi(<,/a), P2{tJaJb), and PzitJaJbJc) respectively. Assume that

the nth time-varying Volterra coefficient has the following Fomier expansion

oo

Pk{t,.)= E (2-35)
n=—oo

where a dot has replaced the frequency arguments. For a downconverter Pk-i{.) must be

used if the input signal frequency fs is higher than or its conjugate if fs is lower than

fio- For an upconverter Pa:,i(.) must be used when the output frequency is higher than

fio while the conjugate of Pk-i{.) must be used if the output frequency is lower than

but the result is essentially the same if the input signal frequency is low compared to fio-

2.10.4 Harmonic Distortion

When the input to a weakly nonlinear system described by a power series or a

Volterra series is a cosine x = cos{2irft) then tones at frequencies nf are generated at

the output by the nonlinear term a;". In particular if n = 2k is even, a;" generates tones

at all frequencies {2k)f,{2{k —1))/,...,0, while if n = 2fc —1 is odd, it contributes at

frequencies (2A; —1)/, (2A; —3)/,...,/. The DC contribution of the even-order terms creates

DC offsets which are a problem in direct conversion applications, while the contribution

at the fundamental of the odd-order distortion alters the gain of the linear input-output

relation. The n —th order Harmonic Distortion is defined as

_ Ampl. of output tone at freq. nf ggj
" Ampl. of output tone at fund, f

When HDn is specified, the nonlinearites of order higher than n are neglected.

^We mention that Pk{t,f\,...,fk) = Pk{t,—fi, --,-fk) and Pk,n{fi,---,fk) = Pk,-n{—fi,-- ,-fk)y
and the overline here denotes the complex conjugate.
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2.10.5 Third-Order Intermodulation

Consider first a weakly-nonlinear time-invariant circuit such as an amplifier de

scribed by (2.25) whose input consists of two cosines ofequal amplitude at frequencies fi

and /2

X—AoCos(2irfit) + AoCos{2Trf2t), (2.37)

Because of the third-order nonhnearity the output will contain undesired tones at fre

quencies 2/i - /2 and 2/2 - fi which are usually detrimental because they fall in the signal

band.

=... 4- ^Al cos(27r(2/i - f2)t) +jAJ cos(27r(2/2 - fi)t) +••• (2.38)

The third-order intermodulation is defined as the ratio of the magnitudes of the undesired

output term over the desired linear term. Assuming low frequency, the power series (2.25)

provides

(2.39)IM, =l

the samefor both tones at frequencies 2/i —/2 and 2/2—fi- At high frequencies, the output

tone at 2fi - f2 for example isgiven by (2.29). Thethird-order intermodulation is given by

JM3 =| -f2)
Bi(fi)

It is worth noticing that at high frequencies the two intermodulation terms have in gen

eral different magnitudes while when there are no reactive effects they have always equal

magnitude.

Al (2.40)
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2.10.6 Third-Order Input Intercept Point {IIP3)

The third-order input intercept point is defined as the magnitude of the input

signal for which the intermodulation term at the output has the same magnitude as the

linear term assumingthat nonhnearities of higher than third-order are negligible. According

to this definition, at low frequencies it is easy to find from the power series (2.25) that

and similarly at high frequencies the Volterra coefficients replace the power series coef

ficients. At high frequencies where the two intermodulation tones might have different

magnitude, the larger of the two should be used in the specification of IIP3.

Usually the IIP3 is expressed in terms of available power of the source, in dBm

imits. If for example the variable x in power series (2.25) represents voltage and the input

is matched to the source impedance Rs

(^)
Fig. 2.7 shows how IIP3 can be found from measurements in the region that

nonlinearities higher than third-order are negligible. In this region for every IdB of increase

in the linear output term, the third-order term increases by ZdB. It is a simple geometry

exercise to show from this graph that

IlPi = Pinl + ~ (2.43)

where Pi„i is the available source power, Pouti is the power of the output linear term, and

P<mtz is the power of the output intermodulation term. The value of the output linear term

when the input equals the IIP3 is called Output Third-Order Intercept Point (OIP3).
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Figure 2.7: Graphical representation of IIP3 and O/P3.

In a weakly nonlinear time-varying system suchas a mixer, IM3 and the IIP3 are

defined similarly, only the output band where the output linear and intermodulationterms

appear is diflFerent than the input frequency band.

2.10.7 Second-order Intermodulation

Second-order nonlinearity creates second-order intermodulation, i.e an input signal

similar to (2.37) creates output tones at frequencies /i —/2. The second-order intermod

ulation tones may fall in the output signal band, or create slowly time-varying offsets and

disturb operation in direct conversion receivers. The second-order intermodulation and

Input Second-Order Intercept Point (IIP2) axe defined similarly to the third-order quanti

ties examined in the previous paragraph. Second-order intermodulation specifications are
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often provided to the mixer designers. Differential structures inherently reject the even-

order nonlinearities. Such rejection however is in practice limited by the imperfect device

matching.

2.10.8 IF/2 problem

It is possible that signal located at frequency fio ^ fif1^ appears at the output,

and this effect is caused mainly by the second-order nonlinearity. Therefore this parasitic

frequency translation is alleviated with differential structures.

One mechanism which is usually the dominant is through second-order harmonic

distortion which transfers this signal to frequency 2/lo ± //f which in turn is translated to

//Fj by the parasitic frequency translation by two LO multiples. Another possible scenario

is the following: a small amount of LO signal leaks to the input and through third-order

intermodulation distortion it creates a tone at /lo i fiF which is then transfered to fjp

together with the signal. A third possibility is that this tone is downconverted to //f/2

and then transfered to fjp through second-order harmonic distortion of a subsequent non-

lineaxity. Specifications for the rejection of the fio'^fiF/'^ frequency components are often

given to the designers.

2.10.9 1 dB Compression Point

As mentioned above, the odd-order nonlinearities can contribute components at

the frequency of the output linear term and effectively change the gain. If the gain increases

this phenomenon is called gain expansion while if it reduces it is called gain compression^

with the latter being more common in practice. A related metric is the 1 dB compression
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Figure 2.8: Graphical representation of the 1 dB compression point.

point defined as the value of the input signal for which the gain drops by IdB and is

depicted inFig. 2.8. It is easy to show that ifgain compression is caused exclusively by the

third-order nonlineaxity [68] the eflfective gain is given by

bi (2.44)

where A is the amplitude of the input sinusoidal tone. It is easy to find that the IdB

compression point is given by
lA f\_

(2.45)3^-ldB = 0.33W-

Similarly to theIIP3 the IdB compression point isexpressed in terms oftheavailable power

of the source {P-idB)- easy to see from (2.45) and (2.41) that

P-idB = P11P3 - 9.6dB. (2.46)

More often than not however, the IdB compression point is high, such that nonlinearities

higher than third-order contribute significantly, and expressions (2.45) and (2.46) are not

accurate.
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2.10.10 Blocking and Desensitization

An other case in which nonlinearities can effectively change the gain of a circuit

block is when the desired signal is weak but a strong undesirable signal is present at the

input [58]. Assume that the input is

x{t) = Ai cos(27r/i<) + A2 cos(27r/2t) (2.47)

and that the signal withamplitude Ai is the desired tone while the signal with amplitudeA2

is the out-of-band blocker. The third-order term contributes a component at frequency

fi which together with the linear term provides the following tone at the fundamental

frequency

y{t) =(61 -H ^bzAl)Ai cos(27r/it) (2.48)

If the blocker is large it can effectively alter and usually reduce the gain.
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Chapter 3

CMOS Mixer Topologies

3.1 Introduction

Any circuit in which the input-output relation can become periodically time-

varying by means of a periodically time-varying LO waveform can be used as a mixer.

As an example, any electronic device whose characteristic equation demonstrates nonlin-

earity can be used as a mixer, if the sum of the input and LO signals is processed by the

nonlinearity, since the intermodulation terms can beobtained as the desired output signal.

In thischapter we present structures which can be used as mixers in CMOS technology and

we introduce the class of the current-commutating CMOS mixers for which the analysis

presented in the following chapters applies.

It is often desirable that the RF blocks provide gain. In a receiver for example,

the signal at the antenna is possibly very weak and must be amplified significantly at the

end of the receiver chain, typically by 100 dB. According to their ability to provide gain,

mixers can be classified as active and passive. Active mixers are those whose topology can
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Iol = Il-l2

Figure 3.1: A typical single-balanced current-commutating CMOS mixer.

potentially amplify the signal, while passive mixers always have loss (at least in terms of

power). A mixer which provides gain alleviates the gain requirements of the rest of the

blocks in the chain, and the noise requirements of the blocks following the mixer.

3.2 Active Mixer Configurations

The most commonly used active mixers in integrated form are the current-commutating

mixers. This section qualitatively discusses their operation and presents variations of these

structures. It also presents some other active mixer topologies that can be found in the

literature.

3.2.1 Current-Commutating Mixers

The current-commutating mixers [72, 37, 79, 105, 66, 60] employ switching pairs .

Asingle-balanced active CMOS mixer is shown in Fig. 3.1. It consists ofa transconductance
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stage in this case a single transistor which transforms the input signal to current, and a

switching pair driven by the strong LO waveform which commutates the current signal

between the two output branches. If is is the small-signal at the output of the driver stage,

assuming ideal switching, during the first half of the LO period the small signal output

current is ig while duringthe other half it is -is. This alternation in the sign ofthe output

signal provides the desired mixing effect. When one of the devices of the switching pair is

turned off, the other device is in the common-gate configuration and does not significantly

contribute noise or distortion, at least when capacitive effects are negligible. The structure

of Fig. 3.1 is single-balanced because ideally there is not direct feedthrough of the input

signal to the output (of course in practice the input signal feedthrough cancellation is

limited by device mismatch). If the output it taken single-ended neither the input nor the

LO components are rejected and this configuration is unbalanced. Usually the output is

obtained differentially because in addition to thebalanced operation thisway theconversion

gain is higher.

A typical double-balanced active mixer or Gilbert cell is shown in Fig. 3.2. This

circuit was originally designed with bipolar transistors [25] to operate as a precision mul

tiplier, but it has been used widely as a mixer with the transistors driven by the strong

LO signal acting as switches. The operation principle as a mixer is the same in CMOS

technology. This mixer comprises a differential transconductance stage and two switching

pairs. The output current is

lo = lol - Io2 = {h - h) - (h - h) (3.1)

where the above currents are defined in Fig. 3.2. The drains of the transistors of the two
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Io = IorIo2 = (Il-l2Hl5-l4)

M4 M5

Figure 3.2: A typical double-balanced current-commutating CMOS mixer.

switching pairs are combined in such a way that the output ideally does not contain an

LO component, but in practice the LO rejection is limited by the device mismatch. From

(3.1), the output of the Gilbert cell is the difference of the output currents of two single-

balanced mixers, and therefore the results of an analysis carry over easily from the single

to the double-balanced case. The output is usually obtained differentially, if however it is

obtained single-ended the mixer preserves the double-balanced operation but the conversion

gain is only half.

An advantage of current-commutating mixers is the high port-to-port isolation.

Consider for example the mixers of Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. Leakage from LO to the input
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occurs through the gate-drain capacitance ofthetransconductance stage device. Assuming a

balanced LO waveform and only DC common-mode LO voltage, the potential of the drain

of the transconductance stage device moves at twice the LO frequency and the leakage

to the input at this frequency is not quite as severe problem as the leakage at the LO

frequency. Direct feedthrough from the input to the output is eliminated inboth the single

and double-balanced structures and leakage from the LO to the output is eliminated in the

double-balanced. Finally, leakage from the output to the LO can occur through the gate-

drain capacitances ofthedevices oftheswitching pair, but in thedouble-balanced structure

this effect is also largely attenuated because of symmetry.

Let us now briefly compare the single-balanced mixer ofFig. 3.1 with the double-

balanced mixer ofFig. 3.2 assuming that thebias current of each side ofthedouble-balanced

equals the bias current of the single-balanced, and let us assume that the transconductance

stage of the double-balanced consists of two stages identical to that of the single-balanced.

The two mixers have equal conversion gain, the Gilbert cell has better linearity since only

half the signal is processed by each side, while the single-balanced has better noise perfor

mancesince there are fewer devices to contribute noise. In addition, the Gilbert cell, being

a differential structure rejects the even-order nonlinearities.

Active or passive loads canbe used to transform the output current to voltage, or

matching networks can be used to deliver maximum power to the mixer load.
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Figure 3.3: Narrow-band balun.

3.2.2 Passive Networks for Single-Ended to DifiPerential (and inverse)

Conversion

Baluns or equivalent narrowband structures such as those shown in Fig. 3.3 and

Fig. 3.4 consisting of inductors and capacitors can be used to transform the input or LO

signal from single-ended to differential, or the output signal from differential to single-ended.

For the narrow-band balun in Fig. 3.3 it is useful to know that at the resonant

frequency u) = i/VZc

Zi22 =(§) (3.2)
and therefore this arrangement can also be used for impedance transformation and impedance

inversion. One should bear in mind however that the output voltage of this balun is gen

erally unbalanced and a symmetric load with a center tap tied at the desirable voltage is

needed to make it balanced, as shown in Fig. 3.3.

The current combiner of Fig. 3.4(a), at the resonant frequency u = lfy/2LC

provides the current difference lo = h - h- It is interesting to examine the operation of
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the current combiner when a finite impedance Z is connected in parallel with capacitor G

as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). It can be shown easily that the output impedance of the combiner

at the resonance frequency is

=f +^ (3.3)

and the current source at the output has the value

The above relations suggest that for theproper operation ofthecurrent combiner, impedance

Z must be much higher than jujL. According to these relations, ofall the combinations of

L and C that provide the correct resonance firequency, small values of L and large values

of C must be chosen. However practical, finite Q inductors have losses and the lower the

inductance value the lower the parallelresistance which represents these losses whose value

is QLu. The optimal value ofthe inductance is chosen as a compromise between these two

factors and usually relatively high inductance values provide a better combiner. It isworth

noticing that the current combiner approximately steps down impedance Z by a factor of

4, similarly to a lossless transformer balun.

Another interesting calculation is shown in Fig. 3.4(c). When an impedance exists

in parallel with the inductor on the left the equivalent output impedance is

Zout —Z + 2juL (3-5)

and the equivalent output current source has the value
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Figure 3.4: Current combiner.
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Usually in integrated implementations all on-chip signals and circuits are differen

tial in order to achieve common-mode noise rejection and minimize even-order nonlinearities.

Often however these circuits need to interact with external discrete components that are

single-ended, such as filters. In these cases the above structures as well as transformer

baluns can be useful.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Single-ended common-source transconductance stages.

3.2.3 Single-Ended Transconductance Stages

Besides the single-transistor common-source single-ended transconductance stage

shown in Fig. 3.1, several other can be used. Degeneration (which is series-series negative

feedback) can be used to linearize this stage at the price of gain reduction as shown in

Fig. 3.5. Resistive degeneration is appropriate for broadband applications but has the dis

advantage that it introduces noise and that it consumes some voltage headroom. Inductive

degeneration has the advantages of being noiseless and not requiring voltage headroom. It

requires however large chip area, and is frequency dependent and therefore more appropriate

for narrow-band applications.

We must notice that a CMOS device which closely follows the square law does

not have odd-order nonhneaxities and therefore has excellent JM3 and gain compression

performance. Adevice fabricated ina modern sub-micron technology however exhibits short

channel effects which generate some odd-order nonlinearity and in this case degeneration

canpossibly improve the/M3andthecompression gain aswe shall see inchapter 6. Abond-
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Figure 3.6: Single-ended common-gate transconductance stages.
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wire inductance often represents inductive degeneration that cannot be avoided. Finally,

degeneration facilitates impedance matching to the signal source, since, as we shall see in

chapters 5 and 6, it creates a real part in the input impedance of this transconductance

stage.

A common-gate transconductance stage shown on the top of Fig. 3.6 can also

be used and has the advantage of easy and broadband matching to a real signal source

impedance. It requires a ciurent source which, as shown in this figure, can be implemented
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I W") t(+) ^"outC") .(+)

Vi„(-) Vin(+)

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Differential transconductance stages.

in several ways: (a) with an other CMOS transistor in saturation, (b) with a resistor of

higher value than the input impedance 1/pm, (c) with an inductor which exhibits high

impedance and operates as a choke, and (d) with a parallel LC tank at resonance. The

first two current sources have the disadvantage that they require some DC headroom, but

they are broadband. The resistive implementation offers low parasitic capacitance and at

high frequencies can be a better current source than the transistor in (a). Implementations

(c) and (d) do not consimie headroom but they require large area for the on-chip inductor.

Finally (d) can be a good current source with high output impedance but, depending on

the quality factor (Q) of the inductor, is rather narrow-band.

3.2.4 Differential Transconductance Stages

Double-balanced mixers can use two single-ended transconductance stages such as

those described in the previous section. These stages require that the available input sig

nal is perfectly differential, as is often the case in integrated implementations. Differential
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,(+)

Figure 3.8: Single-ended to differential conversion with one common-source and one
common-gate device.

common-source stages such as this shown in the Gilbert cell of Fig. 3.2 and also in de

generated form in Fig. 3.7 offer common-mode signal rejection. The current source can be

implemented in all four ways demonstrated in Fig. 3.6 and discussed in the previous para

graph. These stages can be used for single-ended to differential implementation if one side

is ac grounded, the parasitic impedance from the common-source node to ground however

makes the conversion imperfect, particularly at frequencies that the parasitic capacitances

axe significant. An other advantage of these differential transconductance stages is that

they reject noise from the current source since it is a common mode signal.

Another circuit that performs single-ended to differential conversion is shown in

Fig. 3.8 which consists of one device in common-source and one in common-gate configura

tion. Because of the body effect, the different bias scheme and the different parasitics, no

real matching exists between the two sides and one cannot expect to obtain fully differential

signal. This stage has the advantage of easy and broadband source impedance matching.

It was used in bipolar from in [26] and in CMOS in [60]. In both cases it operates as a class

AB stage, and has high 1 dB compression point.
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3.2.5 Balun Use in the Transconductance Stage
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Asexplained above, the diflFerential transconductance stages presented can be used

for single-ended to differential conversion if one side is grounded, but the output signal is

not fully differential. For example one cannot expect to completely cancel the even-order

nonlinearity with these stages when the input signal is single-ended.

An on-chip balun is an efficient way to create a fully differential signal from a

single-ended one, which comes at the price of large chip area and significant signal power

loss, with 3 dB being a typical number.

A related structme is shown in Fig. 3.9 in which a balun does not just precede
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Figure 3.10: A current-reuse configuration.

a transconductance stage, but completely replaces it. Capacitors are used to tune out the

inductances of the balun. Since the balun also ofiers impedance transformation, it can

imitate the current sources that provide the signal for the switching pair. In addition, this

technique has a significant DC headroom advantage.

3.2.6 A Current-Reuse Configuration

A current reuse, Gilbert cell type mixer has been presented in [37] and is shown in

Fig. 3.10. It is essentially a Gilbert cell in which one of the two single-balanced mixers has

been implemented with PMOS devices. The bias voltage Vbiasi is set by a feedback loop

in order for the NMOS current source to match the PMOS one. It is a double-balanced

mixer since it rejects both the direct feedthrough of the input signal and the LO component
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Figure 3.11: Single transistor mixers.

to the output. However, because it is not a differential structure it is not free of second-

order nonlinearities. Its advantage is that it offers higher gain than a single-balanced mixer

without increasing the power consumption. Its disadvantage is that because of the many

stacked devices the signal headroom is limited.

3.2.7 Single Transistor Active Mixers

This is the simplest form of an active mixer. The mixer of Fig. 3.11(a) has also

been used and analyzed in bipolar technologies [53, 54, 55]. The LO and input signals

are both injected to the gate of the transistor and the input and LO ports axe isolated by

filtering. The output is the drain current. Due to the simplicity of this mixer the noise

figure, gain, linearity and frequency response are probably good. Its disadvantage is that

its port to port isolation is very bad and it requires high frequency filtering for isolationof

the input and LO ports. It cannot be easily used as a downconverter if the IF frequency is

low or zero.
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Figure 3.12: A dual-gate CMOS mixer.

Another single transistor mixer is shown in Fig. 3.11(b). Here the input signal is

injected at the gate while the LO is injected at the source of the transistor, and therefore

the LO to input port isolation is much better than for the mixer of Fig. 3.11(a).

3.2.8 Dual-Gate Mixers

Dual-gate transistors have been traditionally used as mixers in GaAs technology.

They can also be implemented in CMOS technology as shown in Fig. 3.12. The source of

the upper device (Ml) and the drain of the lower device (M2) can easily share the same

diffusion area in order to minimize the capacitance from that node to ground. The LO

signal is connected to the gate of Ml which operates in saturation and the input signal is

connected to the gate of M2 which primarily operates in the triode region. Mixing takes

place in M2 whose current depends on both LO and input signals according to the IV

relation of the CMOS transistor in saturation

/ = HVcs -Vt- Vds/2)Vds- (3.7)
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Figure 3.13: A back-gate mixer.

For large LO amplitude the lower device possibly enters the saturation region for a small

part of the period. A balanced version of this mixer has been presented in [77, 78]. The

LO to RF and LO to IF leakage of this structure happens at twice the LO frequency and

therefore the problem is mitigated. However, the input component at the output is not

rejected and this is not a double-balanced structure. The performance ofthese circuits does

not appear to have significant performance advantages over the active current commutating

mixers [77, 78], they require higher LO power and they probably have worse port-to-port

isolation.

3.2.9 Back-Gate Mixer

Such a mixer has been presented in [103] and is shown in Fig. 3.13. The LO signal

is injected fi:om the body terminal. It achieves good performancein terms of gain, linearity

and noise. It has several advantages such that it operates with very low supply voltage,

it consumes very low power, it requires low LO power and it preserves a high conversion
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Figure 3.14: Double-balanced passive mixer.

gain even at very high frequencies. On the downside it injects the LO signal to the well of

the PMOS devices and the LO component can easily couple to the substrate. Because the

three ports are linked directly through the parasitic capacitances of the device, the port to

port isolation is possibly a problem. In the balanced configmation presented in [103], the

LO to the substrate, and LO to input port leakage happens at twice the LO frequency and

is therefore alleviated.

3.3 Passive Mixers

3.3.1 Passive Switching Mixers

The most commonly used passive mixer is shown in Fig. 3.14 [74]. The transistors

act as switches and when they conduct they are in the triode region. The circuit is shown

in double-balanced form, but it can also be used in the unbalanced (single transistor passive
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Figure 3.15: Subsampling mixers.

mixer) or single-balanced form. Its advantage is that it demonstrates exceptional linearity,

while itsdisadvantage istheconversion loss which for ideal switching is2/7r orapproximately

4dB, but because ofnonidealities a loss of6 to 7 dB is a typical value. It generally requires

higher LO power than active mixers. Its noise performance is good and its NF is almost

equal to the loss as discussed about the NF of lossy blocks in chapter 2. Because of the

conversion loss however, these mixers usually must be preceded or followed with amplifying

stages which degrade the system linearity and noise.

3.3.2 Sub-Sampling Mixers

A sampler can be used as a downconversion mixer, as shown in its simplest form

in Fig. 3.15(a). The circuit ofFig. 3.15(b) is similar, but provides output driving capabil

ity. Differential structures are more usual in practice and have the advantage of rejecting

common mode noise, such as clock feedthrough. The high-frequency input signal must
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Figure 3.16: The spectrum at the input and the output of a sampling mixer.

be band-limited and the sampling frequency can be low, higher however than the signal

bandwidth. If the contents of the spectrum outside the signal band at the input have been

removed by filtering, the output contains non-overlapping copies of the input signal aliased

as shown in Fig. 3.16. With filtering one can obtain the original signal translated at low

frequencies. These mixers usually demonstrate excellent linearity but their noise perfor

mance is poor since each sample is contaminated with noise folded from a large number

of sidebands and equals the sampling noise kT/C. Notice that the value of the sampUng

capacitor cannot be made arbitrarily large, since the settling time of the sampling circuit

must be very fast and using a very wide transistor to reduce the resistance of the switch

will introduce parasitic nonlinear capacitors and clock feed-through problems. The noise

figure of a sampling mixer has been examined in [15]. The sampling clock can run at a

much lower frequency than the LO of a non-sub-samphng mixer, but its jitter must be only

a small part of the period of the sampled RF signal. Therefore clock jitter requirements are
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Figure 3.17: A downconverting triode-region mixer.

probably about as hard to satisfy as those of a high frequency LO of a non-subsampling

mixer.

3.3.3 Mixers Using the Transistor in the Triode Region

Such mixers take advantage of the IV relation of the MOS transistor in the triode

region (3.7) in which the product of Vqs ^-nd Vds appears. They are also called potentio-

metric mixers in [45]. For example in [13] the circuit ofFig. 3.17 is used as a downconverter.

This is essentially the double-balanced passive mixer of Fig. 3.14, but the LO and signal

input have been exchanged. Despite the high LO amplitude that this circuit requires, the

conversion gain of the modulating part is much lower than one would obtain if one con

nected the LO signalon the gates and completely switched on and offthe transistors. The

output stage is used to amplify the low frequency output signal. However, as a result of

the fact that at the input of the amplifier the signal is heavily attenuated, the NF of this
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Figure 3.18: An upconverting triode-region mixer.

structure is very high.

An upconverter based on the same principle of operation has been presented in

[40] and is shown in Fig. 3.18. Feedback from the drain of M3 to the gate of M2 is used to

make M3 a very linear source-follower. Again the conversion loss is very high, the linearity

is good while the NF is expected to be very poor.
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Part II

Analysis
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Chapter 4

Noise in Current-Commutating

CMOS Mixers

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we examine the noise performance of current-commutating active

CMOS mixers, neglecting capacitive effects. The results are apphcable when the mixer

operates at moderate frequencies used at the IF stage of a receiver, or considering modern

submicron technologies and high bias current, at higher frequencies used at the RF front

end. A corresponding noise analysis of bipolar active mixers has been presented in [31].

The results of this chapter have also been presented in [89].

The simple single-balanced active mixer of Fig. 4.1(a) is examined, and the results

are also presented for the double-balanced circuit, the Gilbert cell. The analysis can be

readily adapted for variations of the above structures described in section 3.2.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Asimple single-balanced active CMOS mixer, and (b) The basic model ofa
current commutating CMOS mixer

4.2 Transistor Model and Switching Pair Large-Signal Equa

tions

The simple square-law MOSFET model is not accurate for modern short-channel

technologies, and a better approximation for the I-V relation of a MOS transistor is [61]

{Vgs - Vrf
I = K

1 -I- oiycs ~ ^t)
(4.1)

In (4.1), I is the drain current, Vqs is the gate-source voltage, and Vt is the threshold

voltage of the device. Parameter K depends on the technology and the size of the device,

and is proportional to the channel width. Parameter 6 models to a first order the source

series resistance, mobility degradation due to the vertical field, and velocity saturation

due to the lateral field in short-channel devices. It depends on the channel length and is

independent of the body effect.
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Fig. 4.1(b) shows the basic model of a current-commutating CMOS mixer. Since

a large AC drive is applied to the switching pair, the bias of Ml and M2 is not fixed but

varies periodically with time. When a differential voltage greater than a certain value Vx

is applied between the gates of the two transistors, one of them switches off. When the

absolute value of the instantaneous LO voltage Vlo is lower than Vx the cmrrent of the

driver stage is shared between the two devices. In this case it is desirable to find the drain

current of each transistor for a given LO voltage and driver stage bias current. We will

assume that the output conductance of the devices can be neglected and therefore M3 can

be modeled with an ideal current source Ib- We will also assume that the load of Ml and

M2 is such that they remain in saturation during the part of the LO period that they are

on.

The large-signal behavior of the switching pair is described by the system of two

equations

„ (Vbsi - Vt)' . (Vas2 - Vt? j .42^
^1 + 6(Vgs\ —̂ t) 1̂+ Q{yGS2 —Vt)

Vgsi - Vg52 = Vlo (4.3)

where Ki is the K parameter of Ml, M2 and Vg5i, Vgs2 si-re the gate-source voltages of

Ml, M2. If we normalize Ib and Vlq as follows

Jb = (4.4)

Ulo = eVio (4.5)

and also let

Ui = O^Ygsi —^t) U2 = 0{yGs\ —Vt) (4.6)
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(4.2) and (4.3) become:

+t^ =Jb (4-7)
l + C/i I + U2

Ui-U2 = Ulo- (4.8)

Equations (4.7) and (4.8) can.be transformed to one nonlinear equation with Ui as

the unknown, which can be solved rapidly with an iterative numerical method. Considering

a positive V^o, the desired value of Ui lies between Ulo and

=^ + + (4.9)

which is the value of Ui when the whole bias current passes through Ml, With the trans

formation of (4.4) and (4.5), the normalized current ofeach transistor canbe found in terms

of Jb and Ulo, independent of the technology parameters. For Ml for example:

(4.10)
' Ki 1+ Ui ^ '

The transconductance of each transistor will be needed below and can be calculated as the

derivative of I withrespect to Vqs (4.1), or in normalized form as the derivative ofJi

with U\ from (4.10).

It is worth noticing that no specific value of Vt is needed to calculate the drain

current of Ml and M2. The behavior of the switching pair is independent of Vt and

therefore to a first order independent of the body effect and the common-mode LO voltage.

This observation allows us to omit the small-signal body transconductance below.

In the following analysis, some performance parameters of the switching pair will

be given in terms of the normalized bias current Jb and LO amplitude Uo = QVo, being

the real LO amplitude. The subthreshold conduction of the transistors has been neglected
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and therefore if the devices operate at very low current density, the prediction will be

inaccurate, especially for low LO amplitude where the transistors do not act as switches

and their behavior depends on their I-V characteristics.

4.3 Deterministic Signal Processing

If capacitive effects are ignored, the singlebalanced mixer of Fig. 4.1 is a function

of the instantaneous LO voltage Vlo(0 and the current at the output of the driver stage

h = + Ib being the bias cmrent and is the small-signal current

hi =h-h = F(VLo{t), Ib + h)- (4.11)

Since ij is small, a first-order Taylor expansion gives;

hi =F(VL0{t),lB) +̂ FiVLoit), lB)is (4.12)

or

Io\ = Po{t) + Pi W •«s- (4.13)

Both pQ(t) and pi{t) are periodic waveforms, depicted in Fig. 4.2. As can be seen from

(3.1) and (4.13), in a double-balanced structure with perfect device matching, po(t) is

eliminated. During the time interval A, when the LO voltage is between Vx and —T4, and

both transistors are on, po{t) and pi{t) depend on VlqW^ ^b, and the I-V characteristics of

the transistors. The small-signal current in each branch is determined by current division,

and one can see that

9ml{t) ~ 9m2{i) ^A^A\
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Figure 4.2: Waveforms po{t) and pi{t)

where Qmiit) and represent the instantaneous small-signal transconductances ofMl

and M2. According to (4.13), a signal component x(t) ofis{t) is multiplied bythewaveform

pi{t), and therefore the frequency spectrum ofthe corresponding output is

yAf)= E Pl.n X(f-nfLo) (4.15)

where fto is the LO frequency, pi,n are the Fourier components ofpi(t), and X{f) is the

frequency spectrum of x{t).

It is worth noticing that with good device matching pi(t) = -pi(< + Tlo/2), Tlq

being the LO period, and hence pi{t) has only odd-order frequency components. The same

observation can be made for po{t). Usually the term for n = 1 or n = -1 is of interest,

corresponding to shifting up or down the input signal in the frequency domain by one
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Figure 4.3: Numerically evaluated conversion gain of the switching pair c

multiple of the LO frequency, and in this case c = |pi,i| = |pi,-i| represents the conversion

gain of the switching pair alone. Since x(t) = gms •Vinit) where Vin{t) is the input voltage

signal at the gate of M3, and gm^ is the transconductance of M3, the conversion gain of

the single-balanced mixer in transconductance form is

9c — c • gmZ (4.16)

For high LO amplitude, pi{t) approaches a square waveform and c approaches

2!pi. Fig. 4.3 shows c, evaluated numerically as a function of the normalized bias current

Jb and LO amplitude C/o, for a sinusoidal LO waveform. Assuming Vq > 1^, as it should

be for proper mixer operation, an estimate for c can be obtained by approximating pi (t)
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with a straight line during A:

0= ^ (4.17)
pi \ (ttA/lo) /

where for sinusoidal LO waveform

ttA/lo = axcsin (4.18)

and Vx isgiven by (4.9). Comparison withthe numerically evaluated value ofcfor sinusoidal

LO waveform shows that (4.17) is a good approximation for low values of Uq, introducing

error below IdjB if Uo < 0.7, while it overestimates c for higher values of Uq, introducing

error below 2dB if Uo < and below 3dB if Uo < 3.2.

It is easy to observe that the conversion gain of the Gilbert cell is also given by

(4.16). If degeneration or an input matching network is used, the transconductance ofthe

driver stage is not prns? but can be calculated with linear circuit techniques and multiplied

with c to provide the conversion gain.

4.4 Noise Analysis

Consider a device which with a fixed operating point produces shot or thermal

white noise. It can be shown [14] that if the operating pointchanges with time, the resulting

noise is still white, with a time- varying PSD given by the same formula as for the time-

invariant case, if we replace the value of the fixed resistor with the time-varying one for

thermal noise, and the valueof the fixed current across the p-n junction by the time-vaxying

one for the shot noise.

We will use the fact that the PSD of the drain current thermal noise generated by
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a MOS transistor in saturation is

= AkTjgm (4.19)

where Qm is the gate transconductance, k is Boltzman's constant, T is the absolute temper

ature, and 7 is 2/3 for longchannel transistors, but can be higher for short channel devices,

can depend on bias and can be affected by hot electron phenomena [84, 1, 102, 91, 36, 85].

In the following analysis we will calculate the time average noise at the output of

the mixer, and based on that we will evaluate the noise figure.

4.4.1 Noise from the Transconductance Stage

Consider the noise component 713(t) of is{t), in Fig. 4.1(b). This is considered

to be WSS with PSD 5„3(/), and can represent noise generated in M3, or noise present

at the input of the mixer, and amplified by M3. The output noise component that 713(t)

contributes

Vm = nzit)'pi{t) (4.20)

is cyclostationary, and its time average PSD is:

SS3(/)= E \Pl.nfS„3(f-nfLo). (4.21)
n=—oo

Assuming that 713(i) is white over the bandwidth of interest, Snz(f) equals Nnz, a constant

and

S^{f) = Nn3- E |pi,nl^ = aiV„3 (4.22)
n=—oo

where

a= E IPi."! =3^y_ (Pl(«)) (4-23)
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Figure 4.4: Numerically evaluated average power a ofwaveform pi(t)

is the power of waveform pi{t). Equations (4.22) and (4.23) can be used to find the noise

contribution to the output without any assumptions about the LO waveform or amplitude.

For large LO amplitude, pi{t) approaches a square waveform and its power a

approaches 1. It is interesting to examine the contribution ofevery individual sideband in

the case of a square waveform. Noise from fio ^ fouu fout being the output firequency,

accounts for 81% of the noise transferred to the output, from 3/lo ± font for 9%, and from

all higher order sidebands together for 10%. Parameter a is evaluated numerically and

given in Fig. 4.4 as a function ofthe normalized bias current Jb stnd LO amplitude Uq-, for

sinusoidalLO waveform. Similarlyto the conversion gain of the switching pair c, if Vo>Vx->

an estimate for a can be obtained by approximatingpi(t) with a straight line during A:

a = 1 - -{AfLo) (4.24)
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where for sinusoidal LO waveform A/^o can be obtained from (4.18). Comparison with the

numerically computed value of a in the case of sinusoidal LO waveform shows that (4.24)

introduces error smaller than 25% if Uo < 0.8, while it overestimates a by less than 50% if

Uo < 1.6, and by less than 70% if Uo < 3.2.

For the single-balanced mixer, assuming that Nns consists of the thermal noise

of M3, the input source resistance i?s, and the polysilicon gate resistance r^s, the noise

transferred to the output is

S^{f) =a-4kT(R, +T,3 +^)gl3 (4.25)
\ Pm3/

while for the Gilbert cell

5°3(/) =a•4fcT (r, +2rp3 + sL- (4-26)
\ 9mZ/

If resistive degeneration is used, the noise at the output of the driver stage is white and

equation (4.21) applies. If inductive degeneration or an impedance matching network is

used, the gain of the driver stage is frequency dependent. The PSD of the noise at the

output of the driver stage at the frequencies of interest —fio ± Iouu^Ilo d: fouu etc.— can

be calculated with linear circuit techniques and the output noise at font can be calculated

from (4.21). Because of the frequency selective gain of the driver stage, possibly only a few

sidebands need to be taken into account.

4.4.2 Thermal Noise Generated in the Switching Pair

We consider now thermal noise generated in Ml and M2 in Fig. 4.1, assuming

that they remain in saturation diuring the part of the period that they are on. Neglecting
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capacitive effects and the output conductance of the transistors, when Ml or M2 is off

the output current is determined by /a, and the switching pair does not contribute to the

output noise. For this reason when the LO amplitude is high, the noise contribution ofthe

switching pair is usually lower than that of the driver stage. During the time interval A,

both Ml and M2 are on, and contribute to the output noise. The instantaneous noise PSD

at h is

4kTt (—( — V+—f ( g"" '^ . (4.27)
\9ml \^ + 9ml/9m2 J Pm2 \1+ 5m2/pml / / \9ml-r9m2/

Since the sum of Ii and I2 equals /a, the amplitude of the noise component at the output

Io\ is twice that at Ji, and the corresponding output noise PSD is:

SMiif, t) =IGkT-y(=SkTfGit) (4.28)
\9ml ' 9m2/

where

aU) =2f (4.29)
\9ml + 9m2/

is the small-signal transconductance ofthe whole differential pair, from Vlq to loi- This

time-varying PSD is flat in frequency since it represents white noise and is shown inFig. 4.5.

The peak of appears for Vlo = 0 and is independent of the LO amplitude.

The higher the LO amplitude, the smaller the time interval A, and the lower the noise

contribution to the output. From (4.28) we obtain the time-average PSD at the output:

5°,2(/) =8fcT7 1 '̂° G{t}dtj =SkTfG (4.30)
where G is the time average ofG{t). This expression canbe used to calculate 5^12(/) with

out any assumptions about the LO waveform or amplitude. However, the LO amplitude is
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Figure 4.5: Time-varying transconductance of the switching pair, and time-varying PSD of
the generated thermal noise

usually large and a further simplification is possible. Assuming sinusoidal Vlo and changing

the variable of integration from t to Vlo we obtain:

G ^ •4Vlo-
'o J-v. ^/l - (VloIVoY

If the LO amplitude Vo is high, in the interval of integration Vlo is much smaller than K,

and l/v'l - {yLoiVo)'̂ ^ 1. In this case, since G(Vlo) = dIoi/dVLo, (4.31) provides:

(4.31)

From (4.30) and (4.31) we obtain the contribution of the switching pair to the output noise

16A:r7 Ib
S'nl2U) = 5r Vo

A sinusoidal LO signal was assumed above, but such a restriction is not necessary. A

relation similar to (4.32) can be obtained directly firom the definition of G), only with the

(4.33)
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Figure 4.6: Time-average transconductance of the switching pair versus LO amplitude

assumption of linear dependence of Vlo ^during the time interval A, with slope A:

Tlo ^
(4.34)

For sinusoidalLO waveform A= I'kVo/Tlo (^•32) results. Notice that no assumption

was made about the I-V characteristics of the transistors, and that (4.32)-(4.34) are inde

pendent ofthe transistor dimensions. These expressions, with 7 = 1/2, can also beused for

the time-average transconductance and the collector shot noise ofa bipolar switching pair.

We observe that the PSD at the output is proportional to the bias current Ib and

inversely proportional to the zero crossing slope of Vlo- As can be seen in (4.31), if for

moderate Vo the slope of Vioit) (proportional to \/l - {VloIVo)'̂ drops close to the ends

of A, equations (4.32)-(4.34) slightly underestimate the output noise. For smaller Vo-, G

and 5°i2(/) approach the values that correspond to the fixed operating point of Vlo = 0,

and the above expressions overestimate the output noise, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.6. A

graph of{6/Ki)G evaluated numerically as a function ofJb and Uo is given in Fig. 4.7 for a

sinusoidalLO waveform. Comparisonof the prediction ofequation (4.32) with the computed

value of G for a sinusoidal LO waveform, shows that if (4.32) underestimates G
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Figure 4.7: Numerically evaluated time-average transconductance of the switching pair

by less than 25% for all the values of Uo shown in Fig. 4.7, with the error growing as Vq

approaches Vx- The output noise contribution of the two switching pairs of a Gilbert cell

is twice that calculated for the single- balanced mixer.

Lacking a commonly accepted expression for 7 as a function of bias, a fixed value

was used above. In practice, the equations derived in this section can be used with the value

of 7 whichcorresponds to the bias condition of Vi,o —0* This is a reasonable approximation

since the devices of the switching pair contribute the most noise for zero LO voltage.

4.4.3 Noise from the LO Port

Since the LO is a periodically time-varying circuit it is possible that the noise at

its output contains a cyclostationary component. It is inaccurate to time average its PSD
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anduse it as if it were a WSS process, siiice thetime-varying processing ofthis signal by the

mixer tracks exactly the time variation ofthe noise statistics. Except for the case ofwhite

cyclostationary noise where time dependence ofthe PSD can be incorporated to the system

[32], the treatment of such a problem is complicated and described in [21]. Below we will

consider the simplified case at wh 198 ich the noise present at the LO port is stationary.

The results also apply to intrinsic noise of Ml and M2 which can be modeled with a time-

invariant stationary voltage-noise source in series with the gates, such as thermal noise of

the gate resistances and fiicker noise discussed in section 5.5.

We assume that the LO voltage has a noise component nioii)- This contributes

output noise:

VnLO = G{t)nLo{t) (4.35)

where G{t) is the time-varying transconductance ofthe switching pair defined in (4.29). If

nLo(t) is WSS with PSD 5„lo(/), VriLoit) is a cyclostationary process with time average

PSD

5°io(/)= E \G„\''S„LoU-nfL0) (4-36)
n=—oo

where Gn are the Fourier coefficients of the waveform G(t).

If riLoit) is also white with PSD Snioif) = Nlo, the noise contribution to the

output becomes
oo

SIloU) = Nlo- E |G„P = •JVlo (4.37)
n=—OO

where

1 rTto n
G2 = ;^ / G(tfdt. (4.38)

ILO Jo
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Figure 4.8: Numerically evaluated time-average square transconductauce of the switching
pair

With some manipulation it can be shown that for LO amplitude fairly larger than Vx and

square law equations {6= 0)

./o _i_ n 1 \ r2/2 7-3/2
(4.39)^/M3/2+1) 1\ Kfir

I, V2 SJ \Tlo >^Tlo

where Ais as before the zero crossingslope of A plot of as a function of

the normalized bias current Jb and LO amplitude Uo, calculated numerically from (4.38)

is shown in Fig. 4.8, assuming a sinusoidal LO waveform. Comparison of this computed

valuewith the prediction of (4.39) derived for square lawequations, shows that for > V^,

(4.39) introduces error lower than 25% liUo < 0.8, while it overestimates by less than

50% if Uo < 1.6, and less than 90% if Uo < 3.2.

For the single balanced mixer, the white noise Nlo consists ofthe noise floor of the

LO output spectrum, represented by an equivalent noise resistance Rlo^ and the thermal
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noise of the polysilicon gate resistance rgi of the transistors:

S^LoU) = iknRLO + (4.40)

The noise floor of the LO cansignificantly increase the noise figure of the mixer, and filters

can be used to limit its efiect. In a Gilbert cell the external noise present at the LO port is

rejected, and only the gate resistances contribute noise:

5^Lo(/) = 4fcT(4r,i)G5. (4.41)

4.4.4 Mixer Noise Figure

Having calculated the noise contribution from the various sources to the output,

the noise figure of the mixer can be estimated. Consider that the load introduces output

noise which can be represented by an equivalent noise resistance Rl. The single sideband

(SSB) noise figure for the single-balanced mixer is

, a (73 + rg3gm3)9m30i +27iG + {Rlo + 2rpi)G2 -H ^(NF)ssb = • (4-42)

and for the Gilbert cell is

,a 2(73 + rg3gm3)9m3a + 47iG + {^rgi)G^ +{NF)ssb =-, + . (4-43)

where the quantities a, c, G, G are evaluated with the bias current of each switching pair,

and the symbols 71 and 73 have been used for the noise factor 7 of Ml and A/3 respectively.

If a band-pass filter is used at the input (which filters out noise from the source resistor

at frequencies outside the input signal band) the term oc/c^ in formulas (4.42) and (4.43)

becomes 1. If the useful signal is present in both sidebands around the LO firequency, the
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double sideband (DSB) noise figure is the appropriate noise performance metric. For the

single-balanced mixer and the Gilbert cell, this is half of the SSB noise figure given by

(4.42) and (4.43) respectively. As in the SSB case, if a band-pass filter is used at the input

to reject noise from the source resistor at frequencies outside the two input signal bands,

the first term a/(2c^) becomes 1. Comparing the above equations and neglecting the noise

fi:om the LO port, we observe that for equal conversion gain, the double-balanced structure

consumes twice the power of the single-balanced one and has a higher noise figmre.

4.4.5 Flicker Noise Effects

In the above analysis the efiect of fiicker noise was neglected, but if the system

employs direct conversion this can be a limiting factor. Flicker noise from the driver stage

appears at the output around fio and all the odd-order harmonics, since, as discussed in

section 4.3, pi(t) has only odd-order firequency components. If the PSD of flicker noise

is known at the output of the driver stage, the PSD at the output around fio can be

easily found from (4.21), since the conversion gain of the switching pair c = |pi,i| has been

calculated in section 4.3.

To estimate the fiicker noise contribution fi:om the switching pair we need to know

the flicker noise behavior of MOS devices with time-varying operating point. A discussion

about the fiicker noise generating mechanisms in MOSFETs and the case that the operating

points changes strongly with time is given in appendix C. Assuming that a usual time-

invariant flicker-noise voltage source in series with the gate is an appropriate model, from

(4.35) this noise is transferred to the output by multiplication with G(t). It is easy to

see in Fig. 4.5 that the period of G{t) is TloI'^i and therefore it contains only even-order
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Figure 4.9: Measurement setup of a single-balanced mixer

harmonics of the LO frequency. This means that flicker noise from the switching pair will

appear at the output around DC, but not around /lo- The PSD of the noise contribution

of each transistor to the output around DC can be easily found from (4.36) since Go is

the time-average transconductance of the switching pair G, which has been calculated in

section 4.4.2.

4.5 Measurements

The SSB noise figure of a single-balanced mixer shown in Fig. 4.9, fabricated

in the Philips Qubic2 process, with minimum drawn length O.S/zm, was measured at low
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frequencies. The drains of Ml and M2 were brought off chip. No attempt was made to

optimize its performance, the goal being to compare predictions with measurements. No

input matching was used that would improve conversion gain and lower the noise figure.

The measurements were taken with the noise figure meter HP8970A [82].

Balims with a center tap were used to transform the differential output signal to

single-ended and the single-ended LO signal to differential. The series Li —Ci trap was

used to null the strong LO component at the output, that could saturate the noise figure

meter input and drive Ml and M2 to the triode region. A band-pass filter reduced the

noise fioor of the LO signal. Care was taken to avoid introducing noise from the bias circuit.

The noise figure meter measures its own noisefigure with a 50f2 source impedance

during calibration and it uses this measurement to extract the noise figure of the device

under test (DUT). Therefore, the output impedance of the DUT must also be matched to

50Q, and inductor L2 and resistor Ri were used for this purpose. The board and balim

parasitics significantly affect the behavior of the output load. It was measured that the

trap resonance frequency is 72MHz^ used as LO frequency, and that an output parallel

RLC resonance appears at 19Mffz, used as IF, with an impedance close to 50ft across the

AMHz bandwidth that HP8970A measmes noise. The output impedance of Ml and M2 is

high in the biascondition of Fig. 4.9 and does not significantly affect the output impedance

of the circuit.

During the measurements, the need to characterize individual components of the

circuit arose. By connecting the gate of M2 to ground and the gate of Ml to a fixed bias, a

cascode linear amplifier was formed. Its gain and noise figure were measured with a 50ft AC
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Figure 4.10: Extracted 7 versus current density for a minimum channel length Qubic2 MOS
transistor

load at 19MHz, and gm and 7 of M3 as a function of bias were extracted. To characterize

the output load of Fig. 4.9, which was affected by the parasitics, this was used as a load of

the linear amplifier, and the gain and noise figure measurements were repeated. A second

estimate for 7 was obtained, which essentially coincided with the previous one. The effect

of gate resistance noise [67] was removed, and the result is shown in Fig. 4.10. Parameter 7

was found to depend on the bias current, but not significantly on the drain or body voltage,

and therefore this measured value of 7 versus bias current density was also used for the

transistors of the switching pair.

The I-V curve of M3 was measured and the parameters 6 = O.OOQF"^ and K =

7.97mA/V'̂ were extracted with curve fitting. These values were used to calculate the bias

condition and small-signal transconductances of the transistors. For the transistors of the
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Vi=0.5V

Ir (mA)

Vo=o.5V:

iB(mA)

Figure 4.11: Measured (dots) and predicted (solid line) noise figure and conversion gain of
the single-balanced mixer of Fig. 4.9, versus bias current

switching pair the value of7 which corresponds to zero LO voltage was used. The predicted

(computed numerically) and measured values for the noise figure and conversion gain are

shown in Fig. 4.11, in which fairly good agreement is observed. It is worth noticing that

because of the noise of the switching pair, the optimum noise figure appears for lower ciurent

than the optimum gain. The discrepancy is mainlybecauseof the conversion gain prediction

and can be attributed to the fact that the LO amplitude applied to the switching pair can

be estimated but is not exactly known because of the losses in the band-pass filter, the
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Table 4.1: Parameters used in the calculation of noise figure for the mixer of Fig. 4.9.
Vo = 11^ and Ib = 5.6mA.

Parameter Numerically Evaluated Closed-form Expression

c 0.539 0.570 from (4.17), Vx=0.722V

a 0.590 0.658 from (4.24)

G 3.84 (mA/F) 3.57 (mA/F) from (4.32)
G2 32.7 (mA/Vf 39.1 (mA/F)^ from (4.39)

Table 4.2: Noise contribution fi:om individual components of the mixer of Fig. 4.9. Vo = IF

Noise Contributors Additional Information Output Noise Power {pA^IHz)

Rs = bOQ 9m3 = 7.9SmAlV 15.2

Rl = 2760 59.6

M3, ros = 3.30

II

to

135.6

M1-M2 7i = 1.36 (for Vlo = 0) 172.1

Rlo = 500, rgi = rg2 = 6.60 34.1

balun and the connections, and also to the fact that the transistor model used is inaccurate

for low current density.

We will now elaborate on the calculation of the noise figiure for one point of

Fig. 4.11, namely for Vo = IF and Ib = 5.6mA which corresponds to maximum conversion

gain. Table 4.1 shows the numerically computed value of the parameters needed in the

evaluation of the noise figure, together with the value resulting from approximate closed-

form expressions derived in this chapter. Table 4.2 shows the contribution of individual

components of the circuit to the output noise.

4.6 Upper Frequency Limit of the Analysis

To estimate the frequency range of validity of this noise analysis, it is necessary

to consider the most significant of the transistor capacitances. Let Ci and C2 represent

the gate-source capacitances of Ml and M2, and C(, denote the total capacitance from the
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common source node to the ground, consisting of the source-body capacitances of Ml and

M2, and the drain-body capacitance of M3.

For this analysis to hold, reactive effects must not significantly alter the periodi

cally varying operating point considered in section 4.2. It is shown next in section 4.6.1 that

assuming a sinusoidal LO waveform and DC common LO voltage, an approximate upper

LO frequency limit for this to hold is

f —g Im. (4.44)
27r(Ci -f C2 +Cb) —{Vgsi —1^52)]

where ei is a small number (e.g. 0.2 or 0.3), Vgsi and Vgso is the low-frequency gate-source

voltage of Ml for peah and zero LO voltage respectively, and the sum of the capacitances

is evaluated for zero LO voltage. It is interesting to observe that high LO amplitude

lowers this limit. Simulation with SpectreRF shows that (4.44) correctly predicts the LO

frequency at which the operating point departs from the low frequency behavior. Fig. 4.12

shows simulation results for the drain current of transistor Ml of the mixer of Fig. 4.9, for

Ib = 2.3mA and for three different LO amphtudes, at the LO frequency /loi(€i = 0.3).

The sum of the three capacitances was estimated from the available SPICE model to be

0.936pF. To avoid reactive effects at the output, the drains of Ml and M2 were connected

directly to the positive supply. In the three cases we observe approximately equal overshoot

above 2.3mA which is the peak value of Ii at low frequencies, and therefore about equal

deviation from the corresponding low frequency waveforms.

In addition, the small-signal conductance represented by the capacitors Ci, C2

and Cb must be much lower than the sum of the conductances Qmi and gm2- Otherwise,

the signal is lost in these capacitors while the switching pair contributes noise even if one
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Figure 4.12: Simulated drain current of Ml of the mixer of Fig. 4.9 over one LO period,
for three different LO amplitudes, and LO frequencies given by (4.44) with ei = 0.3. The
bias current is Ib —2.3m.4.

of the transistors is off. For a down-conversion mixer in which the signal and the image

frequencies are close to /loj ^ second approximate upper LO frequency limit is

9ml + 9m2
/l02 = ^2;2ir{Ci+C2-\-Cb)

where the sumsof the capacitances and the conductances are considered constant and equal

to their values for VloW = 0, and €2 is again a small number (e.g. 0.2).

Simulation shows that for LO frequency below /lo25 the conversion gain and the

noise figure are not significantly deteriorated by the change in operating point that occurs

after /lou and that in some cases they improve. For fio higher than /lo2, the conversion

gain and noise figure gradually degrade. Fig. 4.13 shows simulation results versus /loj for

the conversion gain, noise figure and noise contribution of the switching pair of the mixer

(4.45)
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Figure 4.13: Noise figure, conversion gain and switching pair output noise contribution
versus firequency for the mixer of Fig. 4.9. Frequencies fioi (X) with ei = 0.3, and /lo2
(diamonds) with €2 = 0.2 are shown.

of Fig. 4.9, for three different LO amplitudes, together with the frequencies fioi (^i = 0.3)

and /i,02 (€2 = 0.2). The bias current is 2.3mA, the input signal frequency is 1.1/lo and

the output signal firequency is 0.1/lo- For simplicity the filters shown in Fig. 4.9 were

not included in simulation. Ideal baluns where employed and the output stage consisted

only of the balun. Since the output is obtained at low frequencies, reactive effects at the

output do not affect the conversion gain. We observe that for large LO amplitude the noise
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Figure 4.14: Switching pair noise versus bias current at high frequencies for the mixer of
Fig. 4.9. The bias currents related to the frequency limits fioi (X) with ei = 0.3, and /lo2
(diamonds) with €2 = 0.2 are shown. The dashed line corresponds to the noise of the two
transistors when their common source is ac grounded.

contribution of the switching pair does increase after /loi? but in this case the switching

pair is a minor contributor to the noise figure, which remains approximately constant up to

/l02- The slight noise increase at low frequencies is caused by flicker noise of the switching

pair appearing at baseband. Fig. 4.14 shows the noise generated by the switching pair

of the mixer of Fig. 4.9 versus bias current, for LO amplitude IV and for three different

LO frequencies, lOOMHz, 300MHz and 900MHz. Observe that for high bias current the

noise coincides with the prediction of (4.33) while for very low bias current because of the

capacitance at the common-source node, this point becomes ac ground and each transistor

contributes noise AkT^gm, depicted with the top dashed line. The values of the bias currents

related to the frequency limits /loi and /lo2 are also shown.

Let us now examine the flicker noise contribution of devices Ml and M2 at high

frequencies. Fig. 4.15 shows the the transfer function from a voltage source in series with
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Figure 4.15: Transfer function for the flicker noise contribution of Ml and M2, versus bias
current at high frequencies for the mixer of Fig. 4.9. The bias currents related to the
frequency hmits fioi (X) with €i = 0.3, and fL02 (diamonds) with 62 = 0.2 are shown.

the gate of Ml or M2 to the mixer output current, versus bias current and for LO frequency

lOOMHz, ZOOMHz and 900MHz. At high bias current we obtain the low-frequency pre

diction of the time-average transconductance (4.32). At low bias current the capacitance

dominates the impedance of the common-source node which becomes an AC ground. In this

case the transfer function is the transconductance of the transistor Qm. The same transfer

function versus frequency is shown in Fig. 4.16 for a bias current Ib —2.3mA and three

LO amplitudes 0.5V, IV and 3V. The frequency limits fioi and /lo2 are also shown.

Similarly to Fig. 4.13 deviation from the low frequency behavior is observed approximately

after /lo2- We must note that when considering flicker noise there is no input signal close

to fio as was the case when weconsidered a downconverter before. However /lo2 is related

to time constant in the system and it is worth placing on these graphs. These graphs agree

qualitatively with these presented in [52].
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Figure 4.16: Flicker noise transfer function versus frequency for the mixer of Fig. 4.9.
Frequencies fioi (X) with €i = 0.3, and /lo2 (diamonds) with €2 = 0.2 are shown.

4.6.1 Proof of the Large-Signal High-Frequency Limit (4.44)

We derive here a limit for the frequency-independent operating-point assumption

used in the analysis. The high-frequency large-signal equation for the switching pair is

lB =h+h + +C2{V2)^ +CB(Vis)^ (4.46)

where Vi,V2,Vbs s^re the voltages across the capacitors C7i,C2,C7ft respectively. We assume

that the LO common voltage is constant with time, and equal to Vlo,c- The voltages

can be expressed as

V2 = Vlo.c -

2

VLoit)
- K

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.49)
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where VLo{t) is the LO voltage and Vs the potential of the common source of Ml and M2.

Using (4.47)-(4.49), (4.46) becomes

/b =/i +/2 +\{Ci - C2)^ - (Ci +Ca + (4.50)
Of the two terms involving capacitances in this equation the last one is more significant

and the other one is neglected. We will now estimate the maximum value of the derivative

dVs/dt, assuming a sinusoidal Vlo(^)- At firequencies that the reactive effects are negligible,

(t) is a periodic waveform with frequency 2/loj high voltage appearing when the LO

voltage takes its peak value

Kk = Vi,o.c +y-Vi,i (4.51)

and low voltage appearing when the LO voltage is zero

Vsi = VLo,c-Vgs^ (4.52)

where voltages and are the low-frequency gate-source voltages of Ml for Vioii) —

Vot and Vbo(t) = 0 respectively. Approximating Vs(t) with a sinusoid, its maximum deriva

tive is

dVs . .1max-^ = 2'ir(2fio)-(Vsh-Vsi)

= 27rfLO y - (K,.i - V,so) (4.53)

Capacitances Ci, C2, are Ci, are voltage dependent, but we will make the approximation

that their sum is constant and equal to its value for Vlo —0- From (4.50), for low-frequency

behavior to hold, it must be

{Ci+C2 +Ci,)^<Ib, (4.54)

and using (4.53), (4.44) results.
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4.7 Conclusions

A systematic study of the noise generating mechanisms in current commutating

CMOS mixers has been completed, and analytical expressions for important parameters

have been derived. We can now comment on the effect of the design parameters on the

noise performance.

High bias current improves the driver stage transconductance and therefore the

conversion gain and noise figure, provided that the LO amplitude and the size of the tran

sistors of the switching pair are such that complete commutation is performed. As seen

from (4.44) and (4.45) the use of high current density causes reactive effects to appear at

higher frequencies.

Large LO amplitude increases the conversion gain and reduces the noise contri

bution of the switching pair and the LO port. After a certain value the conversion gain of

the switching pair reaches its maximum value 2/7r, the noise contribution of the switching

pair becomes negligible, and further increase does not reduce the noise figure considerably.

Large LO amphtude also allows operation at higher frequencies because complete current-

commutation can then be achieved with small channel width devices operating at high

current density.

Increasing the channel width of Ml and M2 is desirable up to the point that for

the given LO amplitude, c approaches Ifix and relations (4.33) and (4.39) hold. Further

increase does not reduce the noise introduced by the switching pair as shown in (4.33),

and it even increases the noise coming from the LO port as seen in (4.39). In addition,

it introduces higher capacitances which cause high frequency deterioration in performance,
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and represent a larger load for the LO. Increasing the channel width of M3 is desirable

because this increases gmz and therefore the conversion gain and reduces the noise figure.

However, large channel width of M3 introduces parasitic capacitance which can degrade

the performance at high frequencies and can represent a large load for the circuit driving

the mixer.

Minimum channel length is preferred for the switching pair because increasing

this reduces the conversion gain. Longer channel length requires larger channel width for

operation with similar LO amplitude and bias current, which introduces higher parasitic

capacitances. Minimum channel length is also appropriate for the driver stage since this

maximizes the driver stage transconductance. However, for longer channel devices the noise

factor 7 of the transistors is closer to the ideal value of 2/3. Without an expression of 7 as

a function of channel length it is diflficult to quantify this benefit.
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5.1 Introduction

The input of the mixer is often provided off-chip, for example when an image re

jection filter is used after the LNA. In these cases the input of the mixer must be matched

to 5012 to guarantee maximum power transfer and proper filter operation. This chapter

examines the noise performance of inductively degenerated conjugately matched transcon

ductance stages, and also the noise performance of mixers which use such stages. We will

adopt a more accurate transistor noise model than we did before in chapter 4. Results of

the noise analysis of the transconductance stage can be directly applied to the design of
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Figure 5.1: A CMOS inductively degenerated common-source transconductance stage.

LNAs.

5.2 Input Impedance

Consider the inductively degenerated CMOS transconductance stage shown in

Fig. 5.1. The voltage source Vg and the impedance Zg represent the Thevenin equivalent of

the circuitry connected to the gate of the transistor. Symbol Qm represents the transcon

ductance of the transistor, and Cgs its gate-source capacitance. Neglecting the body effect

and the effect of the gate-drain capacitance Cgd^ we find (see also chapter6) that the input

impedance at the transistor gate Zin is given by

Zin = (^T^s + H- . ^ (5.1)
J^C/gs

where ut = QmlCgs is the angular unity gain frequency of the transistor, and w is the

angular frequency of operation.

A more accurate expression which takes into account the body effect is

7 _ 7 4_ ^ I 9mZs{^ —j^CgsXZs) /c 2")+ jU^Cgs ^ jUjCgs(l + X9mZs) ' ^ ^
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where Zs = j(jjLs isthedegenerating impedance, x —9mb/9m and Qmb is the body transcon-

ductance. A typical value for x is 0.2.

Yet another expression which neglects the body effect but takes into account Cgd

IS

+ (5.3)

where Zl is the load impedance connected to the drain. In the mixer case Zl « ll(9m,c +

9mb,c) where gm,c and gmb,c are approximately the average gate and body transconductances

of one of the devices of the switching pair.

For low values of degeneration most commonly used in practice .the body effect

has a negligible effect, and (5.3) provides a more accurate expression for Zi„. However, for

simplicity, the first approximation (5.1) will be adopted below.

5.3 Transconductance Gain

Let us now define the following gain for the transconductance stage of Fig. 5.1

(also used in chapter 6) which relates the output current amplitude to the available power

of the source

{RMS output current)'̂GAINtransc available power of the source

Observe that GAINtransc as defined above has dimensions of conductance. The transcon

ductance stage utilizes all the available power of the source when the input is conjugately

matched or, neglecting the losses in the bias circuit, the matching network and the connec

tions, when Zg = 'Z^. Neglecting Cgd and using expression (5.1) we can show (see chapter



Figure 5.2: The model used in the noise analysis of the transconductance stage

6 for the derivation) that

GAINtr
(jJT 1

(J (jJLs

Observe that GAINtransc depends on the u)t but not on the device size. Taking into account

the finite quality factor Qi^ of the degenerating inductor Lg, this expression becomes

GAINtransc ~
UT 1

which shows that even a low inductor Q does not appreciably change the prediction of (5.5).
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(5.5)

(5.6)

5.4 Noise Analysis of the Transconductance Stage

We will assume that the transconductance stage of Fig. 5.1 is matched at the input.

We will adopt the model shown in Fig. 5.2. We model the noise behavior of the transistor

with the two noise current sources ind aJid ing [108, 41, 73, 45]. The noise current

represents thermal noise of the channel while ing represents noise of the channel coupled to

the gate through the distributed channelcapacitance. Up to moderately high firequencies of

operation ing has negligible impact on the performance and for this reason it is not included
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in more traditional transistor noise models [61]. The two noise sources are correlated. Their

power spectral densities are given by

0 =4ifT7s^ (5.7)

= 4KTSgg. (5.8)

Above Qdo is the gate-drain conductance in triode, for the same Vcs aJid zero Vbs- Quantity

gdo is equal to Qm for square law devices, but when short channel phenomena are present

it is higher than gm, that is gdo = 9m/oi where a = 0.8 is a typical value. Quantity

gg represents the gate conductance of the transistor, which in a more complete transistor

model, is connected between the gate and the source in parallelwith Cgs. In the frequency

of operation of our circuit this gate conductance has a negligible effect on the frequency

response. Therefore it is omitted from our model, but the noise somceassociated with it is

taken into account. It is given by expression [108, 41, 73, 45]

9, = (5-9)
^9do

Parameters 7 and 6 have the values 2/3 and 4/3 respectively for long channel devices but

are significantly higher for short channel devices. However 6 remains approximately twice

as high as 7 [45]. The correlation between the two noise sources is expressed in terms of

their correlation coefficient

p= (5.10)

When the noise current sources have the direction shown in Fig. 5.2 for long channel de

vices it is shown in [108] that p = jO.395. Lacking information about its value for short
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channel devices we will use the same value. Nevertheless, it is commented in [108] that the

correlation terms have only a small effect in the noise performance of the circuit.

Using expression (5.1) and the fact that the input is conjugately matched, a linear

analysis of the circuit of Fig. 5.2 shows that the output noise current is given by

in —^ifid "I" yingt

where

and

or

X=-i (5.12)

Therefore,

\in? =kPlwP +12/I^KnsP +Re [2xy*inding] (5-14)

|i„|2 = \x\^\ind? +\y?\ing? +Re {2xy*p} y/\ind\^\ing\'̂ (5.15)

Using (5.12) and (5.13) we find that

Re {2xy*p} =

Substituting now (5.7), (5.8), (5.12), (5.13) and (5.16) in (5.15) we obtain

The available noise power of the source is KT and the transconductance stage gain

is given by (5.5). Therefore the output noise current due to the source impedance denoted



by |insP is given by

1

KT Af

The noise figure of the transconductance stage is

N Ptransc — 1 "I"

= 1 +

I^TlsP

LJ^Ls
(jJT

= GAINir

Now substituting gdo = 9mjotobtain

ut 1

u uLf

^^transc — f "I"
(jJt

1 ^ (-x 1 ^

or

NFtransc — 1 "b
(jJT

where z = gmf^Ls is the feedbaxdc factor and

m=^ 0.79J -—I" "^ (1 + ~2 )
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(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

Fig. 5.3 shows quantity f(z) as a function ofthe feedback factor for 6/j = 2 and several

values of a, and for ct = 0.75 and several values oi 5/^. We observe that this quantity has a

flat minimum at approximately z = 0.5 for almost all the values of the parameters shown.

The optimal value of f{z) is always between 1 and 1.5. We can observe that without the

gate referred noise (i.e. <5 = 0) it is f(z) = z/a. Anexpression for the noise figure equivalent

to (5.21) is

^ Ftransc — 1 "I"
y/GAINfransc ' Fin

where Rin = is the real part of the input impedance Zt„. This expression shows that

NFtransc is minimized for high GAINtransc and high Rin.

(5.23)
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Figure 5.3: Quantity f(z) as a function of the feedback factor z, for several values of the
parameters a and S/y.
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It is now clear from (5.21) that in order to minimize the noise figure one must

adhere to the following simpleguidelines: a) Maximize the unity gain frequency of the input

device by choosing small width devices biased at a high current density, or equivalently a

high Vgs —Vt value, b) Pick a degenerating inductor such that the feedback factor gm^^s

is approximately 0.5 (or close, such that the vadue of f{z) is close to its minimum).

Although using very smallwidth device increases ujt and improves the noise figure,

it also increases the input impedance of the transconductance stage and makes it hard to
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match to the source. A high Q matching network is then required, which is harder to

implement, sensitive to the component tolerances, and tends to belossy, thereby increasing

the noise figure. In particular, if ESD is used, more input signal is wasted on the lossy

components ofthe ESD when the input impedance of the transconductance stage is high.

From expression (5.1) we can find a parallel representation for Zin, that is to calculate the

value ofa resistance Rp and a capacitance Cp whose parallel combination equals Zin- We

can then easily calculate that the gain loss and corresponding increase in the noise figure,

expressed in dB is equal to

where Resd is the corresponding resistance in the parallel represenation ofthe ESD loading.

To minimize losses on the ESD it is desirable that Resd is much higher than Rp. Under

the assumption

^ »uL, (5.25)

which is usually satisfied, the quality factor of the input impedance is

"--Sis}":
where z is as defined before the feedback factor gm^Ls- Then

•(1 +Qt) ~'̂ tLs (l + ^ +j)

and

0
1 + Q%

Cp « «C,. (j^) . (5.28)
It is worth noticing that for small values of z increasing Ls reduces Rp. Minimizing the

expression of Rp we see that a minimum is obtained for a feedback factor z = 1, as also
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Figure 5.4: Normalized resistance Rp of the parallel representation of Zin as a function of
the feedback factor z.

shown in Fig. 5.4.

The input impedance Rp can be reduced without harming the noise figure at the

expense of power consumption. Indeed by using a wider device biased at a higher bias

ciurrent such that ur remains the same, and reducing Lg such that the feedback factor z

remains the same, firom (5.27) Rp will be lower because Qm will be larger. However, there

is a limit to how small on-chip inductance can be realized reliably which is usually close to

InH. If a bond wire is used to realize this inductance the designer has no control over its

value.

Besides the high input impedance, whenusinga very small transistor, the substrate

resistance and the resistance of the gate polysilicon and the related contacts is divided by

only a small number of fingers and can have an impact on the noise figure.

A capacitor Ca can be connected betweenthe gate and the source of the transistor

as in the transconductance stage ofFig.5.5to facihtate the input matching at the expense of

gain. In thiscase thegate noise source does not increase as would bethecase ifwe attempted
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Figure 5.5: An inductively degenerated transconductance stage with added capacitance to
facilitate input matching.

to improve the input matching by increasing the size of the input device. However, the

introduction of Ca harms the noise figure by reducing ut. Similar analysis shows that the

output noise current is given by the above equations if we replace parameter 5 with

5' = 6
'gs

Cgs + Ca
(5.29)

In this case the optimal value of the feedback factor is not 0.5 but can be found sinularly.

From Fig. 5.3 we observe that lower values of J indeed reduce the value of f(z) and also

tend to lower the optimal value of the feedback factor z.

Longer than Tniniroum length devices have a lower but also lower noise factors

7 and S. Therefore, it is possible that longer devices can provide better noise figures, or

similax noise figures with lower input impedance. Since the values of the transistor noise

factors as a function of channel length are unknown we can address this question only

experimentally.

Some observations can be made on the above expressions of the noise figure, a)

When inductive degeneration is used, the correlation between the gate and drain noise

somrces is such that it improves the noise figure, b) The noise figure depends almost pro-
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portionally on the ratio ljJut- c) The noise figure depends on uyr but not on Css- d)

Several noise sources that in practice degrade noise figure have been neglected in our anal

ysis, for example the noise generated by the substrate resistance and amplified by the body

transconductance, the noise generated by the substrate resistance and directly coupled to

the output through the junction capacitance, the noise generated by the polysilicon resis

tance and the contacts connected to the gate, e) Finally, we should mention that we have

adopted the power matching condition and not the noise matching. Therefore, in general

there exists a diflferent source impedance for which the noise figure is lower than predicted

by the above analysis.

5.5 Effect of a Cascode Device

Usually a cascode device in common-gate configuration is connected to the output

of the transconductance stage as shown in Fig. 5.6. In the case of an LNA this device

provides reverse isolation and guarantees stability, while in the case of an active mixer this

device represents the transistors of the switching pair. A pole is formed at the firequency

9mc "I" 9mbc
U)n =

Cp
(5.30)

where gmc and Qmbc are the gate and bodytransconductance of device Mc and Cp is the total

parasitic capacitance to ground (or some other low impedance node). Assuming that the

gateofMc isconnected to a low impedance node, it iseasy to see that the gate referred noise

of transistor Mc adds directly to the output noise current of the transconductance stage.

However, unlike the transconductance stage examined in the previous section, the effect of

thegatereferred current noise ofthecascode transistor isusually small and will be neglected
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Figure 5.6: The cascode device of the transconductance stage.

here. (Indeed, observe in (5.13) that the gate referred noise of the transconductance stage

is multiplied with gm/^Cgs = urjo}-, which is usually large.) It is now easy to see that the

contribution of the drain current of Mc to the output current is equal to

(w/wp)'
1 -f- (w/wp)^ ^kT'ygdoc (5.31)

where gdoc is the transistor conductance in triode, for the same Vgs and zero Vds-

5.6 Mixer Noise Figure

An accurate calculation of the noise figme of a mixer which uses an inductively

degenerated, conjugately matched transconductance stage would require consideration of

the noise contribution of the transconductance stage from all possible sidebands. However,

besides the complexity of the calculations required, the result depends on the out of band

characteristics of the input matching network which depends on the package and board

parasitics and is usually unknown during the design stage. In addition, the uncertainty in

the noise model of the MOS devices renders meaningless any attempt to very accurately
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predict the mixer noise figure. As an approximation we will take into account only the

image band and we will assume that it contributes an equal amount of noise as the signal

band.

We will adopt the low firequency expressions for the noise introduced by the switch

ing pair derived in chapter 4. Indeed, we showed that if the conversion gain of the switching

pair is not degraded by frequency effects, these expressions are valid. High frequency noise

from the switching pair from the signal and the image band could be approximately in

cluded in the calculations as described in the previous section in the discussion about the

cascode device.

Under these assumptions, similarly to equation (4.42), the mixer NF of a single

balanced mixer is given by

^ + ijo + 'L

where is the noise generated by the transconductance stage at its output,

noise generated by the source at the output of the transconductance stage, ifp is the noise

generated by the switching pair at the mixer output, i^Q is the noise introduced by the LO

port at the mixer output, and is the noise introduced by the mixer load of equivalent

noise resistance Rl at the mixer output. Resistor Rlq represents the equivalent noise

resistor at the LO port. Parameter 71 represents the 7 noise factor of the transistors of the

switching pair, and parameter c is the conversion gain of the switching pair calculated in

chapter 4, usually slightly lower than 2/tt.

An observation can be made on the above expression of the noise figure. A
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transconductance stage designed to have optimal noise figure when operating as an ampli

fier does not necessarily provide optimal mixer noise figure because of the noise introduced

by the switching pair. To suppress this, GAINtransc must also be kept high. Therefore a

smaller value for the degenerating inductor is favored in the case of the mixer. Again, a

small size transconductance stage device operating at high cjj- is beneficial.

Let us now discuss the issue of the source impedance which provides optimal noise

performance in a mixer with a given transconductance stage. First, the mixer output noise

is a function of the source impedance at all the input bands, not only the input signal

band. For the sake of simplicity let us assume that the source termination impedance at

frequencies other than the signal band is insignificant, or as we considered above that only

the signal and its image band are significant and they are close in frequency such that the

source impedance in these two bands and the effect ofsource impedance in these two bands

to the mixer output noise is identical. In this case we observe that the optimal source

impedance for the mixer is in general different than that for the transconductance stage.
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Chapter 6

Intermodulation Distortion in

CMOS Transconductance Stages

6.1 Introduction

The linearity performance of the CMOS transconductance stages is of major con

cern in the designof transceiver blocks such as low-noise-ampUfiers, active mixers and power

amplifiers. In this chapter we analyze the linearity performance of such stages.

The CMOS transistors used in the transconductance stage of active mixers demon

strate fairly good linearity and are used often with httle or no degeneration, in contrast

with the bipolar transconductance stages which often require significant degeneration. In

termodulation distortion analysis of bipolar transconductance stages has been presented

before in [17],[3]. Although the weakly nonlinear I-V relation of a bipolar device can be

relatively accurately approximated by a single one-dimensional power series, in the MOS
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case the drain current is generally strongly dependent not only on the gate-source voltage

but also on the source-body voltage through the body effect. In several practical cases,

the body-effect can dominate the nonlinearity and cannot be neglected. In [101] a two-

dimensional power series is suggested for the nonlinearity analysis of a MOS transistor,

which involves nine coefficients if nonlinearities up to third-order are considered. In our

analysis we will consider two one-dimensional power series, one for the drain-current as a

function of the effective gate-source voltage (the difference of the gate-source voltage minus

the threshold voltage), and one for the threshold voltage as a function of the source-body

voltage. As a result only six coefficients are involved and the final expressions are simpler

(although still quite involved). The nine coefficients of the two-dimensional power series are

not independent, but can be expressed in terms of the six coefficients of the two individual

one-dimensional power series we employ.

We first analyze the common-source transconductance stage, and then we apply

the samemethodology to the common-gate transconductance stage and the differential pair.

6.2 Background and Analysis

Neglecting channel-length modulation, the I-V relation of the MOS transistor can

be approximately expressed as a function of the effectivegate-source voltage VcsT = Vcs —

Vti where Vg5 is the gate-source voltage and Vt the threshold voltage of the device. Let

^gau ^gs represent incremental values of Vgst^ Vcs and Vt respectively around

the operating point. If these perturbations are small enough that the I-V relation of the

transistor remains weakly nonlinear, the incremental value of the drain current can be
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approximated by a third-order power series

h = 9lVgst + 92 Vgst + 93^gst• (6•1)

The distortion characteristics of a voltage-driven common-source stage without degeneration

can be derived from the coefficients of this power series. The threshold voltage Vt depends

on the source voltage through the body effect and the incremental value Vt can also be

approximated by a third-order power series as function of the variation of the source voltage

Vt = biVs + b2V^ + b3V,K (6.2)

By inverting (6.1) we obtain

Vgst = Vgs -Vt= ri/rf -I- r2/J-fra/J (6.3)

and by using (6.2) in (6.3) we find

Vgs = rih + r2ll + rzl] + biVs + 62K/ + biVs^ (6.4)

Expressions for gt, ri, and bi, i = 1,2,3 are given in the Appendix. In the following

analysis (6.4) will be used to describe the nonlinearities of the transistor which generate

intermodulation distortion.

The following assumptions are adopted a) The gate-source capacitor Cgs is con

stant for small perturbations of the gate-source voltage; this is a good approximation if the

device remains in strong inversion b) The nonlinear dependence on the source-body jimc-

tion capacitance weak and this capacitance can be incorporated in a constant impedance

connected from the source to ground c) Second-order effects that modify the threshold volt

age such as Drain-Induced Barrier-Lowering can be neglected d) The output resistance of
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gs» ^s)

VT

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: (a) A common-source transconductance stage, and (b) Equivalent circuit

the device is very high and can be neglected e) The gate-drain capacitance is small and

although its effect is possibly enhanced via the Miller effect, it can be neglected. The last

two assumptions are particularly valid when the transistor drain is a low-impedance node,

as is the case when a low impedance load is used, a cascode device is used in common-gate

configuration to provide isolation from the output to the input, or a switching pair is used

to commutate the output current of the transconductance stage in an active mixer.

6.3 Common-Source Transconductance Stage

A common-source transconductance stage is shown in Fig.6.1. Impedance Zg rep

resents degeneration together with the source-body capacitance of the transistor and any

stray capacitance to ground. Impedance Zg and voltage Vi represent the Thevenin equiv

alent of the passive network in front of the transistor gate, including the input matching

network, the impedance of the bias circuitry, and the signal-source impedance. The follow-
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ing equations can be derived by inspection

Vi = K(uj)Vgs + IdZs (6.5)

Vs = {juCgsVgs + Id)Zs (6.6)

where Vi is the incremental value of the input voltage, and

K{u) = 1 + ju)Cgs{Zs Zg). (6.7)

We desire to express the output current 7^ as a Volterra series of the input voltage Vi

Id = ^?i(Wq) o Vi 4- ^2(^*^0? ^b) °V? G^iuJa, i^c) (6.8)

Prom (6.5), (6.6) and (6.8) we can obtain expressions for V^^ and V^ as Volterra series of

Vi. Substituting these and (6.8) in (6.4) and equating terms of equal power of Vi we obtain

=̂ (6.9)

G2((*}aj (J^b) = ~7v T \ ['"2G'l('«^a)Gi(a;i,) + b2H{uJa)H{Ub)] (6.10)
JJ[u}a + (*Jb)

Gz{uJa,OJb^UJc) = --pTf ; T z[''''3Gi{Ua)Gl{uJb)Gi(uJc) •^hH{^^a)II{^b)II{^c)
D{(jJa + Wfc + UJc)

+ 2r2Gi{u)a)G2{!-JJbi^<^ + 2b2H{Ua)P{uJb + i^c)G2{i*}bj (6.11)

where

A{uj) = 1 - bijuCgsZs (6.12)

B{u) = (1 +^)Zs (6.13)

D{u}) = ri + biZs + V(1 —bijujCgsZs) (6.15)
K[uj)
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N{u}) = D{u})K{u}) = (ri + (6i + l)-2^s) j(^Cgs{Ti{Zs + Zg) + biZgZg) (6.16)

H{u;) =
B{u)
Niu)

(6.17)

and ut = QilCgs- Function H(ijj) is the transfer function from Vi to Vs. If the input signal

consists of two tones of equal amplitude.Vi© at frequencies uj\ and W2-,

Vi = VioCOs(u\t) + VioCOS(lj}2t) (6.18)

intermodulation products will be generated at frequencies 2(jJi —W2 ^md 2u}2 — The

magnitude of the tone at 2uj\ —U2 is proportional to ~^2)' Usually in an inter

modulation test a;i ~ W2 — suid by letting Aw = wi —a;2 in this case we obtain

where

G3(a;i, wi, —W2) = G3(a;o, Aw)

[Frziuo) + Fbz((i}o)
D{uo)N{ujo)^N(-Uo)

+ Ft2{<^o-) + Fb2{0Jo-) + Frb(ufoi Aw)]

^^3(^0) = -r3A(uofA(-ujo)

Fb3M = -b3B(uofB(-Uo)

2

Fr2{^oi^^) —o''2-^(^o)^-^(~^o)

F62(wo,Aw) = -b\B{uofB{-Uo)

+
LJO(Aw) D{2uJo)

2P(Aw) P(2wo)
+

D(Aw) D(2u3o)

Frb(<^0^ Aw) = ^r262 ^(Aw) {B{-U}o) +A(-U}o)P{^U3o))

(6.19)

(6.20)

(6.21)

(6.22)

(6.23)

+ ^ [B(u,fA(-Wo) +A(co,fB{-Uo)P{2u,o))\ (6.24)
D(2uo)
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Evaluations of these expressions with typical parameters shows that the intermodulation is

usually dominated by and but Fr2 can also be significant. Considering only these

three terms, the intermodulation is given by

3|G3K,Aa>)| ;
4 |Gi(w<,)|
3 |[r^(Aa>,2(Jo)^(ai<,)|A(a;o)|̂ + 63B(h)o)|B(a)o)p]| ;

- 4 |GK)||Ar(a,„)P|A(a,„)| ^ ^

where

2r? 2
r'̂ (Au,2uJo) = ra -

Ll)(Aw) D(,2uo).

The quantity r'̂ (Au)^2wo) depends on Zs and Zg at frequencies Aw and 2ujo through the

second order interaction terms. In [3] it was demonstrated that in bipolar transconductance

stages it is possible to achieve cancellation of the third-order intermodulation without afiect-

ingthe gainand noise performance by selecting appropriate out-of-band terminations. Such

cancellation however is sensitive to process variations and requires nontrivial arrangements

of passive networks in order to set the out of band terminations to the desired value. In

many practical cases the input impedance transformation network and therefore impedance

Zp, depends on the package and board parasitics and is not exactly known dming the de

sign face. Often however, the value of the out-of-band terminations does not significantly

4 9^affect the intermodulation and simply approximating r'̂ (Au},2u)o) with = -93/91 + 2-4

or —93/91 introduces only a small inaccuracy in the intermodulation prediction.

Better approximations can be derived from the following expression which results

firom (6.26) by neglecting 61,

'̂ A o 9z 92 ( 29iZs{Auj) 9iZs{2uJo) \ .r3(Aa;,2wo) - ^4 + 3^5 -h piZ,(Aa;) K(2ujo)9iZs{2ujo)) ' ^ ^
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Assuming inductive degeneration Zs = and that capacitor Cgs does not have a

significant effect on the denominator of the terms in the parenthesis we obtain

r' ~ ~ +24 (6-28)
' g{ 3gfl + 2giLsUo Si 3gf

where in the second expression we have used the fact that Zg(Aij) « 0 and in the last

we have assumed that 2giLsCJo > 1- Assuming now resistive degeneration Zg = Rs and

neglecting again Cgs we obtain

+ (6.29)
9i 9i 1+Pi-Rs

It is worth noticing here, that from (6.111), gs for a MOS device is negative and therefore

there is no value of degeneration in a resistively degenerated common-source stage for

which the third-order intermodulation is nulled, as happens for a similar bipolar-transistor

common-emitter stage [57].

We mention that for modern technologies and minimum channel length devices

expressions (6.28) and (6.29) are usually dominated by For example, using (6.109)-

(6.111) we can see that -gz is higher than ^ if OVgst > \/(3) —1= 0.73.

The following issues deserve a further discussion.

6.3.1 Body-Effect Nonlinearity

For small values of degeneration the term proportional to 63 in (6.25) is insignifi

cant, while for very high values of degeneration it dominates the nonlinearity. The role of

the body effect is easier to visualize at frequencies where the effect of Cgs is negligible. In

this case

A{u}) = 1, B{u) = Z5, D{u) = N{uj) = ri + {h + l)Zs. (6.30)
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Then the transconductance is

and the magnitudes of the two terms in the intermodulation expression (6.25) caused by

the nonlineaxity in the gate and the body transconductance respectively are given by

r.f |rJ(Aa;,2w„)| 2

TTir jy.2 /c oo\

" 4 In + (6, + 1)Z, |3

In (6.32), r3(Aw, 2a;o) is often approximately independent of the impedances Zg and Zs as

discussed above after equation (6.26). Increasing the value of the degeneration impedance,

we find that IMz,gate decreases asymptotically withthecubeof Zs(a;), while IMzjbody asymp

totically approaches a constant value. For high values of degeneration IMz,gate vanishes

compared to IMz^body> aiid further increasing Zs{u}) reduces the gain but not the intermod

ulation which remains constant

/M3,z.^co = (6-34)

The value of Zs above which intermodulation is not reduced any more is given approximately

by equating IMz.gate and IMz^ody

/r' \
\Zs,lim\ ^ (6-35)

where rj can be approximated by ra, —ps/pij (6.28) or (6.29). Considering rj = rs and

using the expressions (6.109)-(6.114) given in section 6.6, one can calculate the feedback

factor

/ 2 fl -I- 6Vr-c^)^ -1-1 \=: 2(4, +Vs) + Vjsj.(2 +0VGsr)2(l +eVasr)'' j
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Common values for this quantity are between 2 and 6. This value is higher for technologies

with high values of <f), and it increases strongly as Vs increases or Vqst decreases.

At frequencies that the effect of Cgs is not negligible, (but still assuming that

biuCgsZs^iim < 1 or giZs,iim < (l/i>i)(«^T/wo) which is usually satisfied), similar consider

ations show that the value of Zs((*j) at which the two intermodulation terms proportional

to rj and 63 contribute equally is given by

\Zs,lim\ - (53
N 1/3 1

1 • , (6.37)
/ >/l d- {ujoIvotY^

We observe that an operating point with high source voltage Vs is beneficial when the

body-effect nonlinearity dominates, because this reduces the value of the coefl&cients 61, 62

and 63 as can be seen from relations (6.116)-(6.118).

6.3.2 Input Impedance

The input impedance looking towards the transistor gate Zin as shownin Fig. 6.1

will be needed below. A small-signal analysis provides

7 _ 7- _L ^ 1 —j^CgsbiZs) /g-Zs+ ^ . [' )

Assuming that the degeneration impedance in the signal band is small enough to satisfy

|z.wk4, <«">
the input impedance Zin{cJo) becomes

ZsM + (6.40)

Assuming inductive degeneration Zs = juLs we have

ZinM - +ji^oLs + . L (6.41)
JUJo^gs
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while if the degeneration is resistive Zg = Rs we have

ZU'^o) ^Rs + (6.42)
JOJo^gs

The input of the transconductance stage is often matched to the source using a lossless

passive network in order to achieve maximum power transfer or to eliminate reflections.

Neglecting the signal power loss in the bias circuit, impedance Zg{uo) in this case should

equal the conjugate of Zin(u}o) in the input signal band

Zg(uJo) = ZinM. (6.43)

6.3.3 Third-Order Input and Output Intercept Points

The third-order input intercept point {IIPz) has been defined in chapter 2 as

the available power of the source at which the third-order intermodulation product at the

output equals the output linear term, assuming that nonlinearities higher than third-order

are neghgible. Letting Zg = Rg-\-jXg, considering a lossless input passive network and that

no significant signal power dissipation occurs in the bias circuitry, the IIPz is given by

Gi

Gs

If the input is matched to the source, Rg equals the real part of Zin which we have found

before in section 6.3.2.

A different metric for the nonlinearity is the Output Third-Order Intercept Point

I01P3, defined here for the transconductance stage as the amplitude of the linear term of

the output current when the input signal power equals IIPz, assuming that nonlinearities

(6.44)
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higher than third-order are neghgible. It is given by

j = |l ^ (6.45)J0/P3 ^ 3 G3

Let us now define the following gain for the transconductance stage

[RMS output currentr
GAINtransc = , •, .. 777 (6-46)Available power of the source

which has dimensions of conductance. Apparently the GAINtransc^ IIP3 and loipz are

related with the equation

loiPZ = 2•GAINtransc ' HPz (6-47)

Assuming that the input matching network and bias circuitry are lossless

GAINtransc = 4|Gipil^. (6.48)

We established in the previous section that no linearity benefit is introduced by

increasing the degeneration impedance above a certain value at which the body-efiect non-

linearity starts to dominate. We will assume here that the degeneration impedance is such

that the body-effect nonlinearity does not dominate. Thenfrom (6.25), neglecting the body

effect nonlinearity, and assuming that conditions (6.39) are satisfied and therefore fei can

be neglected

IIP, = ^ (g 49)^ 6iJj 4(Aw,2u„)

Under the same assumptions we can find easily

r2 4 |r>(a;o)|
3 r'̂ {Au,2wo)Ihip. - ^ . I, " 3 (6-50)

Gi = (6-51)
N (i*^o)
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R.
GAINtransc = 4,.,, (6.52)

DM ri + i+ju^Cj,(Z, +Zp)

N{Uo) = ri(l + jU^oCgsiZg + Zg)) + Zg (6.54)

In the considered case that the body-effect nonlinearity does not dominate, there

exists a tradeoff between the IIP3 and the transconductance value. That is, increasing

degeneration improves the IIP3 but reduces the GAINtransc- The I01P3 however has no

obvious dependence on the degeneration value. Let us now examine the followingindividual

cases.

Inductive Degeneration and Conjugate Matching

We assume here that the degenerating impedance is a lossy inductor Zg = juoLg +

Rg, Assuming a lossless matching network and conjugate matching, using (6.41) and (6.43)

in (6.53) and (6.54)we obtain

and

NM =2jUoL, (—i +0 (6.56)
\WT Q )

where Q = UoLgjRg is the quality factor of the degenerating inductor. If Q is relatively

high, D(ij}o) ~ 2ri, and iV(cjo) ~ 2juJoLg. Now from (6.49)-(6.52) we obtain

IIPz ^ I ,ia \ ^—('̂ oLs) (6.57)3 r3(Aa;, 2wo) u)t

(6-58)
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GAINtransc « (6.59)
f^o ^0-^S

Approximating r3(wo, Aw) with (6.28) and using (6.109)-(6.111) in (6.58) we obtain

2 8 2 (2 +OVgst)'̂ /g gQ\
oiP^ ~ 3̂ [(2 +eVcsTWVGST +2/3]

Therefore, under conjugate matching conditions the I01P3 is largely independent ofLs, Cgs,

and the input matching network. It is strongly dependent on the bias current Ib and for a

given bias current /b it depends weakly on Vgst, having a minimum for OVgst ~ 0.46.

Inductive Degeneration and No Input Matching

Let us assume now that there is no conjugate matching restriction at the input

and that Rs = 0 that is, the inductor is ideal. We can show that both IIP3 and I01P3 are

maximized when the imaginary part of Zg cancels that of Zin

Xg =^^-UoLs (6.61)
UJoCgs

In this case

DM = n + (6.62)
^gs^g

JV(Wo) = j(ijJoI^t) {Rg + (6.63)

_ I Ti / Wo y (fig +uJrLsf .gg^^
6r(i(Aw,2wo) \WT/ R'i

(6.65)r2 _ 4 n
3 r3(Aw, 2wo)

4/?

GAINtransc = . . ^ ,2 (6-66)
[Rg + OJtLs)

^^ wrLs
Rg

Both IIPz and I01P3 are maximized for small Rg and large Lg.
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Resistive Degeneration and Conjugate Matching

Considering nowresistive degeneration and input matching, using (6.42) and (6.43)

in (6.53) we obtain

DM ^ n
2jUoluJT

2juo/u)T - 1
(6.67)

N(uo) = 2j^R, (6.68)
OJt

IIP, = 4 n iuiolurfRs
3r3(Aa;,2wo) \/l + ^(uo/uyrY

j2 _ 4 2ri UqM (f.
- Zr'̂ {Au},2uo) y/1 + 4(wo/wr)^

GAIN,ran^c = , , „ . (6.71)

The expression for IIPz is largely independent of the value of the degenerating

resistor. Comparing (6.58) and (6.70) we conclude that inductive degeneration provides a

much higher Output Third-Order Intercept Point than the resistive degeneration. A similar

conclusion has been reached in [17] for bipolar common-emitter stages.

Observe that at DC, expressions (6.70)-(6.69) approach zero while (6.71) ap

proaches infinity. These however do not correspond to practical cases since the input

matching condition requires an infinitely high inductance in the input matching network.

6.3.4 Degenerating Quasi-square-law Devices

It is well known that a MOS device that closely follows the square low does not

exhibit third-order nonlinearity and therefore in this case degeneration will be detrimental

for both the gain and the third-order linearity. On the other hand it is also known that for

modern short channel devices degeneration does provides linearization benefit. In particular
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we expect that if the device exhibits low short-channel effects, as we increase the degener

ation linearity will initially degrade, it will reach some worst value and it will eventually

improve for high degeneration values. We will attempt to answer here the question, when

is it beneficial to introduce degeneration.

We will consider the simple case of low frequency and resistive degeneration Rs-

Assuming that the body effect nonlinearity does not dominate and can be neglected, using

equations derived earlier in this section we obtain

G, = r (6.72)
1 + (fei + l)giRs

Gz= ^ 2p2 (^1 + l)5i^s
93 -

(1 -l- (6i -f- l)9iRsy ^1 1 + (^1 + 1)^1-Rs

Let us consider first that our figure of merit is the third-order input-intercept point

_ 1V//P3 - 3
Gi

G3

We can show with some manipulation that IIPz improves monotonically as degeneration

increases only if —9193I92 > 2/3 or using (6.109)-(6.111), OVqst > —1 = 0.29. In

the opposite case the IIP3 will initially decrease before it starts increasing monotonically,

obtaining its worse value when the feedback factor is

This value of the feedback factor is always lower than 1/3.

When the figure of merit is the third-order output-intercept point

/2 _ 1^ f6 76)

(6.73)

(6.74)
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similaxly degeneration introduces monotonic benefit only if —gigs/gl > 2 or using (6.109)-

(6.111), 9Vgst > \/3 —1 = 0.73. Otherwise I01P3 obtains its lowest value when the feedback

factor is

(61 + l)9iR, = (6.77)
2^2 - 9m

This feedback factor is always lower than 1.

Let us now consider low frequency and inductive degeneration. Then considering

- l+}{b, + l)9,u,L,

G3= ^(1 + j{bi -f l)giuJoLs)^
2^2 jih + l)gi2uoLs
Pi 1 + j{bi + l)gi2uoLs

(6.79)

The third-order input-intercept point improves monotonically with degeneration only when

~9ml92 > 2.06 or OVgst > 0.75. Otherwise Vupz obtains its lowest value when the

feedback factor is

where

. . -(a + 2)-|-V(a-F2)'^-3a(7-4n)(^>1 + 1)9\^oLs = Y i2a ^^^

a = (1 - (6-81)
^9m

This feedback factor is always lower than 0.47. Finsdly the third-order output intercept

point decreases monotonically with degeneration only if —gml92 > OVgst > 1-58.

In the opposite case a TniniTmim appears when the degeneration factor is

(6, +1)3,uL, =J ^ (6.82)

This feedback factor is always lower than 0.71
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6.3.5 Distortion of Single Device in Common-Source Configuration

Lets us consider a single device in common source configuration without degener

ation. It is well known that for high Vgs ~ short channel effects tend to linearize

the device and therefore third-order nonlinearity linearity is good. It is also known that

CMOS devices for low Vg5 - Vr do not exhibit high short channel phenomena. Therefore

one might claim that in this case the third-order nonlinearity must also be good, or that

as the value of Vgs - Vr increases the third-order nonhnearity first increases, reaches the

worst value and then it improves. Suchreasoning however is false. For any given device, the

third-order linearity improves monotonically with Vgs ~ Vr- Indeed, both the third-order

input-intercept point

Tr2 4pi 4Vgst(2 + 0Vgst)(1+ ^VGsr)^ qq\
= 3^ 3e

and the output intercept point

r2 _ _ 4V;|.9t(2 +dVGsrf /g
~Wz~ 3^(1 +eVasT? ^ '

are monotonically increasing functions of Vgst-

6.4 Common-Gate stage

A common-gate transconductance stage is shown in Fig. 6.2. From the circuit we

obtain the equations;

-Vi = K{uj)Vgs + Zs(u)Id (6.85)

K - = U^CgsVgs + Id)Zs (6.86)
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Figure 6.2: A common-gate transconductance stage

We desire to find a Volterra series relating Id with Vi

Id = Gi(uia) OVi + G2(w<.,W6) o + G3(a)a,W6,Wc) ° Vf
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gs» ^s)

(6.87)

Prom (6.85)-(6.87) Vgs and Vs can be expressed as a Volterra series of Vi and substituting

in (6.4) one obtains again the expressions (6.9) - (6.11) and (6.19) - (6.24) where functions

A{u) and B{uj) are now given by

A{uj) = —(1 + 6i(1 + juCgsZg)) (6.88)

B{u) = (1 + jujCgsZg)ri (6.89)

and the rest of the quantities are as defined in (6.14) - (6.17).

6.5 Differential Transconductance Stage

We consider now the general case of a difierential MOS transconductance stage

with degeneration at high firequency, shown in Fig. 6.3. Impedance Zc(u) can represent a
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(b)

Figure 6.3: (a) A difFerential pair transconductance stage, and (b) Equivalent circuit

passive impedance (often used instead ofa current source), the parasitic output impedance

of a current source, or stray capacitance from this point to ground such as this includedin

the n model of a spiral inductor. Finally, the network of Fig. 6.3 can include the parasitic

source-body capacitance and any stray capacitance form the transistor sources to ground,

if we apply a T to 11 transformation in the T formed by impedances Zg, Zc and Zs, combine

all the impedances from the sources to ground and then we apply a 11 to T transformation.
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Prom Fig. 6.3 we derive the equations

Vi-Vc = K(u)Vgsi + IdA (6.90)

-V- -Vc = K(u)Vgs2 + Id2Zs (6.91)

V^sl —Vc = (j(*}CgsVgsl + Id\)^S (6.92)

Vs2 —K = (3^(^93^952 + I<a)Zs (6.93)

Vc = (jt^C'5s(^sl + ^952) + (Idl + Id2)) Zc (6.94)

where all the symbols used are defined in Fig. 6.3, and K{uj) is defined in (6.7). It is

desirable to express the output currents Idi and Id2 as a Volterra series of the input voltage

v;:

hi = Gi(Ua) o Vi + G2(Wa, (^h) o Vi + G^((jJa, UJb, <^c) (6.95)

h2 = -Gi(cJa) °Vi + G2(0Ja, (^b) - Gz(uJa, ^b,^c)°V^"- (6.96)

Combining equations (6.90) - (6.96), quantities Fc> Vsi can be expressed as Volterra

series of Vi. For example

Vc = T(ua + W6)G2(a;o, Wft) oV^ (6.97)

where

<"•>

Substituting these expressions in (6.4) we obtain:

G.(a,) =̂ (6.99)

G2{(JJa,U)b) =-TTT^T—V b'2Gi{Ua)Gi(Ub) +b2H{oJa)Hii*Jb)] (6.100)
Dd{<^a + i*^b)
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G3{(jJa,UJb^UJc) = --pT/ r~ ; :r[r3Gi{uJa)Gi{u}b)Gi{u}c)+hH(uJa)H(u}b)H{Uc)+
D(a;o + W6 + Wc)

2r2Gi{uJa)G2(oJbi^c) +2b2H{u}a)Pd{(*^b + ^^c)] (6.101)

These equations are similar to (6.9)-(6.11), but P{u) has been replaced by

Pa{w) =P{w)(l +'^^ (6.102)

and D{u) in G2{ua,ub) h®s been replaced by

£><,(<j) = £>(a;)+r(a>)
[K(u)

Functions A{u), B{u}), P(u}), D{uj), N(u) are as defined before in (6.12)-(6.17). For two

closely spaced tones at firequencies wi and a;2, we obtain again ~^2) fi^om equa

tions almost identical to (6.19) - (6.24), but now i!?(Aa;), Z)(2a;o), P(Aa;), P(2t«;o) in (6.22)-

(6.24) must be replaced by Dd(Aa;), Dd(2a;o), Pd(Aa;), Pd{2u)o) respectively.

If impedance Zs is zero, it is easy to see from the above equations that G\ and G3

are independent of the body efiect.

6.5.1 DifiFerential Pair at Low Frequencies without Degeneration

Let as consider now the simple case of a differential pair without degeneration at

low frequencies, biased with an ideal current sourceas shownin Fig.6.4. Then the equations

developed so far can be simplified as

(6.104)

G2 = 0 (6.105)

Gi =L3 -2^j (6.106)

(6.103)
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ihi 1(12 i

Figure 6.4: A differential pair transconductance stage without degeneration at low frequency

Let us now contrast this differential pair with with a differential transconductance stage

consisting of two single transistors in conunon-source configiuration with grounded sources.

Apparently the corresponding coefficients in this case are Gi = gi, G2 = 92 and G3 = 95.

Assuming that the same bias current is consumed in both cases, the transconductance

value is the same. The third-order coefficient however has always lower magnitude for the

transistors with grounded sources, since 93 is negative, as we can see from (6.111). This is

opposite from what happens in the corresponding comparison with bipolar devices, where

the third order nonlinearity coefficient is positive.

Using (6.109) - (6.111) in (6.106) we find that for the differential pair

2K ( 2 \

® (1 +0Vg5t)^\ Vg5t(2 +0Vg5t)/ ^ ^

where Vqst is the effective gate-source voltage of each device.
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6.6 Appendix: I - V curve power series

The I-V relation of a transistor in the strong inversion and saturation region can

be approximated by [61]

where Vgst = ^GS —Vr represents the eflFective gate-source voltage. With differentiation

we find the coefficients of the power series (6.1):

In the above expressions we have assumed that Vqst is at least 0.2V, such that the devices

are in the strong inversion. Inverting (6.1) one obtains the coefficients of (6.3).

n = - (6.112)
Si

r2 = (6.113)
Si

i-a =24 - T (6114)
Si Si

The threshold voltage dependence on the source voltage can be approximated by

the well known expression [61]

Vt —Vto + 7(\/<i> + Vs —y/$) (6.115)

where Vro is the threshold voltage when the source is tied to the body, 7 is the body effect

coefficient and </> is the surface potential. In fact, for small dimension devices the above
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expression is not exact [94] but some experimentation shows that it is a good approximation

if 7 and cj) are treated as fitting parameters. A Taylor expansion provides the coefficients of

(6.2).

'=--5»Tfei72

Coefficient bi is the ratio gml9mb of f^e small-signal body transconductance over the small-

signal body transconductance and a typical value for it is 0.2.
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Chapter 7

Intermodulation Distortion of the

Switching Pair

7.1 Introduction

Having examined the nonhnearity of the CMOS transconductance stages in chap

ter 6 we examine here the nonlinearity of the switching pair. Its nonlinearity imposes

problems, particularly when together with high linearity, high gain is required from the

mixer, since then the signal at the output of the transconductance stage is large. While the

exponential I-V characteristics of the bipolar transistor make the bipolar transistor switch

ing pair arbitrarily linear at low frequency if the device base resistance is low [56] [31], this

is not true for the CMOS switching pair which demonstrates significant nonlinearity even

at low frequencies.

The switching pair is treated as a weakly-nonhnear periodically-time-varying cir-
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cuit and time-varying power series are employed in the analysis. It will be shown that if the

capacitive effects are negligible, in the frequency band of interest the distortion behavior of

the switching pair can be described by a time-invariant power series which can be cascaded

with the power series of the transconductance stage to calculate the total distortion. The

methodology also applies to high frequencies, where time-varying Volterra series replace

the time-varying power series. Similar approaches have been used in [83] and [48] for the

distortion of diode mixers, and in [49] for the distortion of passive MESFET mixers. Time-

varying Volterra series have also been used in [106] for the analysis of MOS track and hold

sampling mixers. Our approach identifies the characteristics of a transistor model for a

reliable mixer distortion simulation.

A distortion study of a bipolar switching pair has been presented in [56] and

[31], but the method used was difierent from the one employed here. The behavior of the

bipolar switchingpair was found to depend on onlya fewnormalizedvariables, and transient

analysis was used to find their effect on the distortion. Using the methods described here for

fast evaluation of the CMOS switching pair distortion we also provide normalized graphs

from which one can predict the intermodulation for any given technology and operating

conditions. The analysis presented in this chapter has also been published in [90].

7.2 Transistor Model

The transistors of the CMOS switching pair operate in weak, moderate and strong

inversion. It will become apparent below that a model which ignores the subthreshold

region, or uses different equations to describe the different modes of operation, is inappro-
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priate for a distortion analysis of the switching pair. A model which describes all three

regions with a single analytical expression and therefore has continuous derivatives ofany

order is needed. Furthermore, it must be simple enough for analytical calculations.

Continuous MOS transistor models have been presented in [93] and [94]. We will

use the same kind of smooth interpolation between the regions of operation. We will take

into account to a first order the deviation from the square law in strong inversion while we

will neglect second-order phenomena such as channel-length modulation, which complicate

the transistor model. As a result of the latter assumption we will neglect the distortion

introduced by the output impedance of the devices, assuming that a linear load dominates

the mixer output. The drain current / as a function of the gate-source voltage Vcs is

modeled in this chapter by

I=f(VGS-VT) =K^^^ (7.1)

where

(V<7.<;-Vr)

X = 27)4>tH^ + e ). (7.2)

Above, Vt is the threshold voltage, is the thermal voltage kT/q, and if is a constant

depending on the technology and the transistor dimensions, proportional to the transistor

width. Parameter 6 approximately models source series resistance, mobility degradation

because of the vertical field, and short-channel effects such as velocity satmation [61]. For

an existing 0.8 fim. technology it was estimated to be 0.9 V~^ and for a different 0.25 fim.

technology it was found to be approximately 2.5 V~^. It is a function of the channel length

and is independent of the body effect. Parameter q determines the rate of exponential

increase of the drain current with the gate-source voltage in the subthreshold region, and
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also the size of the moderate inversion region. It takes values approximately between 1

and 2 and it decreases (approaching 1) because of the body effect when the source-body

voltage increases, while it tends to be higher when short-channel phenomena axe present.

It is shown in [93] to depend slightly on Vqs^ but for simplicity 7} will be considered here

a constant for a given channel length. The parameter corresponding to our parameter X

is referred to in the BSIM3 version 3 manual [94] as the effective Vqs — voltage. Using

this model the analysis presented in [89] can also be performed while taking into account

the effect of weak and moderate inversion.

This model reduces to known expressions in strong and weak inversion. In strong

inversion where the exponential term dominates the argument of the logarithm in (7.2),

X = Vqs —Vt^ and (7.1) becomes

. „ (VGS-VTf
1+0{Vas -Vt) ^ '

the common I-V relation in saturation. In weak inversion, using the approximation ln(l +

z) ^ z for small z, we obtain

(Vhs-Vr)

X = 2'q(f>te (7.4)

and since X is small, 1 dominates in the denominator of (1), and it provides

I = K{2r)(f)t)^e (7.5)

which is the exponential I-V relation of the transistor in weak inversion. In moderate

inversion equations (7.1) and (7.2) provide a smooth monotonic increase, interpolating

between equations (7.3) and (7.5). However, the proportionalityconstant of (7.5) is probably

inaccmate and the value of parameter ri(f)t that provides the correct exponential increase
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in weak inversion does not necessarily provide accurate moderate-inversion modeling. For

distortion prediction of theswitching pairthe moderate-inversion region is more significant

than the subthreshold and it is preferable to consider an rj value that better models the

moderate inversion. Nevertheless, it will be shown that the value of t) has only a minor

effect on the distortion prediction.

7.2.1 Derivatives of the Drain Current of a CMOS Transistor

If / = f{y) is the I-V relation of a transistor in saturation as given by (7.1) and

(7.2), with direct differentiation we find

fv = fx-Xv (7.6)

fvv = fxx •Xy + fx •Xyy (7.7)

fvvv = fxxx •Xy -f- 3(/xx •Xy •Xyy) -f fx ' Xyyy (7.8)

where

x-{2 + ex)
^ (i +exf

^ ^(i +&xp
ga

/xxx=if(i_^g^)4 (7-11)

are the first three derivatives of f with respect to X,

Xv = (7.12)
1 -H
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are the first three derivatives of X with respect to V, and

(V-Vt)

5 = e (7.15)

7.2.2 Comparison of the Simple Model with Spice Models

The I-V transistor curve in saturation and its first three derivatives with respect to

Vcs obtained from this simple model were compared with the corresponding curves obtained

from the SPICE models BSIM3 version 3 and version 2, in Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2 respec

tively. The two SPICE models describe different technologies of channel length 0.25/im

and 0.8y.m respectively. The parameters of the simple model were curve fitted to the I-V

curves obtained from SPICE. The derivatives of the simple model were derived analytically

(appendix), while those of the SPICE models were calculated numerically. As numerical

noise imposes problems in the evaluation of the second and third derivative with successive

differences, a more sophisticated method was used. For every value of Vqs a polynomial was

fitted to a number of points around this value and then the derivatives of the polynomial

were taken analytically [63].

As can be seen in Fig. 7.1, model BSIM3 version 3 provides smooth derivatives,

as one would expect from a physical model and the simple model is in close agreement

with it. In Fig. 7.2 we observe that the I-V curve and the first derivative generated with

the BSIM3 version 2 model coincide with those of the simple model. However, the use of

a different equation for the weak, moderate and strong inversion in the BSIM3 version 2

model becomes apparent in the second and third derivatives, where discontinuities appear

at the transitions. We will see below the effect of these discontinuities on the distortion
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Vgs(V)

Figure 7.1: The I-V curve and the first three derivatives for a quarter-micron CMOS tech
nology. The solid line is the simple model and the dashed line is obtained from the BSIM3
version 3 model.

simulation of the switching pair.

7.3 Switching Pair Distortion at Low Frequencies

7.3.1 Low-Frequency Large-Signal Equations

Consider the single-balanced mixer of Fig. 7.3. The operating point of the tran

sistors of the switching pair varies periodically with time. In the following analysis we need

to be able to find this operating point for a given bias current Ib and instantaneous local

oscillator voltage VloCO- The output conductance of the devices is neglected and the load
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Figure 7.2: The I-V curve and the first three derivatives for a 0.8 fj,m CMOS technology.
The solid line is the simple model and the dashed line is obtained fi:om the BSIM3 version2
model.

at the drains of Ml and M2 is assumed such they remain in saturation during the whole

LO period. This assumption is usually satisfied since if the transistors of the switching

pair enter the triode region, the common source nodebecomes a high impedance point and

performance is degraded because of reactive effects. If 7 = / {Vgs —Vt) is the I-V relation

of a transistor as given by (7.1) and (7.2), the large-signal behavior of the switching pair is

described by the following equations

f{Vl) + f{V2)=lB

Vi - ^2 = Vlo

(7.16)

(7.17)
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Ioi = Irl2 Ioi = Ii-l2

H

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: (a) A simple single-balanced active CMOS mixer, and (b) The basic model ofa
current commutating CMOS mixer

where Vi = Vg5i - Vt, V2 = Vg52 - Vt, and Vc?5i and Vg52 are the gate-source voltage

of Ml and M2 respectively. Substituting V2 from (7.17) to (7.16), we obtain one nonlinear

equation with as an unknown which can be solved rapidly with an iterative numerical

method.

Prom (7.17) and (7.16) we observe that the drain current of each transistor does

not depend on Vr, and therefore to the extent of validity of the transistor model used here,

the behavior of the switching pair is independent of the body effect and the common-mode

LO voltage. The same conclusion was reached in [89], but without taking into account the

subthreshold region of operation.

7.3.2 Distortion Calculations

At low frequencies the switching pair is a memoryless system. Neglecting the

output resistance of the transconductance stage, the output current defined as the difference
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of the drain currents of Ml and M2, is a function of the instantaneous values of the output

current of the transconductance stage and the LO voltage

Io\ + ®oi = F(yLo(i)-> Ib + ^s) (7.18)

where /oi, Ib denote values without input signal present, and ioi, is denote incremental

values. Since is is small, a third-order Taylor expansion provides

dF . ISF \d^F

or

ioi = Pi(i) •is +P2(i) •is^ +P3(<) •is^ (7.20)

where pi(t), ^2(^)5 are periodic waveforms of which a typical shape is shown in

Fig. 7.4. The value of these waveforms is easily determined when one of the transistors is

off. For example, when M2 is off pi{t) = 1, and p2{t) = Psit) = 0. When instantaneously

Vioit) - 0, ioi = 0, and pi(t) = P2{t) = pz(t) = 0, because of symmetry. When the

conductance of both Ml and M2 is significant, pi(t), P2(t), Psit) depend on the bias current

Ib, the LO voltage Vlo, and the device characteristics.

With some manipulation, waveforms pi(t), P2(t), Pz{t) can be expressed in terms

of the derivatives of the I-V function / with respect to Vqs as follows

Pi(«) = (7.21)
hv + J2V

hvflVV - flvf2VV oo\
= (hv + hv?

{flVV+ f2vv){fivf2vv —f2vfivv)
= (hv+f2v)^

. f2vhvvv - flvf2VVV (rj0Q\
+ 3{hv +hv)' • ^ '
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Figure 7.4: Typical shape of waveforms pi{t), p2{t) and pz{t).

The derivatives of / are denoted with the symbol / followed by an index, whose first

character (1 or 2) denotes the transistor (Ml or M2 respectively) and the number of V's

following denotes the order of the derivative.

Without loss of generality, pi(t), P2{i) and P3(t) can be considered odd functions

of time and can be expanded in a series of sinusoids. In this case (7.20) provides

«0i = X^[pi,fc •is +P2,k ' is^ + P3,fc • *s\TL(2'KkfLot) (7-24)
k=l
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where pi^k is the A:th coefficient of the waveform pi(t) in the series, and fio is the LO

frequency. The mixer is usually used for upconversion or downconversion by one LO multiple

and in this case the distortion behavior of the switching pair in the frequency band of interest

can be described by a time-invariant power series^

ioi — + ^3 ' (7.25)

where

=^ =^ ^ pi{t) sm(2'KjLOt)dt (7.26)

and Tlo is the LO period. If is consists of two tones of equal magnitude Is at two closely

spaced frequencies f\ and /2

is = Is cos(27r/it) Is cos(27r/2t) (7.27)

the generated third-order intermodulation is

IMz = (7.28)

For high LO amplitudepi(t) resembles a square waveform and bi approaches 2/7r.

Assuming that the time interval A (see Fig. 7.4), during which p2(t) and pz(t) are non

zero, is small compared to the whole period and that during this time the LO voltage is a

linear function of time with slope A, it can be shown that the coefficients 62 and 63 decrease

inversely proportional to the square of A. Indeed, for 63 for example, approximating the

sinusoid with its argument, (7.26) provides

A . O'jr f ^co

63 = Ti;=-2 / n(VL0)VL0dVL0 (7.29)
x'Tlo Jo

^Equation (7.25) as well as equation (7.36) below are 'loose', in the sense that the left and right siderefer
to the output and input frequency bands respectively.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of prediction (solid line) and simulation (dashed line) using the
BSIM3 version 3 model, of the low-frequency intermodulation versus bias current for a
switching pair of the 0.25 //m technology and channel width 100 fim. The LO amplitude is
IV.

where Vco is some LO cutoffvoltage above which the conduction of one of the two devices

is insignificant and P3(t) is zero. Simulation withsinusoidal LO waveform of amplitude Vo

shows that indeed intermodulation asymptotically reduces proportionally to I/Vq for high

values of Vo while it drops at a higher rate for moderate values of Vq. For the rest of the

chapter the LO waveform will be considered sinusoidal and Vo will denote its amplitude.

Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 show the quantity 0.75(63/6i)(lA)^ (in dB, calculated as

20logio{IMz)) versus bias current simulated with SpectreRF using the BSIM3 version 3

and BSIM3 version 2 model respectively, and also as obtained from the simple model. This

quantity corresponds to the intermodulation value for Ig equal to lA, assuming that the

system remains weakly nonlinear. If for example Ig is 1mA, one must subtract 120dB from
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of prediction (solid line) and simulation (dashed line) using the
BSIM3 version 2 model, of the low-frequency intermodulation versus bias current for a
switching pair of the 0.8 /Ltm technology and chaimel width 100 ^m. The LO amplitude is
IV.

the value read from these figures. The transistor width was in both cases equal to 100jim

and the LO amplitude was 1V. The simulation result in Fig. 7.5 is a smooth curve, in very

close agreement with the prediction of the simple model. However the BSIM3 version 2

model used in Fig. 7.6 is inappropriate for distortion simulation of the switching pair, as

the discontinuities in the second and third derivatives of the I-V curve observed in Fig. 7.2

create large errors. Very high numerical accuracy is needed to reduce discontinuities in the

intermodulation curve versus bias current and obtain the curve of Fig. 7.6, and even then

the result shows large discrepancies from the simple model prediction. As we shall see, the

latter agrees well with measurements.

The intermodulation prediction is largely insensitive to the value of parameter
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Figure 7.7: Low-frequency intermodulation of a switching pair for different values of the
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Fig. 7.7 shows predicted intermodulation as a function ofbias for three different values of

r)(l)u 26 mV, 38 mV, and bOmV, versus bias. Instead of bias current we express here bias

in terms of Vx/Vo where Vx is the LO voltage value sufficient to completely switch off one

of the two devices (neglecting the subthreshold conduction^), and has been found in [89]

T/ ^ (^b0\\Ib

The conversion gain of the switching pair has been found approximately equal to

bx
2 ( Vx/K,

5)-TT \Arcsin{VxlVo),

In [89] the subthreshold conduction was neglected and parameter normalization

was used to express the performance of the switching pair as a fimction of fewer independent

^Voltage Vco is generally higher than Vx because of the subthreshold conduction

(7.30)

(7.31)
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parameters. For this purpose, all currents were multiplied with 6^/Ki and allvoltages were

multiplied with 6. Even though this normalization is not exact in the present analysis be

cause the subthreshold region of operation is taken into account, wecan conjecture that the

intermodulation can be approximately expressed in terms of similarly normalized quantities.

Evaluation of the intermodulation as described previously shows that indeed this is the case.

Fig. 7.8 shows the value of the quantity 0.76{bzlbi){Kif6^) versus Vxl^ot for —1

for three different values of Vq- We observe that the three curves approximately coincide

for moderate values of which are most often used in practice, while they differ for

very low and very highvalues of The agreement is better for higher LO amplitudes

because these correspond to higherbias currents in this graph and the subthreshold region

has a smaller effect. This observation allows us to give normalized intermodulation graphs.
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In order to reduce the range of the intermodulationvalues and improve the read

ability of the normalized graphs we express intermodulation in terms of the quantity

3 63 if? (W
4 61 {1-^Voe)^

(7.32)

The result is shown in Fig. 7.9 which was generated with = 36mV and Vo = lV. The

ratio 63/61 can be calculated from this graph.

7.3.3 Cascading the Driver Stage and the Switching Pair

Let us assume now that the nonlinearity of the transconductance stage is described

by a power series as follows

is = aiVin + (7.33)
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where Vin is the input voltage. Cascading the power series of the transconductance stage

with that of the switching pair, the output current can be related to the input voltage with

a new time-varying power series. Substituting (7.33) in (7.20) we obtain

ioi — CtlPl(t) *Vifi

+ (a2Pi{t) + a'ip2{t)) '

+ (osPi{t) + 2aia2P2(<) + ^iPaC^)) • (7.34)

Using the expansion ofpi(<), P2(^) and ps{t) in a series of sinusoids as in (7.24) we obtain

oo

io\ ~ ^ ' "^in
k=l

+ (02Pl,A: + alp2,k) ' vfn

+ (a3Pi,fc + 2aia2P2,*: + ofps.fc) •

•sin(27rA;/i). (7.35)

If frequency translation by one LO multiple is of interest, the distortion performance can

be described by a time-invariant power series

iol = Ci •Vin + C2 • -I- C3 • -b . . . (7.36)

where

ci = ai6i (7.37)

C2 = 0.2^1 + 0162 (7.38)

C3 = 0361 + 2ai<i252 + CL^bs- (7.39)

Observe that these coefficients can be obtained directly by cascading the powerseries (7.33)

and (7.25).
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The total mixer third-order intermodulation is now given by

IM, = -—V^ « -(—VS, + -alVi) (7.40)^ 4ci 4^ai 6i '

where in the last expression Vin is the amplitude ofeach input tone in the intermodulation

test and the second term on the right side of (7.39) has been neglected as small. The total

mixer intermodulationis approximately equal to the sum of the intermodulation values that

the driver stage and the switching pair would generate if the other stage were ideal.

7.3.4 Distortion of Differential Versus Single-Ended Output

A differentialoutput wasconsideredabove for the single-balanced mixer of Fig. 7.3

but it can be shown that if the LO waveform is symmetric around zero the distortion

behavior is exactly identical if the output is taken single-ended. Assume that if /i is taken

as output, the mixer distortion performance is described by a time-varying power series

ii = qi(t) •Vin + q2{t) • -I- q^it) • -f ... (7.41)

and let us denote the Fourier coefficients of the waveform qk{t) by qk,n- If is easy to see

that if the LO waveform is symmetric the relevant power series for I2 is

«2 =qi(t +-^) •Vin +g2(f +-^) •Viji -\-qs{t +-^) •vfn + (7.42)

and that the Fourier coefficients of the waveform qk{t+j) are {—l)^qk,n-> where forfrequency

translation by one LO multiple n = 1. The coefficients of the corresponding time-invariant

power-series for differentialoutput are twicethese forsingle-ended output, and the generated

distortion in the two cases is identical. A similar argument holds at high frequencies where

Volterra series replace the power series. A similar approach shows that the distortion of
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Figure 7.10: The switching pair as considered in the high frequency analysis.

the Gilbert cell is identical if single-ended or differential output is obtained. In fact for the

Gilbert cell this statement can be shown true even if the LO waveform is not symmetric.

7.4 High Frequencies

7.4.1 Numerical Calculations

Time-varying Volterra series can be used at high frequencies to analyze the high-

frequency intermodulation performance of the switching pair. We will consider now the

effect of the gate-source capacitors of the transistors Ml and M2, Ci and C2 respectively,

and the total capacitance from the common source node to ground Cb consisting of the

source-body capacitance of Ml and M2 and the drain-body capacitance of M3, as shown

in Fig 7.10. We will neglect the gate-drain capacitances and we will assume that the LO

voltage is perfectly sinusoidal, generated by an ideal voltage source while the common LO

voltage is a constant. Denoting again the I-V relation of a transistor with I = f{V), with
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no small signal present, the equation describing the switching pair at high frequencies is

Ib = m) + nvz) + (7-43)

where Qi,Q2,Qs the charges of the capacitors Ci, C2, Cf, respectively, and Vi = Vg^i —

Vt, V2 = Vgs2 —Vt as defined before. The capacitances satisfy

cm) =̂ (7.44)

C2(V2) = (7.45)
aVGS2

cmss) =^ (7.46)
where Vqs is body-source voltage of Ml and M2. Capacitance Cb is the sum of an area

and a sidewall junction capacitance and each of its components is given by an expression

of the form

Cj = , (7.47)

where the symbols Cjo, <l>j and rrij have the usual meaning. Capacitances Ci and C2 are

dependent on the region of operation and will be approximated with the expression

Ci(Fi) = Cgs^ + (748)
1-H exp^ /

which provides a smooth transition from the overlap capacitance in subthreshold CgSoi to

the capacitance value in saturation CgSsat- From (7.47) and (7.48), analytical expressions

for the derivatives of the capacitances with respect to their voltage arguments can be ob

tained. From (7.43), (7.44)-(7.46) and expressing Vgsij 1^52 and Vbs terms of Vi,o{t)

and the common source potential V5, we obtain

Ib = f{Vi) + f{V2)
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+\(Cx-C2)^-(Ci +C2 +Ci)^ (7.49)

Substituting

Vi =Vlo.c +^-Vs-Vt (7.50)

Vi =Vlo.c -^-Vs-Vt (7.51)

where Vlo,c is the common LO voltage considered constant, (7.49) becomes a nonlinear

differential equation with periodic boundary conditions which must be solved to find the

periodic steady-state operating point of the devices. This was accomplished by discretizing

(7.49), and solving for the vector of the values of Vs over one period, using a Newton-

Raphson method as described in [87]. A software package for sparse matrix manipulation

[44] was employed. The body effect was neglected and the threshold voltage was considered

a constant. We will adopt this approximation for the rest of the analysis, and will comment

on the role of the body effect later.

When a small-signal current is(t) is present at the transconductance stage output,

voltages Vi,V2 and Vbs will change to Vi + u, V2+V and Vbs + ^ respectively. Taking a

third-order Taylor expansion of (7.43) and removing the large-signal part of the equation

we obtain

ig = Gv GyV^ GyyV^

-\-—[Cv + GvV^-\-Cvv'̂ ^] (7.52)
at

where

G = fiv + f2V (7.53)

Gv = + f2vv) (7.54)
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Gvv = -^{fivvv + f2vvv) (7.55)
0

C = Ci+C2 + Cb (7.56)

Cv = -j(Giv +C2V +Cbv) (7.57)

Cvv =\{Givv +C2VV +Cbvv) (7.58)
D

and Civ, Civv, C2V, C2VV, Cbv, and Cbvvy denote the first and second derivatives of the

capacitances Ci, C2 and Cj,, with respect to their voltage arguments in (7.44)-(7.46). The

incremental voltage v is related to the incremental current is with a time-varying Volterra

series:

V= Hi{t, fa) ois-\- H2{t, fa. fb) © fa. fb. /c) o + ••• (7-59)

Substituting (7.59) into (7.52), equating terms of similar power of is, and using the usual

notation for is as a sum of sinusoids [104] we obtain:

(7.60)

G(f)H3(<,A,+|[C(t)H3(«, A, A, =
-[(2G„(i)fri(<,A)ff2(<,A,A) + G„„(<)ffi(<, A)ffi(«, A)^fi(t, A))e '̂"'<^°+ '̂+ '̂"]

-^[(2G„(i)ffi(t,A)ff2(l,A.A) +C^(i)ifi(«. h)Hi{t, f,))eiMU+h*M'] (7.62)

where the baj above certain terms denotes as usual the average over all the terms that

result firom all possible permutations of the frequency arguments [104]. These aie linear
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differential equations with periodic boundary conditions and were solved as described in

[86] for the case of a periodic AC analysis, by discretizing them and solving one algebraic

sparse hnear system of equations. Once the time-varying Volterra series that relates is with

Vis known (coefficients ffi, H2 and Hs), it can be cascaded with the time-varying power

series which relates v with the output current id, whose coefficients are

di{t) = fivit) - f2v{t) (7.63)

d2{t) = 2ifivvit) - f2vv{t)) (7.64)

dsit) = i ifivvvit) - f2vvv(t)) (7.65)

in order to relate is with io\ as follows:

iol = Pl{t, fa) o ^5 + P2{t, fa, fb) 0^5+ 7^3(t, fa, fb, /c) o + ••• (7.66)

Above

Pi(.tJa) = di(t)Hi{t,U) (7.67)

P^ii-, fa, fb, fc) — di{t)Hz{t,fa, fb, fc)

-\-2d2{t)Hi(tJa)H2{tJb,fc)

+ d3(t)Hi{t, fa)Hi(t, fb)Hi(t, fc) (7.69)

As discussed in section 2.10.3, similarly with low frequencies, time-invariant Volterra

coefficients Bi(fa), B2{fa,fb), and Bz{fa,fb,fc) that describe intermodulation in the fre

quency band of interest can be extracted by taking the first Fourier coefficients of Pi(t, /o),

P2(t,fa,fb), and P3{tJa,fb,fc) respectively.
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If is consists of two tones ofequal magnitude as in (7.27) where /i ~ /2 ~ fs ^-^d

fs is the input signal frequency, the third-order intermodulation generated by the switching

pair can now be calculated as

7? (7.70)IMs =l
Si

where we have used the notation Bi = Bi(fs) and B3 = B3{fsifsi~fs)- b- is easy to

see that to evaluate these coefficients we need Hi{t,fs), /sj/s)? •^2(^5/5) —A)? aiid

Hs{tjfs,fs,—fs)- Hence we must solve (7.60) once, (7.61) twice and (7.62) once.

The total mixer distortion can be found by cascading the power series or Volterra

series that describes the transconductance stage with the time-invariant Volterra series de

rived for the switching pair. Assuming that the Volterra series that describes the transcon

ductance stage is

is = Ai{fa) o Vin + A2(/a, fb) ° -f- A^ifa, fb, fc) ° (7.71)

the Volterra coefficients that describe the total mixer distortion are

Clifa) = BiifMlUa) (7-72)

CiifaJb) = Bi{fa+ h)A2{faJb)+B2(fa,fb)Al(,fa)Al{h) (7.73)

CsifaJbJc) = Biifa+fb + fMsUaJbJc) (7-74)

+ 2B2(/a, fb + fc)Al{fa)A2Ub, fc) (7.75)

+ S3(/«, fb, fc)Ai {fa)Ai{fb)Aj (/e) (7.76)

Tocalculatet73(/i,/i,-/2), besides Bi(/s) andB3(/j,/s, —fs) weneedB2(/s,0) andB2(-/s>2/s)

which implies that H2(fs,0), H2{-fs,^fs), ^fi(O) and Hi{2fs) must also be calculated. Ap-

proximately, the second-order interaction can be neglected and the total mixer distortion
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Figure 7.11: High-frequency intermodulation prediction (solid line) and simulation with
spectreRF (dashed Une) for a switching pair operating as a downconverter, versus bias
current and for several LO frequencies. The model corresponds to a 0.25 fj,m technology,
the channel width is 100 ^m, and the the LO amplitude is 1 V.

can be given as the sum of the intermodulation generated by the transconductance stage

and the switching pair separately, in a similar fashion to equation (7.40) for the low fre

quency case. It is worth noting however in the example of Fig. 7.20 below that when the

high-frequency switching-pair nonlinearity dominates the mixer distortion, the interaction

between the two stages partially improves linearity and the total mixer intermodulation is

lower than that of the switching pair alone. This behavior is not observed at lowfrequencies.

7.4.2 Results and Comments

Fig. 7.11 shows intermodulation for downconversion operation, as predicted with

the above method and as simulated with SpectreRF, versus bias current and for several
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Figure 7.12: High-frequency intermodulation versus LO amplitude, for a fixed bias current
and several LO frequencies.

values of the LO frequency. The quarter-micron technology whose BSIM3 version 3 model

is availablewas used, the channel width was 100 fim and the LO amplitude was 1 V. Similar

simulation with the BSIM3 version 2 model results in a high frequency intermodulation

curve with large discontinuities, caused by discontinuities in the derivatives of the gate-

source capacitance of this model.

Fig. 7.12 shows intermodulation for the same switching pair of the same 0.25 fj,m.

technology, performing downconversion as a function of the LO amplitude for a fixed bias

current Ib = SmA and several LO frequencies. We observe that contrary to the low-

frequency case where the intermodulation improves monotonically as the LO amplitude

increases, at high frequencies there exists an optimal value after which the intermodulation

increases. The same behavior is observed for upconversion and has also been reported for
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Figure 7.13: The third-order time-varying Volterra coefficient fs, fs,—fa) for fixed
LO frequency fio = ^GHz^ bias current /b = 8m.A, and two different LO amplitudes
V;, = 0.8Fand2F.

bipolar transistor switching pairs in [56] and [31]. Because of the higher voltage swing

of the common-source node when the LO amplitude is high, higher current is injected by

the parasitic capacitances which accentuates the high firequency phenomena and alters the

periodic operating point of the devices. Fig. 7.13 shows the real part of the third order

time-varying Volterra coefficient of an upconverter over one LO period,

for two different values of the LO amplitude 0.8 V and 2 V, and for the same bias current

8mi4 and LO frequency AGHz (for upconversion the complex exponentialsof (7.60)-(7.62)

approach one and the time-varying Volterra coefficients are mostly real).

Let us quahtatively comment on the role of the body effect. We have already es

tablished in section 7.3.1 that at low frequencies the behavior of the switching pair is largely

insensitive to the body effect. Observe that in the I-V relation of the transistor, the sum
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Yg^Yr appears. Whenever because ofa change in the LO voltage or the transconductance

stage current a change in V5 + occurs, the change in V5 issmaller in the presence ofbody

effect than in the absence, because part of the variation in V5 + Vr is contributed by the

change in Vr- Reduced Vs swing means that at high frequencies the body effect effectively

reduces the value of the capacitance connected to the common-source node approximately

by the quantity 1/(1 -f 6) where b is the ratio of the small-signal body transconductance

over the small-signal gate transconductance (although b depends on V5, for simplicity it is

considered here a constant). A typical value for the quantity 1/(1-1-6) is 0.9 and this mod

ification to the capacitance v£ilue causes only a minor change to the distortion prediction.

However, it has been taken into account in the predicted curves shown in this chapter.

Finally let us comment on some assumptions adopted about the local oscillator.

The presence ofa time-varying common LO voltage results in an additional voltageswing of

the common source node and enhances the reactive effects which appear at lower frequencies.

This was also verified experimentally. The assumption about the approximately sinusoidal

shape of the LO voltage waveform is usually realistic at high frequencies. In the case that

a tuned load LC buffer provides the LO signal, the LO waveform remains approximately

sinusoidal as long as the load capacitance is not dominated by the time-varying gate-source

capacitances. The presence of an output impedance of the local oscillator causes small

error in the predicted intermodulation value if the actual applied LO waveform amplitude

is considered in the prediction.
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7.4.3 High-Frequency Intermodulation in terms of Normalized Parame

ters.

The calculation of the switching-pair intermodulation at high frequencies is very

fast when compared with the performance of a circuit simulator. It requires, however, the

use of numerical methods and is not easily applicable by a designer. For this reason we

will attempt to capture the intermodulation performance of the switching pair in graphs of

normalized variables.

Having the ability to rapidly evaluate the intermodulation of the switching pair,

we can experiment with the related parameters. Neglecting the terms involving deriva

tives of the capacitances in (7.60)-(7.62) does not appreciably change the prediction, while

replacing all the time-varying capacitors by one of constant value Cm from the common-

source node to ground causes only a small inaccuracy. Since for the largest part of the

LO period one of Ml and M2 is cut-off, a reasonable value for Cm is the sum of the total

junction capaxiitance to ground, the gate-source capacitance of one of the two transistors

in saturation, and the gate-source overlap capacitance of the other transistor. To generate

the following graphs of normalized variables we will make the arbitrary but better than

the constant capacitance approximation that 0.2bCm is a gate-source capacitance depen

dent on the transistor region of operation as in (7.48) and the rest O.TbCm is a constant

capacitance to ground. Fig. 7.14 shows intermodulation of a switching pair operating as a

downconverter versus LO frequency, for a fixed capacitor connected to the common source

node, for the simple model that arbitrarily breaks down Cm as just described, and for the

more complete model of voltage-dependent capacitors described in section 7.4.1. In this
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simulation the quarter-micron technology was used, the channelwidth was 100 /im, the LO

amplitude was IV, and several values of the bias current are shown. It is worth noticing in

this graph that for relatively high bias current the high frequency deterioration up to very

high firequencies is almost negligible.

Fig. 7.15 shows intermodulation of the switching pair operating as a downconverter

versus bias current for a fixed LO amplitude of 1V, for several values of the parameter

9, and for several values of the parameter CtotfLO-> including the one that corresponds

to DC. We observe that the intermodulation at any given frequency can be viewed as

the sum of its value at low firequencies and a high-frequency component. In addition,

the high-frequency component does not significantly depend on parameter 0, and can be
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approximatelycalculatedfromtheparticularcaseof0=0whichcorrespondstosquare-law

devices.Forveryhighfrequencieshowever,thecurvesfordifferent6valuesstarttodeviate.

ForCtotflOI=3•10"^Vthecurvefor0=0standshigherthanthatfor0=3V~^by

approximately6dH.

ForreasonablyhighLOamplitudes,andwhencapacitiveeffectsaresignificant,

wecanassertthatthesubthresholdconductionofthedevicesdoesnotsignificantlyaffect

themixerbehavior.From(7.50)and(7.51)thecommonsourcepotentialequals

V5=Vlo,c--^^-Vt(7.77)

whereVlo.cisthecommonLOvoltage.Usingthelatterin(7.49),assumingsquare-law

devicesandneglectingthesubthresholdconduction,weobtaintheequationsthatdetermine
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the high-frequency intermodulation

Iq — Kiu{y\)^ + K\uiy2)^

+ (Ci - C2)VoTrfLOCOs{2'KfLot)

+ + + + K2) (7.78)

VoSm{2'irfLot) = Vi - V2 (7.79)

where u(rc) is the step function which equals its argument if it is positive and is zero

otherwise. Equivalently

Ib

m -
(Ci - C2)/LO7rcos(27rt0

+
KiVo

{Ci + C2 + Ci,)fLO d fVi
2K1V0 dt' vv;, vj ^ ^

sin(27rt') =^ ^ (7.81)
'O ' o

where the normalized time variable 1/ = tfio has also been introduced. It is now appar

ent that the high-frequency part of the intermodulation can approximately be expressed

in terms of two parameters, Z = IbUKiVq) and Y = CtotfLOI{YoKi). Fig.7.16 shows

normalized intermodulation 3/4 (^a/Bi)for downconversion operation in terms of

the two parameters. These particular curves were obtained for LO amplitude 1 V, but

close agreement is observed if the calculations are repeated with a different one. The same

normalization can be shown to be valid for an upconverter. Letting ^ 0 we obtain the

corresponding graphs shown in Fig. 7.17. In these normalized graphs the body effect is

neglected, but can be approximately accounted for by reducing the capacitance value as

discussed previously in section 7.4.2.
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7.5 Measurements

To experimentally verify the validity of our results, third-order input intercept

point {IIP3) measurements were talcen from a single-balanced active CMOS mixer fabri

cated in the Philips Qubic2 process. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 7.18. The LO

frequency was 375MHz, the input signal consisted of two tones aroimd 395MHz spaced

50KHz apart, and the output was obtained at 20MHz. The input was resistively matched

to 50Q.

The width of the transconductance stage transistor was ICQ /xm, that of the switch

ing pair devices was 200jj-m while minimum channel length 0.8//m was used for all the

transistors. An I-V curve was obtained using the available SPICE model, and the param-
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Figure 7.17: Normalized high-frequency intermodulation for an upconverter andsquare-law
devices.

eters Q—0.94 K = 10.4mi4/F^, = 44mF were extracted with curve fitting for

a 100/xm wide device. The capacitances were also estimated from the available SPICE

model and provided a total effective capacitance ofapproximately 0.8pi^, connected to the

common-source node. For the total mixer intermodulation prediction, the nonlinearity of

the transconductance stage was provided by a power series which can be easilyderived from

the expressions given in the appendix.

Fig. 7.19 shows measurements and prediction of IIPz versus bias current for a

fixed LO amplitude of 1F. Very good agreement is observed. Also shown are the indi

vidual contributions of the transconductance stage and the switching pair, as well as the

contribution that the switching pair would have at low frequencies. The switching pair
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Figure 7.18: Measurement setup.
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560Q

nonlinearity dominates at high bias current. At low bias current, where the switching-pair

performance deteriorates compared to DC, the performance of the transconductance stage

is also poor, and as a result the total mixer intermodulation prediction is almost identical

with that at low frequencies.

The high frequency effects are better demonstrated in Fig. 7.20 where the bias

current is fixed at the low value of 1.5 mA and the LO amplitude is swept from 0.5 V to 2 F.

The individual contributions of the transconductance stage and the switching pair, together

with the total mixer IIPz at low frequencies, are shown. Clearly the large LO amplitude

causes high-frequency deterioration. Again very good agreement between prediction and

measurement is observed.
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Figure 7.19: Intermodulation measurements versus bias current for a fixed LO amplitude
Vo = ll^.

7.6 Conclusions

A nonlinearity analysis ofthe CMOS transistor switching pairhasbeen performed.

We demonstrated that in the frequency band of interest its nonlinearity can be accurately

described bya regular power series, or Volterra series at high frequencies, and we described

how the coefficients of these series can be calculated. As a result of our analysis we pro

duced normalized graphs from which the active-mixer intermodulation canbe predicted for

any technology parameters and operating conditions. Using these, the designer can rapidly

estimate the suitability of a given CMOS process for a given set of mixer specifications,

and can accelerate the design cycle. Several useful results were derived in the course of the

analysis. The importance of a physical CMOS transistor model, describing weak moder

ate and strong inversion with a single analytical equation was demonstrated and a simple
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Figure 7.20: Intermodulation measurements versus LO amplitude for a fixed bias current
Ib — 1.5 mA.

appropriate model was discussed and used.
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Application
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Chapter 8

Design Examples

8.1 Introduction

This chapter describes some examples of single-balanced downconversion RF mixer

designs. Although double-balanced mixers are more commonly used in integrated systems,

these designs are sufficient to demonstrate the use of the theoretical results of the previous

chapters. The available process is standard CMOS of minimum drawn gate length 0.24/im,

with two polysiUcon layers.

8.2 Design Topology

The topology of the designs is shown in Fig.8.1. Care was taken to make this

design flexibleduring testing. The mixer core employs an inductively degenerated common-

source transconductance stage. The degeneration inductance Lg is implemented with the

bond wire and the pin of the TSSOP package and is expected to be approximately ZnH.
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Figure 8.1: The topology of the implemented designs

Capacitor Ca employed in some ofthe designs isconnected between the gate and the source

of the transconductance stage transistor to reduce the real and the imaginary part of the

impedance looking towardsthe gate of the transistor and therefore facilitate input matching.

The input and output matching networks and the ac coupling capacitors are external.

The current combiner described in chapter 3, section 3.2.2 is used at the output, also

implemented with discrete components. The capacitance ofthe current combiner Cc-^CouT
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shorts the LO feedthrough at the output. Since the bond wire inductance represents a

significant impedance at the LO frequency which can give a significant voltage swing, part

of the capacitance of the combiner Cqut = is implemented on chip. Resistor Routi is

intended to reduce the output impedance of the mixer, to reduce possible excess gain and

reduce the nonlinearity generated by the nonlinear output resistance of the transistors of

the mixer switching pair.

The LO buffer transforms the external single-ended LO waveform to differential. It

employs a differential pair, one side of which is ac grounded and the other side ac connected

to the external LO signal. It utilizes on chip tuned LC tanks. The resistance Riodc which

sets the DC level of the LO waveforms supplied to the mixer is external. The bypass

capacitor Cse is used to reduce the common mode LO voltage. No matching network

is used at the LO port since there is no matching requirement and, as we shall see, the

necessary internal LO amplitude can be obtained without impedance matching at this port.

Independent bias networks for the mixer core and the LO buffer allow us to in

dependently set the bias currents in these blocks. The dc level of the gates of the mixer

switching pair can be adjusted though Riodc-, and the dc level of the gates of the LO buffer

differential pair can be set independently since Vdd is connected on chip only to the bias

circuit of the LO. The bias resistors Rb are implemented with diffusion and all the on-chip

capacitors are implemented with double polysilicon. The capacitors whose quality faxitors

are critical are partitioned to small units such that the Q remains high.

High injection was employed since higher degeneration in the image band provides

lower out-of-band noise contribution.
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8.3 Mixer Core Design

In this section we use the theoretical results of the previous chapters to relate the

performance with the design parameters.

8.3.1 Mixer Conversion Gain

Since the input is conjugately matched, the gain of the transconductance stage is

given by expression (6.59)

(RMS current at transconductance stage output)'̂ ojt 1 /o i\
GAINtransc ~ Ti ^ * ravailable source power uj cjLs

where ujt = 9m/{Cgs + Ca) is the unity gain angular frequency ofM3 and a; is the angular

operation frequency. To obtain the power gain of the mixer we must calculate the amount

ofsignal current that is delivered to the mixer load. The conversion loss in the switching

pair must besubtracted from the gain ofthe transconductance stage. This, as explained in

the previous chapters for perfect switching, is equal to 2/7r or —Z.9dB. In our case however

—bdB is a better prediction, as we shall see shortly in section 8.5. The output impedance

ofthe switching pair Rsp is in fact time-varying and its time-average is approximately the

effective value as discussed in chapter2. Whenoneof the two devices is turned off, the other

device forms a cascode with the transconductance stage device and the output impedance

of the switching pair is very high. When both devices conduct, the output impedance of

the switching pair is significantly lower, almost equal to 2/^ds5 where Qds is the output

conductance of Ml or M2. At the output of the combiner this impedance is stepped down

bya factor of4 as we saw in chapter 3, section 3.2.2 (oras would be the case if a transformer

balun had been used instead of the combiner). Now, impedance Routi, which we use to limit
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the mixer output impedance if necessary, is in parallel with Rsp. Finally the total mixer

output resistance is

lUt = (8.2)
4

and the mixer power conversion gain equals

CG —10 logioC^-'̂ -f-^transc ' ^ ' Rout) ~ ^

The factor of 1/4 in the logarithm accounts for the fact that since the mixer output is

assumed matched, half of the output current will be delivered to the external load and half

will be consumed on the mixer internal output impedance. In practice the real part of the

internal mixer output impedance Rout is further reduced by the nonidealities of the current

combiner as explained in chapter 3. Ohmic losses in the combiner inductors, the input and

output matching networks and board traces further reduce the gain.

Most of the factors that determine the mixer output resistance are not easily

predicted accurately. Therefore it is a good practice to design a mixer with a conservative

value for Rout- If the measured gain is higher than desired it can always be reduced by

introducing Routi-

8.3.2 Linearity

Equation (7.40) approximately provides the intermodulation distortion of the mixer

jM3«5(|g| +|a:Pg|).V,=„ (8.4)

where Vin is the input signal voltage, ai, 03 are the power (or Volterra) series coefficients

of the transconductance stage and 61, 63 are the corresponding coefficients of the switching
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pair. Actually the output resistance of the switching pair also contributes nonlinearity and

in this case an approximate expression for IMz is

IMz i( + l^iT + \aibi\ • V' (8.5)

where di and da describe the nonlinearity of the output resistance. However, this nonlin

earity can be reduced if a linear resistor dominates the mixer output. Then, the input-third

order intercept point of the mixer in terms of voltage is given by

y2
^inJIPz

1 /3 03 3 63

|ai|^ v4 o? 4 61 /
(8.6)

In terms of available power of the source, using the terminology of section 6.3.3

the third-order input intercept point is

-1

1
IIPz(available source power) 2 •GAINtransc \^OIPz,transc

where loiPz.transc is the output third-order intercept point of the transconductance stage

which has dimensions of current. We remind here that

_ ^^JIPz
IIPz{available source power) =

SRr

GAINtransc — Rg

r2 _ Z
•'•OlPzytransc g

03

+
3^
4 61

(8.7)

(8.8)

(8.9)

(8.10)

and Rg is the real part of the input impedance looking towards the transistor gate. From

(8.7) we obtain the IIPz in dBm:

IIPz(dBm) « 30 - 101og(2 •GAINtransc) - 10log (^2— +
\ 01Pz,transc

3^
46i

(8.11)
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or approximately

IIPsidBm) «27 - 10log(G.4/JVtran«c) - ^max |-201og(JS/P3,,„„^c)>201og( ^ )|
(8.12)

Although we abusively take the logarithms of non unitless quantities, if we use the same

system of units, the final result is apparently correct. The term 30 originates firom the

logarithm of ImW which appears in the conversion of power to dBm.

The IIPz due to the nonlinearity of the transconductance stage and the switching

pair alone respectively can be expressed as

{IIPz)tr{dBm) « 27- lOlogiGAINtransc) + 101og(/o/p3ftransc) (8.13)

and

(IIP3)sp(dBm) « 27 - 101og(G>l/lVtran»c) - 5•201og(

.•O/PsAansc-

where n = 1/gi, and rj is given by (6.28)

363

46i

Quantities GAINtransc and IoiP3,tTansc can be calculated firom the expressions of

chapter 6, while 201og(363/46i) can be read firom the normalized graphs of chapter 7.

Transconductance Stage Nonlinearity

The output third-order intercept point of the transconductance stage used in equa

tion (8.12), when the input is conjugately matched, is given by (6.58), repeated here

« _ 4 2ri

) (8.14)

(8.15)
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Above gi, 92, 9z are the coefficients of the power series that describes the drain current of

MS versus its Vgs-

Switching Pair Nonlinearity

Experimenting with the methodology described in chapter 7 one can see that the

intermodulation distortion of the switching pair always improves when the bias current

or the LO amplitude increases, provided that the width of the transistors is adjusted to

optimize the performance. Similarly the intermodulation always improves when the length

of the transistors is reduced. Therefore we will use the maximum allowed bias current,

optimize the LO buffer to obtain maximum LO amplitude and choose appropriate width

for the switching pair devices. The corresponding graphs of intermodulation versus device

size are shown in section 8.5.

8.3.3 Noise Figure

The noise figure of an active mixer with a conjugately matched transconductance

stage has been discussed before insection 5.6. This has not been significantly degraded by

high frequency effects, since aswe shall see insection 8.5 theconversion gain oftheswitching

pair is still very close to the maximum theoretical value. According to the discussion

of chapter 4 the low frequency prediction of the switching pair noise is sufficient in our

operationfrequency and is used in eq. (5.32). However, this is only a coarse estimate which

can vary by several dB from the measured value for the reasons discussed in section 5.6and

also later in section 8.6
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8.4 LO Buffer Design

The size of the devices of the switching pair MB\ and MB2 of the LO buffer

is chosen as a compromise between two factors. First the width of the devices must be

large enough such that for the given input LO power the tail current is almost completely

switched and therefore close to maximum output LO swing is obtained. Second the parasitic

capacitance introduced from the common source node to ground must be small enough

such that a good common mode rejection and therefore a good single-ended to differential

conversion is achieved. Minimum channel length is used for these transistors since it benefits

both of the above factors.

The current source MBZ is chosen to have a non-minimum gate length in order

to increase its output resistance and improve the common mode rejection. Since the capac

itance from the drain of this device to ground is dominated by the parasitic capacitances

oi MB\ and M52, only a very small benefit is introduced by reducing the width of MBZ

to a value lower than the width of MBl and MB2.

The tank is implemented with on chip inductors and capacitors. Although a larger

LO swing can be achieved with lower capacitance and larger inductance, some capacitance

was introduced such that the time-vaxying capacitance Cgs of the transistors does not

dominate. As we mentioned before in chapter 7, such capacitance is harmful since it reduces

the zero crossing slope of the LO waveform and elongates the time interval during which

the switching pair introduces noise and frequency distortion.

The on-chip inductors were implemented with metal 5, metal 4 and metal 3 in

parallel to improve the quality factor (Q). However, the low resistivity of the epi substrate
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Figure 8.2: On-chip spiral inductor model used insimulation, provided by ASITIC

used allows eddy currents to flow and introduce losses which signiflcantly reduce Q. The

low Q translates to low impedance at resonance which means that relatively high current is

needed to acquire the desired LO swing. However, the low Qmakes theLO buflfer broadband

and less sensitive to tuning. The model of the inductors shown in Fig. 8.2 was derived with

the program ASITIC [59].

8.5 Implementation

Our mixer designs use devices of two different gate lengths 0.24^771 and 0.49/^771.

The simplified technology parameters discussed inchapters 4and 7for these channel lengths

as extracted from the available spice models areshown in Table 8.1. The specifications that

Table 8.1: Process Parameters

Parameter (W=100 fim) L=0.24 fjLm L=0.49 y.m Units

K 9.212e-2 2.67e-2 A/V

e 2.46 0.778 1^-1

Vt 0.531 0.511 V

Cgsl (cutoff) 21 21 fF

Cgs2 (saturation) 140 250 fF

n4>t 38 34 mV

all the designs satisfy are shown in Table 8.2.
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Our LO buffer, optimized as described in the section 8.4 for maximum output LO

voltage, provides a differential LO voltage of amplitude approximately IV, and amplitudes

close to this value are used in the optimization of the switching pair.

Table 8.2: Design Specifications

Parameter Value

Input signal frequency (/rf) 1.9GHz

Output signal frequency {/if) lOOMHz

LO frequency (fio) 2GHz

Power Supply Voltage (Vdd) 2.5V

Current Dissipation of mixer core {Ir) SmA

Current Dissipation of LO Buffer (Irb) 4mA

Required external LO power < —SdBm

Input Return Loss (in 50 Q environment) < -12dB

Output Return Loss (in 50 Q environment) < -l2dB

LO input Return Loss not specified

Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.4 show conversion gain and intermodulation distortion re

spectively of the switching pair versus transistor width for channel length 0.25/im. The

corresponding graphs for channel length 0.5/zm are shown in Fig. 8.5 and Fig. 8.6. In both

cases the bias current is SmA, the LO amplitudes shown are 0.7V, IV and 1.3V, the LO

frequency is 2GHz and the input signal fi*equency is 1.9GHz. Some extra capacitance equal

to 60/F is included from the common source node to ground, which represents as a first

approximation the drain capacitance of M3 and the wiring capacitance. It is apparent from

these graphs that the optimal width values are approximately lOOfim and IbOfim for the

channel lengths 0.2biJ.7n and 0.5//m respectively. The transistor size changes the LO buffer

loading and affects the amplitude, but the capacitance of the tuned tank is adjusted such

that the amplitude at the transistor gates in all cases is IV.

Four designs were fabricated whose design parameters are shown in Table 8.3.
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Their differences in the performance are discussed in the next section.
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8.6 Predicted and Measured Results
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Before we compare predicted and measured results we should mention that the

prediction is not expected to be accurate since there are several unknown pairameters for

which we use only a rough approximation. For example the value of the degenerating



Table 8.3: Design Parameters

Design A Design B Design C Design D

Parameter Units

W/L of M1,M2 100/0.24 150/0.49 100/0.24 150/0.49 Hm/fim

W/L of M3 40/0.24 150/0.24 50/0.24 100/0.49 fjLm/fjLm
W/L of MB1,MB2 200/0.24 200/0.24 220/0.24 220/0.24 (jLm/fjLm

W/L of MB3 100/0.49 100/0.49 100/0.49 100/0.49 fim/iim
0 0 200 100 fF

Lt 5 5 5 5 nH

Ct 600 400 600 400 fF
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inductor Ls = 3nH which is implemented with a bond wire is only a first order estimate.

The input and output matching networks are formed with inductors and board traces which

demonstrate ohmic losses that are diflficult to estimate.

The output current combiner is also imperfect and according to the discussion in

chapter 3, if the used inductors are lossless, it would approach perfect operation for small

inductance values and high mixer output impedance. However, lab measurements showed

that small inductance values induce high losses. Relatively high inductance values equal to

270nH and completely eliminating the external capacitor Cc were found to give the highest

gain and were used in practice. As we shall see this gain is yet significantly lower than the

theoretically achievable with lossless inductors.

From equation (3.4), the operation of the current combiner improves for high

mixer output resistance. Also, high mixer output resistance provides higher power gain

because it approaches the ideal current source which can provide infinite power. Long

channel devices in the switchingpair provide higher output resistance because of improved

channel length modulation efiect. It is simulated from the available spice model, that

under the bias conditions that appear in the switching pair devices when they are on and
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contribute some finite output resistance, the output resistance is rout ~ l-2K^ and rout ^

SKQ for L = 0.24//m and L = 0.49/Ltm respectively. According to our discussion on the

current combiner of chapter 3 the output resistance of each one of the transistors appears

at the output in parallel with the current source which gives the difierence of the two drain

currents. In particular the time-average of each one of the resistors should be considered, but

because calculating this time-average is not straightforward and because we would rather

obtain a pessimistic estimate for the power gain prediction, we will assume that the parallel

combination of the two impedances is half of the value quoted above.

The internal mixer output resistance depends on the drain voltage of the devices,

is highly nonlinear and tends to dominate the linearity when an external linear resistor

Routi is not connected. The output resistance affects the linearity less when long channel

devices are used for the switching pair, because then the internal nonlinear resistance is

higher.

We should also note that there is some uncertainty with the measurements of the

IIPz' Several measurements that were repeated with matched input and output but with

different matching networks were found to be as much as 2dB different. This probably has

to do with the fact that the out of band behavior of the matching networks has a minor

effect in the intermodulation as discussed in chapter 6.

The power gain and linearity improve when the DC level of the LO voltage is

relatively low. This happens because as the drain-source voltage of the switching pair

devices increases their output resistance increases. A DC LO voltage of 2V was used for all

our measurements.
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The input IdB compression point P-ub is dominated by the output headroom

when external resistor Routi is not connected. As we shall see P-ids increases by a lot when

a low Rtmti is used to reduce the output swing, which also reduces the power gain.

Two different quality factors can be defined for the mixerinput. One, denoted with

Qin is the ratio of the imaginary and the real part of the input impedance of the transcon-

ductance stage, including the bond wire of the gate. The second, denoted with Qm is the

quality factor ofthe matching network which matches the real part ofthe input impedance

of the mixer to the impedance of the source 50f2 and is equal to \/i2e{Zin}/50 —1. The

higher these quality factors are, the higher the losses introduced and the more sensitive

matching is to the component value variation.

Estimating the noise figure is also a difficult task because ofthe uncertainty in the

design parameter values and the complexity of the accurate calculations. We will attempt

to obtain only a rough estimate and observe the trend as the design parameters change

rather than predicting it accurately. First the noise parameters of the transistors 7 and 6

are unknown. Arbitrarily we will use 7 = 4 and 7 = 2 for channel lengths L = 0.24/im

and L = 0.49/im respectively. Second, losses at the input matching network introduce an

unknown amount of attenuation which increases the noise figure. Third, since these designs

are single balanced, noise form the LO port appears at the output. The LO buffer generates

its own noise and also amplifies the noise floor of the signal generator used as external LO

source. This noise floor is in the order of —130dBm/Hz to —lAQdBmjHz^ (which as

a comparison is significantly higher than the available noise power of a resistor at room

temperature -17AdBm/Hz). Now from the discussion of chapter 4 we know that because
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of symmetry, the transconductance of the switching pair G{t) is periodic with period half

of the LO period. Therefore, only the even order sidebands contribute noise, that is, only

noise at frequencies //f, ^fio^fiF at the output of the LO buffer will be transfered to the

output. Fortunately the tuned tank LO buffer load attenuates the noise at these frequencies,

but this attenuation is finite, since our inductor Q is relatively low (simulated with ASITIC

approximately equal to 3.5). In addition, because of asymmetries introduced by the output

current combiner which is an asymmetric load, and the fact that the LO buffer has a single-

ended input and does not perform perfect single-ended to differential conversion, we do

expect that some noise will also be transfered from the fio ^ f if frequency bands where

the LO buffer load is tuned. As a very coarse approximation we will assume that the noise

at the LO port is white and is generated by an equivalent resistor equal to the resistance

of the tuned tank at resonance Rlo = 440f2 (each tuned tank has a parallel resistance of

approximately 220n). Finally, we use expression (5.32) which as explained in chapter 5 does

not accurately take into account the out of band noise contribution of the transconductance

stage.

Several other approximations have been made during the derivation of the expres

sions used to predict the mixer performance, for example the gate-drain capacitances have

been neglected.

We must note that many of the factors that limit the accmacy of our prediction,

also limit the accuracy of the prediction of a circuit simulator. For example the simulator

gives overoptimistic results for gain if the board inductor losses axe neglected.

Some critical parameters which have been found helpful in the performance predic-
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Table 8.4: Some critical design quantities

Parameter Design A Design B Design C Design D Units

GAINtransc 0.555 0.425 0.140 0.131

bl 0.59 0.55 0.59 0.55

—

OlPsftransc

|363/45i|

46 51.4 47 49.2 201og(^^)
46.5 54.1 46.5 54.1 20log(A^)

{imw 6.5 5.0 12.0 11.2 dBm

(IIPz)sp (Low Routi) 6.3 3.7 12.3 8.8 dBm

G 5.1e-3 5.1e-3 5.1e-3 5.1e-3

G2 1.6e-4 1.05e-4 1.6e-4 1.05e-4

Rin 712 545 179 168 Q

Qin = Im{Zin}/Re{Zin} 2.00 0.60 1.33 1.00

Qm = y/Re{ZiTi}/bO —1 3.64 3.15 1.61 1.53

tion during theanalysis performed so far areshown inTable 8.4. The predicted performance

parameters areshown inTable 8.5, while the measured performance parameters are shown

in Table 8.6. Some critical design quantities are given in table 8.4, while the prediction for

the performance parameters are shown in table 8.5.

Table 8.5: Predicted Performance Parameters

Parameter Design A Design B Design C Design D Unit

Power Gain (No Rmtti) 14.2 17.3 8.2 12.2 dB

IIPz (Low Routi) 6.3 3.7 12.0 8.8 dBm

NF{dB) 6.8 7.8 11.0 9.9 dB

8.6.1 Design A

The devices of both the switching pair and the transconductance stage axe of min

imum channel length. The small width of the transconductance stage device provides high

UT and therefore high transconductance gain. The relatively high Q input matching net

work introduces losses at the input and makes the input matching network very sensitive to

the component values. Also imperfect current combiner operation introduces losses at the
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output and makes the power gain about AdB lower than predicted. The transconductance

stage and the switching pair contribute approximately equally to the nonlinearity when the

mixer output is dominated by a linear impedance. The predicted IIPz due to the transcon

ductance stage and switching pair alone is Q.bdBm and 6.ZdBm respectively. Because of

the interaction of the two nonlinearities we expect the measured IIPz to be a little lower

than these values, but on the other hand the losses of the input matching network tend to

increase this value. Therefore, the measured value of about 7dBm is in excellent agreement

with the prediction.

Table 8.6: Measured Performance Parameters

Parameter Design A Design B Design C Design D Unit

Power Gain (No Routi) 10.2 13.3 6.0 9.2 dB

IIPz (No Routi) 2.0 1.0 5.3 4.8 dBm

IIPz (Low Routi) 7.0 4.0 9.5 7.0 dBm

P—ldB (No Routi) -11.2 -14 -7 -11.3 dBm

P-ldB (Low Routi) -5.5 -7 -1.8 -2.2 dBm

NF{dB) 9.3 9.2 12.8 9.5 dB

Table 8.7 shows how the nonlinearity is dominated by the output resistance when

Routi is not present and how hnearity improves as Routi becomes low. The input P-ub is

also shown in this table. When it is dominated by the output resistance nonlinearity it is

—11.2dBm while when a low Routi is connected it is significantly higher, —b.bdBm. The

difference of the P-ub and the IIPz is 12.5dB, higher than 9.QdB that would have been the

value if only third-order nonlinearity was present (see chapter 2). Therefore at this power

level, 5-th or higher order nonlinearities are excited. The measured noise figure 9.SdB is

about to 2.bdB higher than our coarse prediction. Such a discrepancy is expected because

of the input matching network losses and the other reasons explained before.



Table 8.7: Gain, IIP3 and input P-ub as a function of the output resistance

Routl (^) Power Gain (dB) IIP3 (dBm) P-idB (dBm)
00 10.17 2 -11.2

2.7K 6.17 5.47

I.IK 3.83 6.16

510 1.00 6.25

200 -2.67 6.66 -5.5

100 -5.67 7.41

8.6.2 Design B
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Here the devices of the switching pair are 0.5/xm long. This limits the linearity of

the switching pair which is less linear than the transconductance stage. Minimum length

but large width equal to 150//m is used for the transconductance stage, which provides a

little lower transconductance gain than in Design A becauseof the lower ur, but also lower

Q input matching network and lower input losses.

The high output impedance of the long switching pair devices provides good op

eration of the current combiner and high power gain since the output current is delivered

by an equivalent current source with a high output resistance. The predicted power gain

VIMB is higher than the measured 13.3d5. The /JP3 for a low Routi is limited by the

switching pair, and the measured value 3.7dB agrees very well withthe measured AdB. The

long channel switching pair devices are beneficial in reducing the output resistance nonlin-

earity since a relatively high Routi is sufficient to dominate the output resistance, without

excessively reducing the power gain.

The measured noise figure 9.2dB is again higher than the rough estimate 7.SdB.

The long switching pair devices have now lower noise contribution than in design A because

of their reduced 7 factor and because they attenuate more the noise from the LO port since
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their value is lower.

8.6.3 Design C

Here a minimum channel length switching pair and minimum channel length and

small width transconductance stage are used, similarly to design A. However a capacitor

Ca = 200/F is connected between the gate and the source of the input transistor to reduce

the input impedance and facilitate input matching. This circuit is indeed very easy to

match and not very sensitive to the matching component value variation. Capacitor Ca

however reduces ljt, which reduces the power gain. The output current combiner again

introduces high loss which makes the measured power gain Q.OdB, again lower than the

predicted S.2dB.

The predicted 11P3 is about 12dB from both the switching pair and the transcon-

ductance stage. The measmed value 9.5dB is slightly lower but very close, within the limits

of the interaction of the two kinds of nonlinearity. Besides, we should mention that the

IIP3 prediction of the transconductance stage is not accurate since in the derivation of

expression (6.28) we had assumed that Cgs is small. This assumption does not hold very

well here since capacitor Ca is used. Indeed such a capacitor would tend to increase and

reduce linearity.

The coarse estimate for the noise figure ll.OdB is close to the measured value

12.8dB. The low ur of the transconductance stage gives a high noise figure transconduc

tance stage and also a low transconductance gain which does not significantly suppress the

noise generated by the switching pair and introduced by the LO port.
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8.6.4 Design D

This design uses long channeldevices for both the transconductance stage and the

switching pair. It also uses capacitor Ca = 100/F to provide a low input impedance. The

long switching pair devices provide high output impedance which boosts the power gain.

The predicted power gain 12.2 is higher than the measured Q.OdjB.

The //P3 is dominated again by the switching pair. The predicted is S.SdBm and

the measured is 7.0dBm. Similarly to Design C, in reality the prediction of the transcon

ductance stage nonlinearity is expected to be optimistic because of the large gate-source

capacitance, assumed small in (6.28).

The coarsely predicted noise figure is close to the measured value. Here, besides

the low gain of the transconductance stage, the noise figure remains below lOdB because

of the low noise factor 7 of the longchannel devices and the low transconductance value of

the devices of the switching pair which suppress the noise form the LO port.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis presented a systematic analysis of the operation of a commonly used

class of CMOS mixers, those which employ a transistor switching pair to commutate the

signal current. It was demonstrated that by carefully formulating the problems and by

adopting appropriate transistor models and someapproximations, intuition can be obtained

and the performance can be qualitatively and quantitatively predicted. Some performance

characteristics, for instance the thermal and flicker noise generated by the switching pair

transistors, can be shown to have very simple analytical expressions, reported for the first

time as a result of this research. Other characteristics such as the switching pair intermodu-

lation require numerical solution of complicated equations, but in this case the performance

can be captured in graphs of normahzed parameters. The linearity and noise of CMOS

transconductance stages were also studied and several useful results were derived. These

results can be applied to several other RF blocks besides mixers, such as LNAs and power
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amplifiers. Our theoretical results were validated with measurements of appropriate test

structures. A designer can rapidly optimize the performance of an active mixer by using

the results of this thesis without lengthy simulations. The designer can also easily judge if

a given CMOS technology has the potential to satisfy the desired specifications. The use of

the theoretical results was demonstrated with the design of some active mixers operating

in the 2GHz frequency band.

Some specific contributions are listed below:

• In chapter 4 expression (4.33) which predicts the thermal noise contribution of the

mixer switching pair was derived. In section 4.4.5 we showed how the estimate for

parameter G derived in section 4.4.2 can be used to predict the flicker noise generated

by the switching pair. The noise introduced by the LO port in the simplified case

that noise present at this port is white was found in section 4.4.3, and an expression

for the related gain (4.39) was derived. Simplified expressions for the switching pair

conversion gain, the gain of the white noise at the output of the transconductance

stage and the frequency limits where the prediction of our analysis is degraded by

capacitive effects were derived in chapter 4.

• The noisebehaviorof the commonly used inductively degenerated, conjugatelymatched

common-source CMOS transconductance stage was analyzed extensively in chapter

5. Expressions (5.21) and (5.22) were derived from which the noise figure can be

predicted and optimized. In particular the problem of optimizing the noise figure in

the presence of a lossy BSD was examined.

• In chapter 6 the intermodulation performance of several CMOS transconductance
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stages was studied. Expressions (6.59), (6.58) and (6.28) were derived from which

the IIPz of an inductively-degenerated conjugately-matched transconductance stage

can be predicted. Similar results for resistively degenerated stages with and without

input matching restrictions were derived. The body effect nonlinearity was found to

impose a limit in thelinearization benefit introduced bydegeneration, andthevalue of

degeneration above which no linearization benefit is obtainedwas found in expression

(6.35).

• In chapter 7 the concept of the time-varying power series and Volterra series was

used to find the intermodulation of the switching pair at low and high frequencies

respectively. The results are expressed in form of graphs of normalized parameters

shown in figures 7.9, 7.16 and 7.17. A simple transistor model whose IV curves

have continuous derivatives of any order in weak, moderate and strong inversion was

proposed. The continuity of the derivatives of the current and capacitance curves

versus bias in a transistor model used for intermodulation simulation was shown to

be critical.

9.2 Future Research Opportunities

One possible application of the research conducted in this thesis is generating

macromodels for mixers. The macromodels for example can take as parameters the design

parameters such as the bias current and the device sizes and model the gain, the output

noise and the nonlinearity effects. An accurate noise model could take into account the

cyclostationary nature of the noise.
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Several mixer performance chajacteristics were not analyzed in this thesis and can

be subject of future research, for example the port-to-port isolation and the 1 dB com

pression point. An other interesting problem is the relation between device mismatch and

even-order nonlinearities. As mentioned in chapters 4 and appendix C the flicker noise be

havior of devices with time-varying operating noise needs to be characterized theoretically

and experimentally. The thermal noise characteristics of short channel CMOS devices re

mainsa dark modeling area. In many modern applications the gate referred noisedescribed

in [108] is significant, and verification of this model for short channel devices withmeasure

ments is of very high importance. Theoretical and experimental work needs to be done,

to quantify all the fudge factors that the current model includes (i.e factors 7, S and p)

described in chapter 5. Consideration of this more complete model for the characterization

of the switching pair noise at high frequencies is one more open problem. There is room

for analytical work onother mixer structures such as those discussed in chapter 3 and even

other circuit blocks such as oscillators, low noise amplifiers and power amplifiers. Finally

theproblems analyzed here can besubject offuture research using difierent approximations

or approaches in order to provide possibly more accurate, more intuitive or simpler ways to

predict the mixer performance.
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A.l Introduction

The concepts of noise figure and noise temperatiure have been introduced to de

scribe the noise performance of circuits and receivers [18, 2], They are convenient perfor

mance metrics because the noise figure and noise temperature of a system of cascaded blocks

can be found easily from the corresponding quantities of the individual blocks. However, the

simple formulas for a system of cascaded blocks assume that the noise at the input and the

output of every block is a wide-sense-stationary (WSS) process. There are two reasons why

the mixer output noise is in fact not WSS but has periodically time-varying statistics. First,
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the operating points ofthe devices may vary with time, and second the transfer function of

the noise signal from the point at which it is generated to the output can have time-varying

characteristics [31]. The mixer output noise is a cyclostationary process and its complete

description requires a periodically time-varying power-spectral-density (PSD) S{f,t) [21].

An accurate evaluation of the output noise when cyclostationary noise is processed by a

linear-periodically-time-varying (LPTV) system is considerably more complicated than the

evaluationof the output noise ofa linear-time-invariant (LTI) systemprocessing WSS noise.

The corresponding analysis and methodology is given in [21], and a related circuitsimulator

has been presented in [71].

Despite the fact that the mixer output noise is cyclostationary, the noise figure

calculated using the time-average output noise PSD has been traditionally used to charac

terize mixers, and the simple formulas for the noise figure of a system of cascaded blocks

have been used to find the noise figure of a receiver. We shall show here that this treatment

provides the correct noise characterization of a communication system in most practical

cases, but we will examine cases in which it could lead to an inaccurate prediction. The

pitfalls of applying the stationary process theory to cyclostationary signals have been pre

sented in mathematical terms in [20]. Here we discuss qualitatively some related results

that can be useful in the design of radio-frequency communication systems.

A.2 Cyclostationary Noise and its Time Average

The complete description of a cyclostationary noise signal with its time-vaiying

PSD 5(/, t), as opposedto its description with S{f), the time-average of5(/, t), issignificant
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only when the block to which the cyclostationary noise is input is synchronized to the

variation of S{f, t) with time. This statement will be explained on an intuitive basis, and

it also gains support from the following theorem [19]

If a uniformly distributed random variable from zero to one cycle period is added to

the time variable t of a cyclostationary process with PSD S(f^t), (that is, the information

about the phase of the periodically varying PSD is lost) the resulting process is stationary

and its statistics are the time-average of the statistics of the cyclostationary process.

If the system to which the cyclostationary noise is input does not track the PSD

variation with time, the phase of S{f,t) for this system is unknown. In the absence of

information about the phase of S{f,t) the process becomes stationary, with PSD equal to

the time-average of S{f,t).

Usually, the noise performance of the analog part of a commimication system

consisting of a chain of radio-frequency circuit blocks, is characterized by measuring the

time-average noise PSD at the output of the chain. Noise measuring equipment measures

the noise PSD at a frequency f by measuring the noise signal power at the output of a very

narrow-band filter around /, without tracking the time variation of the noise statistics and

provides the time-average PSD.

When a cyclostationary noise signal passes through a LTI filter and the time-

average PSD is measured at the output, the same result is obtained if only the time-average

PSD is considered at the input of the filter [21]. However, when a cyclostationary noise

signal is fed to a time-varying system, consideration of only the time-average PSD of the

input noise can lead in the general case to wrong results [21]. For instance, if the time-
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Figure A.l: a) A cascade of two mixers, (b) Time-average PSD of noise at the input, after
the first mixer and the output.

varying gain and the power of the input noise obtain their peak values simultaneously,

considering only the time-average input noise will underestimate the output noise. The

following example will help clarify the situation.

Consider that a WSS signal n(t) with PSD Sn{f) is fed to a mixer A, and the

output of this na{t) is fed to a mixer S, as shown in Fig. A.1(a). The random signal

n{t) can represent noise present at the input of mixer A, or noise generated by its devices
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The mixing operation is modeled by multiplication of the input signal n(t) with a

periodic waveform (time-varying gain) generated by a local oscillator, a(t) with frequency

foa and b(t) with frequency fob, for mixers A and B respectively The output of mixer A

is a cyclostationary process whose time-average PSD consists of copies of Sn(f) shifted in

frequency integer multiple of foa, and weighted by different coefficients. It is easy to see that

frequency components of na(t) in distance integer multiple of foa are correlated, since they

contain the same frequency component of n{t). A random process can be cyclostationary

with cycle frequency foa only if there exists correlation between two different frequency

components in distance foa- The spectral correlation can be expressed in terms of the

cyclic spectra, the Fourier components of the time-varying PSD, and in fact the A;-th cychc

spectrum for positive k is the correlation between frequency components in distance kfoa,

while the 0-th order cyclic spectrum is the time-average PSD. A random process can be

WSS only if any two different frequency components are uncorrelated [21]. The output of

mixer 5 is a cyclostationary process with two cycle frequencies foa and fob- If foa and fob

are commensurate (their ratio is a rational number), nb(t) can be viewed as cyclostationary

with one cycle frequency equal to the maximum common divider frequency of foa and fob-

^In the case of noise generated by devices with time-varying operating point, this noise is cyclostationary
and white and its time variation can be incorporated to the system [31]. Therefore in any case the input
noise n(t) can be considered WSS. For every noise source inside the mixer the time-varying gain is a different
function.

^At high frequencies where reactive effects are not negligible, the mixing operation also depends on
the input-signal frequency and is better modeled with a periodically-time-varying transfer function A{f, t)
[107,31], insteadof a periodicedly-time-varying gaina{t). Frequency translation is described with the Fourier
components of >l(/,t), the conversion transfer functions instead of the conversion gains. For simplicity
reactive effects are neglected in our mixer model. However the qualitative arguments presented here also
apply at high frequencies.
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A.2.1 Effect of LO frequency relation

Let us examine now the spectral content of the output of mixer B ni,{t) at a

frequency font- Frequency componentsof no(t) at frequencies fouf^f^fobi ^ being an integer,

are folded on font as shown in Fig. A.1(b). If nfoa = rnfob for some integers n and m, there

exists correlation among these components, and it is incorrect to add their power, as we

would do ifna(t) were WSS, since a valid additionwould require correlation terms. However,

if the ratio of foa and fob is not a rational number, such integers n and m do not exist and

simply adding the different frequency components ofthe time-average PSD Snaif) provides

the correct result, since the added terms axe uncorrelated.

In practice, the ratio of two LO frequencies generated by different free running

oscillators can always be considered an irrational number, since because of the random

phase error they cannot track each other. Thesituation is different however if the two LOs

are locked to a common reference frequency. In a superheterodyne receiver which employs

two mixers, it is a common practice to generate the two LO signals from two PLLs with a

common reference frequency, which means that foa/fob is a rational number mjn (we will

assume below that m and n are such that a common integer divider greater than one does

not exist). Despite this, a rational frequency ratio foa/fob —m/n with m or n very large

numbers is expected to have the same practical effect as an irrational frequency ratio. In

fact, the LO frequencies in a receiver chain are often chosen such that they do not have a

simple relation in order to avoid spurious responses.

Assuminga smooth b{t) with low frequency content, wecan see that the conversion

gain of mixer B drops rapidly with the order of the sideband, and only the first few (for
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example up to 3 or 4) contribute significantly. Therefore, considering again the integers m

and n that satisfyfoa/fob = ifm is a large integer, in every set of correlated firequency

components of na(t) in distance integer multiple of mfob = nfoa that contribute to fouu

only one term contributes significantly and only a minor error is introduced by adding the

power of all the components. If n is large, assuming a smooth a(t), the effect of noise

correlation is also attenuated for a similar reason: the copy of n(t) around nfoa has low

power. Concluding, the effect of spectral correlation is insignificant if a(t) is smooth and

n is large, or if b{t) is smooth and m is large, or both. Very often in practice, especially

at high frequencies a(t) and b{t) are smooth functions, and unless the ratio of the two

LO firequencies is a simple rational number m/n with m, n small integers, calculating the

time-average at the first mixer output and treating it as if it were the PSD of WSS noise,

does not introduce a significant error in the noise estimation at the second mixer output.

Nevertheless, there are practical situations where the time-varying gain of a mixer is not

a smooth waveform. An example is the sampling or subsampling mixer, in which case the

time-varying gain is a pulse train which has high frequency content.

The above argument can be easily visualized in the time domain with the example

of Fig. A.2. Assume that b(t) is an impulse train, so that mixer B is essentially a sampling

mixer as shown in Fig. A.2(a) and that we desire to estimate the time-average power of the

samples at the output of the sampler. Consider that the time-varying power aa{t) of the

cyclostationary noise na{t) - the integral of the time-varying PSD over all firequencies - at

the first mixer output is the periodic function of time shown in Fig. A.2(b). If foa —fobi

or foa = 77i./ob> we always sample na{t) when (Ta(t) is at the same point of the period as
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Figure A.2; Sampling cyclostationary noise.

shown in Fig. A.2(b), and if instead the time-average of cra(t) is considered at the input of

the sampler, we probably significantly overestimate or underestimate the output noise. In

this case, since b{t) is not a smooth function of time and its spectral content does not die

out at high frequencies, the effect of spectral correlation is not diminished if m is large. If
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foa/fob = m/n is a rational number and n is a small integer, we sample repeatedly only

a few points in the period and it is possible that considering the time-average of (Ta{t) at

the sampler input will result again in an erroneous noise estimation. However, if n is a

large number, the same points of the period are repeatedly sampled, but they are many

and uniformly distributed across a period, as shown in Fig. A.2(c), so considering the time-

average at the sampler input would give a practically correct result. When foa/fob is not a

rational number, after long enough time the whole period is uniformly sampled and in fact

the same point is never sampled twice. In this case time-averaging at the sampler input

provides exactly the correct result.

Let us examine now the effect of the LO frequency relation in a more quantitative

manner. Referring to Fig. A.l, we can see that nb{t) consists of scaled copies of n(t) shifted

in frequencies kafoa + kbfobj where ka and kb are the sidebands at which the conversion

gain of mixers A and B respectively is significant, determined by the spectral content of the

waveforms a(t) and b(t) and possibly as we shall see below by filtering the mixer outputs. If

two of these frequencies coincide, the spectral correlation affects the output noise estimation.

If fefl and kfj is a second set of mixer sidebands, the relation

kafoa "t" kbfob —k^^foa + kbfob (A-l)

or

kb kfj foa
ka fob

can only hold if foa/fob is a rational number, as we also concluded before. Furthermore, if

foa/fob = m/n, spectral correlation has an effect only if there are integers ka, k'̂ , kb, and

(A.2)
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kf, that represent mixer sidebands with significant conversion gain such that

- ™ (A.3)
ka k^a

If for example, a(f) and b{t) are sinusoidal with frequencies mfo and n/o, where fo is some

reference frequency, fcaj be +1 and —1, and spectral correlation can

have an effect only if n = m.

Similarly, one can examine the effect of spectral correlation when a third mixer

C follows the chain of A and B. Denoting the frequency of C by foe and the sidebands of

C with some significant conversion gain by kc and spectral correlation affects the noise

estimation only when there are mixer sidebands with significant conversion gain, such that

^afoa "b ^bfob ^cfoc —^afoa "t" ^bfob "I" ^cfoc

If the LO frequencies are related, i.e. foa = mfo, fob = "^fo-) foe = Pfo-, where fo is some

reference frequency and m,n, andp integers with no common factors, (A.4) becomes

(A^a - A:o)m + {kb - kf,)n + (kc - k'̂ p = 0 (A.5)

In this case, it is possible that conditions (A.4) and (A.5) hold for low order sidebands, even

if the LO firequency relation is not simple. For example, if foa —2 '̂Q^MHz, fob —

and foe = lOMiifz the above equations are satisfied for ka - k'̂ = 1, kb - k^ = -3, and

kc-k'^ = -2.

A.2.2 Filtering a Cyclostationary Noise Process

If filtering takes place at the output ofa mixer, as in Fig. A.3(a), it is possible that

the noiseat the output of the filter is stationary, and no cyclostationary noiseconsiderations
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need to be made, or that the characteristics of the cyclostationary noise change. Some

relevant theorems have been presented in [71], where they were derived in a mathematical

way. Similar results can be found elsewhere [31, 76]. These theorems become intuitive

by examining filtering of a set of correlated firequency components. Let us consider a
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cyclostationary noise process with cycle frequency fo s-nd ^ set of correlated frequency

components in distance integer multiple of fo- The results of [71] can be observed:

1. Consider a low-pass filter with cut-off frequency fo/2 or lower, as in Fig. A.3(b). One

can see that only one component of the set of correlated components can fall in the

window [-fo/2, fo/2] that the filter allows to pass. Therefore any frequency compo

nents at the output of the filter are uncorrelated and the output noise is stationary.

2. Consider a single-sided bandpass filter, either upper band or lower band with respect

to fo, andbandwidth fo/2 or less, as in Fig. A.3(c). After filtering, only one frequency

component of the correlated set remains, and the resulting noise is stationary.

3. Consider a bandpass filter with center frequency fo and bandwidth fo or less, as in

Fig. A.3(d). One can easily see that after filtering, the remaining correlated frequency

components can only be in distance 2fo, and therefore only the stationary and the

second-order cyclic spectra can exist.

Many other similar results can be visualized in a similar manner. For example if

the filter is a low-pass filter with a cut offfrequency fo, the resulting process can contain

only the stationary and first-order cyclic spectrum. A possible apphcation of such a result

as well as of result 3 above is the following: If it is known that the random signal at the

output of mixer A in Fig. A.l does not contain the n-th order cyclic spectrum, ka - in

(A.2)-(A.5) cannot be equal to n.

In a receiver chain the first mixer is typically followed by a bandpass IF filter. In

this caseone can apply the following theorem, whichcan also be verifiedeasily by inspection:
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If cyclostationary noise with cycle frequency fo passes through a bandpass filter

with bandwidth fojl or less, and the frequencies k{fo/2) where k is an integer do not fall

into the passband, the output noise is stationary.

The latter has been used in [31] but here we clearly define the necessary properties

of the filter passband. Results 1 and 2 above can be seen as individual cases of this last

theorem.

A.2.3 Mixing a Band-Limited Cyclostationary Noise Process

In the previous section the passband characteristics of a filter following a mixer

were related to the frequency of the LO waveform driving the mixer in order for the output

noise signal to have certain properties. Here we will examine the case of Fig. A.4(a) in

which a general cyclostationary signal for which we have no information about the location

of the correlated frequency components, passes through a filter and the filter output is fed

to a mixer (or more generally a time-varying circuit). We will relate the filter chaxacteristics

with the firequency fo of the LO signal driving the mixer, in order for the time-average noise

at the mixer output to be unaffected by the spectral correlation.

If the filter is low-pass with cut-offfrequency /o/2 or lower as shown in Fig. A.4(b),

no overlap will take place during mixing, and the average noise at the output will not be

affected by spectral correlation. This situation appears often at the back-end of a receiver

where sampling (for example performed by a switched capacitor filter or an analog to digital

converter) is proceeded by an anti-alias filter.

If the filter isbandpass with center frequency fc and bandwidth w, as in Fig. A.4(c),
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for all mixer sidebands k and k' with some significant conversion gain. This results firom the

observation that the positive passband will be transferred to frequency bands with center

kjo + fc and width w, the negative passband will be transferred to frequency bands with

center k'fo —fc and width w, and to avoid overlap the centers of the two frequency bands

must be in distance greater than w.

A.3 Two cases where spectral correlation is significant

A practical situation that deserves attention is when an interfering signal or blocker

is present at the input of a receiver. If this signal is strong it can change the operating point

of the devices and affect the circuit noise performance. The noise generated by the circuit

will acquire cyclostationary characteristics with cycleequal to the blocker period, and if the

blocker is not filtered or modulated to a different firequency, it acts as a common LO for

successive cascaded blocks. In this case, although a block can still be characterized with

the noise figure under the presence of a blocker, use of the formulas for cascaded blocks to

estimate the noise figure of the whole receiver can lead to an inaccurate prediction. This

situation could arise for example when an in-band blocker is processed together with the

weak desirable signal by the LNA and the RF mixer of a receiver.

Let us consider now noise introduced to a mixer from the LO port. The LO is a

periodically time-varying circuit and it is possible that the noise at its output contains some

cyclostationary component. The time-varying processing of this signal by the mixer tracks

exactly the time variation of the noise statistics since the mixer instantaneous operating

point is determined by the LO drive. Therefore, it is not correct to time-average the noise
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PSD at the LO output and use it as if it were a WSS process.

A.4 Conclusions

We examined qualitatively the significance of the cyclostationary nature of the

noise generated in a communication system. We saw that cyclostationarity is equivalent

to the presence of correlated components in the frequency spectrum. From the above

discussion it results that in the majority of the practical cases, use of the concept of noise

figure and considering only the time-average component of the cyclostationary noise at

the input and the output of every block does not introduce significant inaccuracy in the

noise characterization of the overall system for two reasons. First, the local oscillator

frequencies used usually do not have a simple relation and the situation resembles the case

at which the two frequencies are noncommensurate. Second, usually filtering takes place in

several places in the receiver chain which converts the cyclostationary noise to stationary

noise. However, we examined practical cases where cyclostationarity cannot be ignored,

namely when the subsequent stage istime-varying synchronously with the cyclostationarity,

as for example when the subsequent stage is driven nonlinearly by the stage generating

cyclostationary noise. In these situations, if noise characterization is desirable by means of

a circuit simulator which provides the time-average output noise the time-varying circuit

blocks must be simulated together. Alternatively, the simulator of [71] can be used to

calculate the cyclic spectra of every block separately and create appropriate macro-models

which can then be used in a behavioral level simulation.
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Appendix B

Time-varying Volterra series

Although the concept of the time-varying Volterra series have been used previously

in the literature [83, 106, 49], the authors could not easily locate a proof. This appendix

presents a derivation of this concept.

B.l Taylor Expansion of a Functional

A functional is a function of a function. Consider the functional F(y(t)) which

depends on the value of y{t) over a time interval that we will assume to be (—oo, oo). (For

example F{y{t)) = y{t)dt is a functional).

Theorem 1 Consider h(t) a small perturbation around y(t). Then

where

F(y(t) + h(t)) = F(y{t)) + Fn{y{t), h{t)) (B.l)
n=l

1 TOO roo

... k„(iu...An)h((i)...h(i„)dii...d(n (B.2)
nl J—00 J—oo
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and

are the VolterraKernels. The concept of the Volterra kernels will be explained better below,

during the proof of this theorem.

Proof Consider the function /(e) = F (y(t) + e•h{t)). Taylorexpansionin onedimension

provides

m =m +/'(0)e +^/"(O)e' +|/"'(0)e« +... (B.4)
The Italian mathematician Vito Volterra (1860-1940) [99] calculated /(*=H0) by approximat

ingthe continuous-time functions i/(t) and h(t) with the discrete-time fimctions, or vectors

y = (yi,..., yyv) and h = (hi,..., hjv). If F is a function whose argument is a vector, and

/(e) = F(y + eh) we know that

N

f'{e) =Y,Vi[F{y +eh)]-hi (B.5)
1=1

where Vi is the differentiation operator with respect to the i —th argument of F(-). In

analogy, in the continuous time case we have

/+00
Df[F(y(t)+ eM<))]Am (B-6)

-oo

where [i^(y(t))] represents differentiation of F(y{t)) with respect to y(^):

D( [f(y(t))] = = F(')(y(t); 0 (B.7)

Considering F(y{t)) as a function of infinitely many variables y{t) indexed by t, [-F'(y(t))]

is the derivative with respect to one of those, y(0- Since

/'(e) =r°° +Mty, mcdi (B.8)
J—oo
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m = r°° {y{t);mi)di (B.9)
J —oo

Now

1 J

=/_oo
but is also a functional and using a similar definition for i^^^n2/(^)5^i)C2) we

obtain

/+00 f+OO
/ FP'(!/(<) +eft(«);«i.42)ftte)ftfe)deirf«2 (B.U)

•OO ./—oo

hence

/"(O) = r°° r°°F '̂'Hy(ty,iiA2M^im2)diid42 (B.12)
J—OO J —oo

Working similarly we can find Substituting in (B.4) and taking e = 1 we

obtain

F(y{t) +h(t)) = Fm) +f F('Hy(ty,mad4
J —oo

+ r°° T"•F''"(yW:4i,«2)/»(6)M6)<i«i<i?2 +••- (B.is)
J —OO J —oo

which is (B.l) and (B.2) for

kniiu •••,(„) = ••,4n) (B.14)

The Volterra kernels remain unchanged after a permutation of their arguments. For ex

ample, ^2(^1,6) = ^2(6,6) because = ^^^H2/(i);^2,C2) in the same way

that

d^Fjy) ^ d^F(y)
dyidyj dyjdyi

where yi and yj are two components of the vector y.
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B.2 Volterra Series

The response of a time-varying system to an input y{t) is a functional F{t,y{t))

which similar to this considered in the previous section, but it is also a function of time.

The response F{t,y{t)) depends on t and on y{t) for all t 6 (-00, +00). The results of the

previous section apply, since dependence of the functional on t does not affect the proof of

section B.l. The response of the system to a small perturbation a;(i) is

w{t) = F{t, y(t) + a:(t)) - F(t, y(t))

/+00
hit: O^iOd^

-00/+00 r+oo
/ k2(t:(l:^2)xi^l)xi^2)d^ld^2

-00 J—00/+CX) r+00 r+00
/ / (t, ^1,^2,6)3^(^1 +••• (B.16)

-00 J—00 J—00

and let us denote the nth term of this sum by Wn(t). Assume now that the perturbation is

a sum of K single frequency tones

K
= (b.17)

i=l

Then

^ r+OO r+oo

i -1 J-OO J-0011 —1 tn —1

(B.18)

Consider now the transformation

fcn(t,4l, •••An)= Ci t - 4„) (B.19)

Then

K K

^n(i) = ^ 0,h'--0-in'
ii=l tji—1
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/oo roo
••• bn(t,t 4„)ej2''(/i.fl+-+/i»«»)dfj ...

-00 J —OO-00 J —oo

K K

Oil •. • flin

il=l in=l

L^—oo J—oo

. gpMfh+-+fin)i (B.20)
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K K

WnW = E ••• E (B.21)
ii=l in—1

where5n(<, /ii, -••?/in) is the Fourier transformof6„(t,ui,..., Un) with respect to ui,..., u„.

Quantity Bn{t, /ij,. ••,/i„) is the time-varying Volterra coefficient.

B.3 Time-invariant Systems

For the special case of a time-invajiant system F(t,y(t)) = F{t + T,y{t + r)) for

all values of r. This means that

•••,^n) = kn{t + T,-f- T,. . . , + t) (B.22)

or

~ ^l') ••' Cn) —bn{t + T^t ^n) (B.23)

for all T and therefore 6„(<,ui,...,Un) does not depend on its first argument, and the

Volterra coefficient is independent of time.
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Appendix C

Flicker Noise

C.l Introduction

Flicker noise is calleda noise signalwith frequency spectrum proportional to l/P

with 7 close to 1. Such a spectrum is present in many diverse signals, such as those which

describe noise of active electronic devices and resistors, weather fluctuations, social efiects,

biological phenomena, music, etc. This observation led some researchers to seek a common

underlying principle that generates flicker noise, but thisattempt was unsuccessful [38]. The

behavior of a signal with an 1// spectrum is described as follows [38]: 1// noise combines

the strong influence of the past events with the influence of the current events. The result is

an overall context or pattern and somewhat predictable behavior but with the possibility of

new trends developing and of occasional surprises. The 1// spectrum cannot be generated

by filtering a white spectrum with a filter with a small number of poles. A system with

infinite number of poles is required, such as the infinite RC transmission line whose input
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impedance is

where R and C are the resistance and capacitance per unit length respectively.

A certain ambiguity arises about the fact that infinite energy is contained at the

low frequency band of a random signal with an 1// spectrum. Since the low frequencies

are associated with long time constants of the generating system, some investigators have

attempted to find an upper limit in the time constants that generate fiicker noise in MOS-

FETS, which would mean that the 1// spectrum levels ofi" at very low frequencies. No

change in the 1// shape was observed down to (1 cycle in 3 weeks) [38]. However,

we always observe the signal over a finite window of time, and the observed signal has an

1// spectrum down to the lowest frequency allowed by the limited observation time.

In this appendix we review the theories that have been developed to explain the

flicker noise behavior of electronic devices and in particular of MOS transistors. These

theories mainly cover the case that the operating point of the device is time-invariant.

However in many practical analog circuits such as mixers, oscillators and switched capacitor

filters the device operating point changes periodically with time. The last section of this

appendix discusses this issue and summarizes the literature on this topic.

C.2 Theories for a Fixed Operating Point

Mainly two theories have been developed to explain and model fiicker noise of MOS

transistors. One of them is the number fluctuation (or carrier fluctuation, or trapping, or

Mc Whorter's) theory and the other is the mobility fluctuation (or Hooge's) theory. Both
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explain some measurement results but fail to explain some other. The two theories have

been combined, and the resulting models seem to be able to match better experimental

data.

C.2.1 Number Fluctuation Theory

The number fluctuation theory attributes flicker noise to random capturing and

releasing of carriers from traps located in the Si —Si02 interface and in the oxide close to

the interface [10, 5, 69, 23, 22, 109]. When the trapped charge changes, the channel charge

which is responsible for the conduction changes also, and the drain cmrent is affected. The

current fluctuation caused by a single trapping-detrapping process, has a Lorentzian Power

Spectral Density (PSD)

where / is the frequency, c a constant associated with the amplitude of the fluctuation, and

Tthe mean time betweentwo trapping events (time constant of the trap). The superposition

ofmany Lorentzians with appropriately distributed time constants r results inan 1// power

spectral density (PSD).

It can be proved (see [64] for a review of the number fluctuation theory) that if

a) only oxide traps contribute to the flicker noise b) the oxide trap density Nt (cm~^ev~^)

per volume unit and per energy unit is uniformly distributed in space and in energy, c)

the mobility is assumed a constant, d) the transistor is biased in strong inversion and the

linear region, e) trapping involves tunneling through the oxide and the time constant of an

oxide trap increases exponentially with the distance from the interface, and f) the oxide
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traps responsible for the flicker noise are located very close to the interface and therefore a

change in the trapped charge causes an approximately equal change in the channel charge,

then the PSD of the gate referred flicker noise is given by

WLCl, ' f ^

where A is a constant, function of some physical constants, T the absolute temperature, W

and L the efiective dimensions of the transistor. Cox the oxide capacitance per unit area,

and Efn the electron quasi-Fermi level in silicon. The PSD of the normahzed current is

^ _ c ^ NtjEfn) .X
j2 - • j2 - ' j^2

where N is the number of carriers per unit area in the channel, and q the electron charge.

Since Nt(E) is uniformly distributed in energy, it does not depend on the gate

voltage and Sva is independent of bias. Such insensitivity to bias is actually observed

mainly in NMOS transistors [95]. If there exists some nonuniformity in the distribution of

the oxide traps with the distance from the interface, a dependence l/p on frequency is

predicted by the above theory, with 7 slightly different than 1. Indeed, such a spectrum is

observed on MOSFET measurements with 7 from 0.7 to 1.2 [8]. In addition, a nonuniformity

in energy would result on a similar deviation on the noise spectrmn because of oxide band

bending even with a uniform distribution in space, and in this case 7 is bias dependent.

Reimbold [69, 23] extended the trapping theory presented above to the weak in

version. He found that the ratio of the change SQn in the channel charge over the change

5Qt in the trapped charge that causes it, is given by

R =
^Qn

SQt
(C.5)

(CD + Co^ + Cit-fiQn)'
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where /3 = q/kT, k being Boltzman's constant, Qn is the channel charge and Co, Cox, and

Cit are the depletion region, oxide and interface trap capacitances perunit arearespectively.

This relation is true in the linear region for any gate bias. Using (C.5), (C.4) can be

generalized as follows to give the normalized PSD of the drain current in the linear region

of both strong and wealc inversion

Si NtjEfn)
P WLfr {Cd + Cox + Cit - PQnV

In strong inversion \PQn\ ^ \Cd + Cox + Cit\ and (C.4) results from (C.6) since = Nq.

In weak inversion \^Qn\ \Cd + Cox + Cit\ and (C.6) becomes

^ NtjEfn) 7.
P WLp ' {Cd + Cox + Cit)2 •

Since Cd varies very slowly with bias and Cu and iVf(£?/„) are generally weak functions

of bias, (C.7) implies that Si/P is approximately bias independent. This plateau of Si/P

versus bias is actually observed in measurements [69].

Equation (C.7) has been derived for the linear region in weak inversion but it can

be shown [69] that it holds in the non linear region as well. Equation (C.4) is valid in linear

region and strong inversion and can be modified in a manner described in [33] to model

flicker noise in saturation.

A different formulation of the number fluctuation theory [109] relates the PSD of

the fluctuation in fiat-band voltage Vfb (or threshold voltage) with the PSD of the trapped

charge fluctuation per unit area

(C.6)
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Figure C.l: A random telegraph signal.

The PSD of Nt is given by

s^,=—r-
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time

(C.9)

and relation (C.3) results.

The number fluctuation theory gains support from experiments with small di

mension transistors ( area < Imm^ ) with only one active trap [65, 95, 34]. In this case

the resulting modulated drain cinrent is a Random Telegraph Signal (RTS), such as this

shown in Fig. C.l. The statistics of the RTS provide useful information about the trap

characteristics.

Experiments with devices that have been stressed in order to change the trapping

situation also attest to the number fluctuation theory. The stress is exercised by hot electron

injection [6, 75, 9, 92], by a tunneling current through the oxide [47], or by radiation [16].

Measurements of flicker noise before and after stressing show that both the magnitude of

the noise and the exponent y are affected.

The trapping theory fails to explain the dependence of the gate referred noiseon

bias that is observed mainly on PMOS transistors [8].

There exists some confusion in the literature about whether the traps that cause
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flicker noise axe oxide or interface traps. All reported descriptions qualitatively agree with a

picture oftraps distributed continuously with the distance from the interface. The further

a trap is located from the interface the harder it interacts with carriers and the longer its

time constant is.

C.2.2 Mobility Fluctuation Theory

The mobility fluctuation theory wasfirst developed for resistor flicker noise. Hooge

[30] found empirically by examining homogeneous samples of semiconductors and metals

that flicker noise is caused by fluctuation in the mobility of the material, independent of

the current flowing. He found experimentally that the PSD of the mobility is given by

<«"•>

where Ntot is the total number of carriers that contribute to the conduction, and olh is a

constant with value approximately 2 •10"^ for all the materials he examined. The mobility

fluctuations have been attributed to lattice scattering [30].

When this theory is applied to MOS transistors [29], predicts that the PSD of the

normalized drain current variation in the linear region is given by

Si aH

P fWLN

and the gate referred noise is

(C.ll)

Sy = N = {Vas - Vrf. (C.12)
fWLClf^ jWLN ^ ^ ^

The eflTect of the bias dependent mobility has been taken into account in [42]. Equation

(C.12) shows that according to the mobihty fluctuation theory the gate referred noise is a
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function of bias, since it is proportional to N. This contradicts the prediction of the number

fluctuation theory expressed by equation (C.3).

A certain inconsistency arises about the value of Hooge's constant an when this

theory is applied to MOSFETs. Experimental data indicate a value much smaller than

2 • 10"^. In order to resolve this discrepancy, a modiflcation in the value of this constant

was suggested [30, 97, 96] as follows

^'h = • — (C.13)
y-ph

where a'jj is the new value of the constant and fXph is the mobihty determined only by

phonon scattering. Even this modiflcation was not sufficient to always explain the value of

this constant that results from measurements [28].

The mobility fluctuation theory explains the dependence of the gate referred flicker

noise to bias that is observed mainly in PMOS transistors, but fails to explain the insen-

sitivity of the gate referred noise to bias that is observed mainly in NMOS transistors [8].

If both mechanisms mobility fluctuation and trapping are responsible for flicker noise, it

is reasonable to believe that trapping dominates in NMOS devices where the channel is in

contact with the interface, while mobility fluctuation dominates in PMOS devices which

axe usually buried channel devices and an abundance of free carriers does not exist close to

the interface for small gate bias.

The mobility fluctuation theory also fails to explain the weaJc inversion plateau

ofSi/P described in the number fluctuation theory. According to equation (C.ll), Sj/P

should decrease strongly with increasing the gate voltage in the subthreshold region, since

the number of carriers per unit area N increases rapidly.
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C.2.3 Unified Theories

These theories [64, 35, 24] are basedon the hypothesis that trapped charge fluc

tuation causes correlated mobility fluctuation. Experimental evidence for this eflfect comes

from the RTS on the drain current of single trap transistors. It has been observed [65, 34]

that the amplitude of the fluctuations cannot be explained only by the change of the chan

nel charge by one carrier, and a correlated change in the mobility needs to be considered,

which is attributed to oxide charge scattering. We will outline the derivation suggested by

Hung et. al in [35]. The resulting model is simple and suitable for a circuit simulator.

The model starts with the assumption that the mobility is correlated with the

number oftrapped carriers per unit area, and isgiven by Matthiessen's rule ^as

l = l. + — = —+aNt (C.15)
M Mn Mox f^n

where is the total mobility, /Xoi is the mobility determined by oxide charge scattering, and

fiji is the mobility determined by other scattering mechanisms. Theoxide charge scattering

coefficient a is a function of the distance of the trap from the interface and an effective

value is used in equation (C.15). Parameter ce is also a function of the carrier density in the

channel. Proceeding as in the number fluctuation theory, we finally obtainan expression for

the PSD of the gate referred noise in strong inversion and linear region (low drain voltage)

(C.16)

'Matthienssen's rule states that if the mobility fi is determined by mjmy independent mechanisms, it is
given by

i = —+ i+-+—, (C.14)
fi m fin

where •••,/Xti are the mobiUties determined by each one of those mechanisms alone.
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The PSD of the normalized drain current is

~N^-

Compajison of (C.17) and (C.16) with (C.3) and (C.3) shows that the expressions derived

with the new theory are identical to those of the classical number fluctuation theory, if the

trap density is replaced by

KiEfn) = (1 + aij.NfNt(Ef„). (C.18)

The gate referred noise is not bias independent even if Nt{Efn) is assumed uni

formly distributed in energy. Bias dependence comes from N = Cox(Vgs ~ VT)fQ which is

assumed uniform along the channel, a which is a function of iV, and the mobility which

decreases with increasing gate voltage.

At low gate voltage, N is small and the model becomes identical to this of the

number fluctuation theory. At high gate voltage the model resembles this of the mobility

fluctuation theory with a (bias dependent), Hooge's constant

ATan =-^{aixfNNtiEjn) (C.19)

while an intermediate situation results for moderate gate voltage.

The suggested expression for the dependence of Ni(Efn) on bias is

N;(Efn) = A-h BAT -h CN'̂ (C.20)

where A,B and C are technology dependent process parameters. It is emphasized that

the implementation of the new unified model in a circuit simulator does not differ from
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the implementation of the classical number fluctuation theory with a bias dependent trap

density, given by (C.20).

The model is extended in [33] to any gate bias using Reimbold's ratio R from

(C.5), as well as to the nonlinear region and saturation. The bias dependent mobility is

also taken into account.

A similartheory is developed in [64]. The derivation there starts with the assump

tion that the mobility is hnearly dependent on the channel charge instead of the trapped

charge. The dependence of the scattering coefficient on the distance from the interface is

preserved throughout the derivation. Thisdoes not result in a simple model as in [35], but

it leads to useful conclusions about the influence of the distance dependent scattering coef

ficient on the noise spectrum. Because the scattering coefficient decreases with distance, a

1IP spectrum with 7 < 1 results, even assuming uniform oxide trap distribution in space

and energy and in addition 7 decreases with increasing gate voltage. A technique is devel

oped to extract the profile of the oxide traps with the distance from the interface and with

energy.

At last [24], presents a re-derivation of the model developed in [35] using a the

fluctuation of the flat-band voltage caused by the oxide traps.

C.3 Flicker Noise of Devices with Time-Varying Operating

Point

There is a traditional belief that flicker noise is associated only with the DC current

flowing through a device [61], and is not present unless a DC current is present. However,
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experiments on resistors by Bull and Bozic [7] showed that flicker noise on resistors is

generated by fluctuation in the value of the resistance itself, independent of the current

flowing. When an AC current is applied, an 1// spectrum appears on the spectrum of the

voltage across the resistor, around all the frequency components of the excitation current,

which is called 1/A/ noise. A DC current component would only sense the resistance

fluctuation and generate an 1// spectrum around DC. Since then, a few pubflcations have

followed [46, 43, 51, 81, 80] on this subject for resistors. Some researchers observed a small

1// spectrum around DC when only AC excitation was present, but this has been disputed

as a measurement error. Bull and Bozic also observed 1/A/ noise on diodes and bipolar

transistors, but there existed some doubt if this noise was similar to the 1/A/ noise of the

resistors, or simply the result of frequency distortion.

There exists a belief that since the flicker noise generating mechanisms in MOS-

FETs have time constants much longer than the period of the operating point variation,

their flicker noise depends on some effective bias value. It is not however clear what this

effective value is. It could for example be the average gate-source voltage, the average

drain current, or some other value. Theoretical and experimental work needs to be done to

illuminate this aspect of the CMOS device model.
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